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Experiments never deceive.
It is our judgement that deceives itself because

it expects results which experiments do not give.
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15th century
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Deutsche Kurzzusammenfassung

Organische Halbleiter sind eine interessante Materialklasse, die bereits im Alltag verbreitet
ist. Organische Leuchtdioden werden kommerziell beispielsweise in Smartphonedisplays
oder Flachbildfernseher benutzt. Hingegen steckt die organische Photovoltaik noch in den
Kinderschuhen, obwohl es schon einige Pilotprojekte und Produkte gibt. Diese Bauteile können
auf flexiblen Substraten in verschiedenen Farben und Formen produziert werden, und im Labor
werden schon beeindruckende Effizienzen jenseits von 18 % erreicht. Eine Schlüsselerkenntnis
für diesen Fortschritt ist die maßgebliche Rolle der Morphologie der aktiven Schicht. Dies liegt
an der amorphen Beschaffenheit von organischen Halbleitern sowie der exzitonisch geprägten
elektronischen Struktur. Außerdem sind intermolekulare Wechselwirkungen gewöhnlich stark
abhängig von inter- und intramolekularen Konformationen. Es scheint also plausibel, dass
molekulare Flexibilität und die damit verbundene Möglichkeit zur molekularen Reorganisation
die elektronische Struktur konjugierter Materialien im kondensierten Zustand beeinflusst. Die
vorliegende Arbeit untersucht das Zusammenspiel zwischen molekularer Reorganisation und
dessen Folgen für die elektronische Struktur in molekularen Verbünden. Dabei konzentriere
ich mich auf zwei verschiedene Aspekte.
Die molekulare Geometrie kann sich während Transferprozessen ändern, welche für die

Funktionsfähigkeit organischer Bauteile essentiell sind. Beispielsweise ist in Solarzellen der
erste Ladungstransfer von einem photoangeregten Donormolekül zu einem neutralen Akzep-
tormoleküle wichtig, wodurch ein sogenannter Charge-Transfer-Zustand erzeugt wird. Dieser
Ladungstransfer wird in der Forschungsgemeinde gerne mit der klassischen Marcustheorie
beschrieben, welche bei der theoretischen Modellierung von Transferprozessen die Hochtem-
peraturnäherung darstellt. Hierdurch wird jedoch den Beitrag des quantenmechanischen
Tunneleffekts unterschätzt. Ich habe mich daher kritisch mit den Vorhersagen des Marcus-
Modells für Elektronentransfer in Donor-Akzeptor Blend-Systemen auseinandergesetzt. Die
Transferrate sollte theoretisch stark temperaturabhängig sein. Es stellt sich jedoch heraus,
dass die Anwendung der Marcustheorie hier eher fragwürdig ist, weil im Experiment bei allen
untersuchten Temperaturen ultraschnelle Transferzeiten beobachtet wurden, innerhalb derer
kein thermodynamisches Gleichgewicht möglich ist.

Existenz und Eigenschaften dieser Charge-Transfer-Zustände hängen von den lokalen inter-
molekularen Anordnungen sowie dem Ordnungsgrad ab. Daher untersuche ich als zweiten
Aspekt, wie geordnete Strukturen und Aggregate entstehen, und wie die Möglichkeit von
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konformationeller Reorganisation sich auf Wege in Aggregatstrukturen auswirken. Aggregate
zeichnen sich hierbei durch elektronische intermolekulare Wechselwirkungen aus. Dafür habe
ich die Modelloligomere TT und CT verwendet, die sich nur in ihrem zentralen Baustein unter-
scheiden, und deren Aggregatbildung verglichen. Das flexible TT besteht aus zwei Thiophenen,
die in einer head-to-head Anordnung verbunden sind. Dadurch erzeugen die Hexylseitenketten
eine Verdrillung im Zentrum, die übrige Struktur ist planar. Das Gegenstück CT hat als
zentrale Einheit ein Cyclopentadithiophen, wodurch das gesamte Molekül planar und steif
ist. Zunächst habe ich die intrinsischen Aggregationseigenschaften in Lösung mit tempera-
turabhängiger Absorptions- und Emissionsspektroskopie untersucht. TT aggregiert relativ
stark, wobei CT im Gegensatz dazu unerwartet schwach aggregiert und eher strahlungslose
Exzimer-ähnliche Wechselwirkungen ausbildet. Ausführliche Analysen der Spektren haben
zusammen mit Molekulardynamiksimulationen und quantenchemischen Rechnungen gezeigt,
dass die Flexibilität von TT dabei hilft, genügend intermolekulare anziehende Kontaktpunkte
auszubilden. Zudem planarisiert TT auf dem Weg ins Aggregat sogar trotz der sterischen
Abstoßung durch die Seitenketten.

Obgleich die Aggregationseigenschaften in Lösung einen Anhaltspunkt für die Eigenschaf-
ten im Festkörper darstellen, ist ein detailliertes Verständnis der Filmbildung unerlässlich,
um die Mikrostruktur in dünnen Filmen zu kontrollieren. Deshalb müssen die optischen
Eigenschaften beim Prozessieren untersucht werden. Hierfür habe ich einen einfach nutzbaren
Aufbau entwickelt, der gleichzeitig Absorption und Emission bei der Filmbildung messen
kann. Hiermit kann ich das Aggregationsverhalten von CT und TT in Lösung mit den
jeweiligen Eigenschaften bei der Filmbildung korrelieren. Bei beiden Molekülen sieht man,
dass dies in gleichen Phasen mit verschiedenen Timings stattfindet. Die Flexibilität und die
damit verbundene Fähigkeit zur molekularen Reorganisation von TT führt zu molekularen
Umorientierungen hin zu geordneten Strukturen, was sogar nach der Filmtrocknung stattfin-
det. Hingegen werden bei CT Molekülanordnungen kinetisch eingefroren und die Steifheit
verhindert, dass sich intermolekulare Anordnungen zu mehr Ordnung hin ausbilden. Eine
gewisse Flexibilität hilft somit, geordnete Strukturen zu erzeugen.
CT und TT sind wohl-definierte Oligomere, deren Filmbildungseigenschaften nicht re-

präsentativ für Polymere sein müssen. Bei Polymeren ist bekannt, dass Prozessierung bei
Temperaturen unter oder über der Temperatur des Unordnungs-Ordnungs-Übergangs in
Lösung zu mehr oder weniger geordneter Mikrostruktur führt. In der letzten Studie habe
ich diesen Ansatz verallgemeinert und die Relevanz von sowohl Löslichkeit als auch Ver-
dampfungsrate des Lösungsmittels am Beispiel von P3HT untersucht. Dabei hat sich gezeigt,
dass beim Prozessieren Mikrotimings das Zünglein an der Waage sein können und Phasen
der Aggregation im noch nassen Film gezielt verstärken oder unterdrücken können, was
sich letztendlich direkt auf den Ordnungsgrad in aggregierten Domänen im fertigen Film
niederschlägt.
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English abstract

Organic semiconductors are an interesting material class, which is present in everyday life.
Organic light emitting diodes are commercially exploited in smartphone displays or flat
screen televisions. Organic photovoltaics are still in the early commercial stages despite
several pilot projects and products. Fabrication of these devices can be performed onto
flexible substrates in different colours and shapes, with laboratory scale solar cell efficiency
exceeding already 18 %. On the way toward this impressive value, one key insight was
that the morphology of the active layer massively impacts on the performance. This is due
to the amorphous nature of organic semiconductors as well as the excitonic character of
the electronic structure. Furthermore, intermolecular interactions can be highly sensitive
to changes of inter- and intramolecular conformations. Thus, it seems plausible that the
degree of molecular flexibility and the associated capability for molecular reorganization
impacts on the electronic structure of conjugated materials in the condensed state. This
thesis investigates the interplay between molecular reorganization and its implications on the
electronic structure in molecular assemblies. Hereby, I examine two different aspects.
Molecular geometries can change during transfer processes, which are relevant for the

functioning of organic devices. In solar cells, for example, special relevance comes to the initial
charge transfer from a photoexcited donor material to a neutral acceptor material, which
generates an interfacial charge transfer state and comprises a first step for charge separation.
In literature, this electron transfer is often described in the framework of classical Marcus
theory. However, the relevance of quantum mechanical tunneling effects is underestimated
here, as the Marcus mechanism resembles the high-temperature limit of charge transfer
theories. I critically tested its applicability for electron transfer in donor-acceptor blend
systems, utilizing the strong temperature dependence of the predicted transfer rate within the
Marcus framework. It turns out that Marcus theory is at least questionable in this context,
as the required thermodynamic equilibrium is not established within the ultrafast transfer
times observed in experiment for all investigated temperatures.
The existence and properties of these charge transfer states are determined by local in-

termolecular arrangements and the degree of order. Thus, the second aspect deals with the
formation of ordered structures and aggregates, which are characterized by electronic interac-
tion, and how aggregation pathways are influenced by the extend of possible conformational
reorganization. I used two oligomer model compounds, which differ only in their central
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English abstract

molecular unit, and compare their propensity to establish aggregates. The flexible TT consists
of two twistable thiophene units. Their head-to-head linkage for the hexyl side chains induce a
twisted dihedral angle in the otherwise planar structure, retaining sufficient rotational freedom.
Its counterpart CT comprises a carbon-bridged cyclopentadithiophene. The central connected
thiophenes make the molecule stiff and entirely planar. First, I examined their intrinsic
aggregation properties in solution using temperature dependent absorption and emission
spectroscopy. Unexpectedly, the flexible TT shows a strong propensity to aggregate formation
in contrast to CT, where non-emissive excimer-like interactions prevail. Detailed spectral
analysis supported by molecular dynamics and quantum-chemical simulations revealed that
the flexibility of TT helps to establish a sufficient number of attractive intermolecular contact
points. Even more, the twisted central dihedral angle planarizes against the steric obstructions
of the side chains during the pathway into aggregated structures.

While it seems intuitive that solution aggregation is indicative for solid state properties, a
detailed understanding of film formation is essential to control the microstructure in thin
films. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the optical properties during processing. For
this, I developed an easy-to-use experimental setup, which allows to monitor absorption
and emission simultaneously while a film forms. This setup enabled me to correlate the
aggregation behaviour of CT and TT in solution to their respective film formation properties.
For both molecules I showed that film formation takes place in similar stages, yet timings
are remarkably different. The flexibility of TT and the ascribed ability for molecular
reorganization leads to molecular reorientation into well-ordered structures even after complete
solvent evaporation. In contrast, CT molecules are kinetically trapped and their stiffness
prevents further optimization of local intermolecular arrangements. Thus, a certain amount
of flexibility is beneficial for the establishment of ordered structures.

As CT and TT are well-defined oligomers, their film formation properties may not be repre-
sentative for the case of polymers. Here, it is known that processing at temperatures above or
below the disorder-order transition in solution results in less or more ordered microstructures.
In the final study of this thesis I generalized this framework to the importance of both
solubility and solvent evaporation rate for the final morphology, investigating prototypical
P3HT. It turns out that microtimings during processing can turn the scale and specifically
enhance or suppress the formation of aggregates in the still wet film, which directly impacts
on the amount of order within aggregated domains in the final film.
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Part I

Introduction





1 Motivation

Organic semiconductors have arrived in everyday life. Commercially relevant applications are
organic light emitting diode (OLED) displays, which are used for example by Samsung in their
Galaxy smartphones since 10 years.1 Televisions with OLED displays can be found in many
different screen sizes nowadays. Organic photovoltaics (OPV) is still in its early commercial
stages, yet several products and projects from companies like Heliatek, ARMOR (former
OPVIUS) or BELECTRIC already show its promising potential. OPVs can be fabricated
on flexible substrates in different colours and shapes,2–6 which renders them interesting for
applications as power generating design elements, as exemplary shown in Figure 1.1. The
power conversion efficiency of research devices utilizing fullerenes as acceptors stagnated
around 12 %, until the field received a new boost through the discovery and optimization of
nonfullerene acceptors.7,8 The current record device has an impressive efficiency of 18.22 %
(certified: 17.6 %)9 and brings the psychologically important value of 20 % in closer proximity.

The material class of organic semiconductors consists of organic small molecules or polymers,
whose core units are dominated by conjugated bonds.10 This results in extrinsic semiconducting
properties, which are dominated by ππ∗-transitions for the photophysical properties as well
as excitonic interactions due to the low dielectric constant.10,11 In contrast, their inorganic
counterparts are characterized by electronic band structures and intrinsic conductivity. The
reason for this markable difference is the strength of the interactions between individual
building blocks. Inorganic materials are usually crystalline and strong electronic interactions
prevail between adjacent atoms, leading to high dielectric constants and vanishing exciton
binding energies in the electronic band structure. In contrast, the building blocks in organic

Figure 1.1: Example of commercial OPV modules from BELECTRIC OPV and their application as design
elements at the Universal Exhibition Milan 2015. Images from Berny et al. [2].
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1 Motivation

systems are segments of polymers or entire molecules with comparably weak interaction.
They organize mainly in amorphous or semicrystalline structures, which is manifested in the
strong influence of disorder on nearly all physical properties.12 Nonetheless, there is almost
no design limit for synthesizing new materials. Polymers are widely used, which usually show
broad distributions of their chain length.13 Furthermore, organic semiconductor materials can
be processed from solution. Consequently, the properties of organic optoelectronic devices are
the result of a complex interplay between the molecular electronic structure, intermolecular
interactions as well as the morphology on a microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic length
scale.

To improve the efficiency of an organic solar cell device, it is necessary to first understand
the basic working principle. The active layer of a simple organic solar cell consists of two
components. One material serves as donor (D) for electrons, which are transferred to an
acceptor (A) component. This active layer is sandwiched between two electrodes, further
functional layers can be included for better extraction efficiency. Figure 1.2 shows the energy
levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) for D and A molecules, and indicates the workfunctions of the electrodes.
Several processes take place until charges are extracted7,14 and are indicated as well. First, a
photon is absorbed and creates an exciton, which is sketched for the case of absorption in
the D material (1). This excitation is a tightly bound electron-hole pair and can be created
anywhere in the material. Thus, the excitation needs to diffuse to the D-A interface (2), where
the electron is transferred from the LUMO of the D to the LUMO of the A (3), generating
an interfacial charge transfer (CT) state. In case of light absorption in the A material in step
(1), the CT state is generated by hole transfer from the HOMO of the A to the HOMO of
the D. Step (4) is the dissociation of the electron-hole pair against their mutual Coulomb
attraction into free charges, which is usually assisted by an applied electric field. Finally, the
charges move to the electrodes (5) and are extracted from the device.

This simple outline already shows that each process contributes individually to the overall
efficiency and needs to be optimized separately. This is not always possible, as these processes
are related to each other to some extend. Over the last years, it turned out that a key
factor is the morphology of the active layer.15–21 Intermixing of D and A molecules increases
the interface, which is advantageous for charge separation. Though, too much intermixing
destroys the percolation paths needed for charge extraction. Ordered domains enhance
transport processes for charges and excitations,20,22 yet decrease the D-A interfacial area.23

The energy of the CT state is a measure for the achievable open-circuit voltage Voc. In a
simple picture it is the energy difference between the LUMO of the A and the HOMO of
the D. A large energy offset between the LUMOs shold be beneficial for CT state formation,
which, however, obstructs Voc.14 Furthermore, local order and intermolecular conformations
directly affect molecular energy levels and in particular energy and character of the CT
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Figure 1.2: Working principle of an organic solar cell. The relevant molecular frontier orbitals are indicated
as well as the workfunctions of the electrodes. The alignment of the energy levels corresponds to open-circuit
conditions. See text for explanation of the contributing processes during charge generation.

states.19,21 Hence, optimizing one process will also impact on all other processes.
Optimising device efficiencies was mainly performed through heuristic approaches.7,24,25

For instance, small amounts of high boiling point additives in the processing solution can
improve solar cell performance drastically, yet the exact amount needs to be determined
empirically for every system. Furthermore, molecular planarity was exploited as a design
rule, as it correlates with the propensity to form ordered structures, despite unclear direction
of causality. In contrast, the explicit link between molecular flexibility, the related ability for
molecular reorganization and the ability to establish order is less known. Herewith associated
is the question of how the molecular electronic structure during intermolecular interactions is
affected by molecular stiffness. In addition, the connection between molecular parameters and
the efficiency of the different processes during charge generation is not completely understood.
This thesis investigates the influence of molecular reorganization on fundamental mecha-

nisms in solar cell materials. I focussed on several aspects, using dominantly spectroscopic
methods. On one hand I consider electronic transfer processes in solar cell blend systems, in
particular which effects are relevant for the efficiency of CT state formation and how reorga-
nization contributes. For this purpose, I studied CT state formation in different material
systems for different temperatures, as thermal energy can drive reorganization processes. On
the other hand I address how ordered structures can evolve, as they are relevant for the
existence of CT states and the efficiency of all processes prior and after CT state formation.
I focus on the interplay between molecular flexibility and tendency to establish local order
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1 Motivation

as well as implications on the electronic structure. For this, I used two model compounds
differing mainly in their stiffness and compared their pathways into aggregated structures. I
subsequently transferred the insights from static solution aggregation to the dynamic situation
during film formation. Finally, I investigated the film formation process for a polymer under
different boundary conditions to derive guidelines, which conditions lead to more or less
ordered structures in the solid state.

This thesis is structured in two parts. Part I gives an overview about the current state of
research, relevant concepts and my own contributions. Chapter 2 contains basic mechanisms
of charge transfer and generation as well as how they are discussed in literature. Chapter 3
explains fundamental concepts, which can be used to draw conclusions on local order by
means of spectroscopy. Chapter 4 summarizes the current state of research regarding the
establishment of ordered structures and how they can be manipulated. Chapter 5 presents my
publications and their interconnection, before the content of each publication is summarized
in more detail in individual subchapters. Finally, the publications are reprinted in Part II.

6



2 Mechanisms of charge transfer and
charge generation

Charged molecules are often called polarons in the organic semiconductor community, albeit
one of the notations charged molecule, cation or anion would be more appropriate. This goes
back to Holstein’s discussion of charges and their motion in molecular crystals, where he
used the description (small) polaron.26,27 Even though organic semiconductors are mostly
amorphous, it is still instructive to consider Holstein’s ideas. The basic concept of the small
polaron is that a charge distorts the molecular geometry of the residing and the surrounding
molecular sites. These molecular reorganizations result in a localization of the charge on
individual molecules, which is the origin of the associated polaron binding energy Epol.
Several things need to happen if the charge is transferred from one lattice site to an adjacent
site. The geometry of the charged site needs to reorganize to a neutral site geometry and
vice versa for the target site. Further, the distortion of the surrounding lattice needs to
adapt to the new situation. This process is activated by thermal fluctuations, which results
in an activation energy EA of the hopping process. Austin and Mott [28] performed simple
geometric considerations using configurational coordinates and showed that this activation
energy is half of the polaron binding energy EA = 1

2Epol for weak electronic exchange
interactions. The corresponding polaron hopping rate kpol was calculated by Holstein27 as

kpol = J2

~

√
π

2EpolkBT
exp

(
− Epol

2kBT

)
(2.1)

where J is the overlap integral and T the temperature.
A very similar result was found by Marcus for charge transfer in redox reactions in

solution.29,30 Marcus recognized that the solvent surrounding the reactants needs to reorient
due to electrostatic interactions, as well as the reactants themselves. This is considered
with an associated reorganization energy λ. The transfer reaction can be described along
a generalized reaction coordinate Q, which is sketched in Figure 2.1 a for the case of two
isoenergetic reactants. Initial and final state of the reaction are characterized with individual
energy surfaces, which are approximated to be harmonic. In the initial state, the electron
resides on the donor and is transferred to the acceptor at the intersection between initial and
final state. The intersection is again reached through thermal fluctuations, which requires an

7



2 Mechanisms of charge transfer and charge generation

activation energy of EA = λ/4. The resulting transfer rate thus reads

kMarcus = J2

~

√
π

λkBT
exp

(
− λ

4kBT

)
(2.2)

Differences of the electronic energies of donor and acceptor can be included with the driving
force ∆G0. Increasing the driving force shifts the minimum of the final state parabola to
lower energies (in this case ∆G0 < 0 by convention) as sketched in Figure 2.1 b. Hence, the
intersection point of both parabolas changes and the activation energy is altered, resulting in
the modified expression

kET = J2

~

√
π

λkBT
exp

[
−(λ+ ∆G0)2

4λkBT

]
(2.3)

Increasing the driving force will move the intersection point towards the energetic minimum
of the initial state, lowering the activation energy. Thus, the transfer rate increases until the
driving force reaches the value of the reorganization energy, −∆G0 = λ. This behaviour is
called normal regime. When increasing the driving force further to −∆G > λ, the activation
energy again increases. The transfer rate decreases, which is called the inverted regime and
illustrated in Figure 2.1 c.

Strictly speaking, Marcus theory is only valid in the high temperature limit, meaning
that the thermal energy is larger than the energies of all relevant phonon modes kBT � ~ω.
Typical molecular vibrations in conjugated molecules range from few meV for low frequency
bending modes to around 150 meV for C–C and C––C stretching modes in cyclic rings up to
400 meV for C–H stretching modes.10 In comparison, the thermal energy at room temperature
is around kBT ≈ 25 meV. Therefore, transfer processes in organic semiconductors can be
beyond the limits of the classical assumptions of Marcus theory.

The semiclassical Marcus-Levich-Jortner formalism extends the validity of the Marcus
mechanism to an intermediate temperature regime.31,32 It accounts for high energy vibrations
~ωhigh � kBT in a quantum mechanical fashion, while low energy vibrations ~ωlow � kBT

are still treated classically. The high energy vibrations are intramolecular modes with
an associated Huang-Rhys factor S, and the low energy phonons are again related to the
relaxation of solvent or the surrounding media, described by an outer reorganization energy
λo. The modified expression reads

kMLJ = J2

~

√
π

λokBT

∞∑
n=0

e−SSn
n! exp

[
−(λo + ∆G0 + n~ωhigh)2

4λokBT

]
(2.4)

In this framework, the reorganization energy for charge transfer splits up into two individual
contributions, which sum up to the total reorganization energy λ = λo + λi = λo + S~ωhigh.

8
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Figure 2.1: Transfer reactions in the Marcus framework. (a) Energy surface for reactions between two
isoenergetic reactants and the reorganization energy λ. Arrows indicate thermal fluctuations distorting
the system to the crossing point between initial and final state, where the transfer reaction takes place.
(b) Energy surfaces for reactions with nonzero driving force ∆G0 and (c) the resulting variation of the
transfer rate as function of ∆G0.

Marcus theory was experimentally confirmed in many systems in solution, both in the
normal and in the inverted regime.30,33–35 This success motivated researchers to apply it
to charge generation and charge transport in organic semiconductor solids. For theoretical
considerations of charge transport, Marcus-type rates are an established concept.36,37 In
contrast, applications to charge generation and CT state formation are more disputed. The
Marcus mechanism was utilized to explain charge generation in several systems. Cook
et al. [38] used it to rationalize hole transfer in P3HT:PCBM blends measured by ultrafast
transient spectroscopy, Ward et al. [39] described photoluminescence quenching for the
donor polymer PTB7 blended with several acceptors in the Marcus framework, and Coffey
et al. [40] strongly advocated the Marcus mechanism to be able to account for charge
generation in microwave conductivity measurements. Further, full device characteristics were
simplistically explained in the Marcus framework. Vandewal et al. [41] used it to describe
external quantum efficiency (EQE) and electroluminescence (EL) spectra in solar cell devices,
based on the adaption from Gould et al. [42]. This motivated several researchers to exploit
this model for solar cell characterization.43–46 However, they did not consider the effect of
Gaussian disorder,12 which is more likely to account for the broad line shape of EQE and EL
spectra.47 Furthermore, predicting ∆G0 and λ from quantum chemical calculations renders
cumbersome and computationally expensive48 and was for example performed for the systems
P3HT:PCBM,49 PCPDTBT:fullerenes,50 oligothiophene:C60 and oligothiophene:PBI,51 or
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:NIDCS-MO.52 Inherently for all of these considerations is the idea that
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2 Mechanisms of charge transfer and charge generation

there is an optimum value for ∆G0, and that the CT generation yield is a main objective
for device improvement. However, Barbara et al. [53] pointed out already in 1996 that fast
electron transfer typically observed in solar cell systems results from nonequilibrium dynamics.
This renders the applicability of Marcus-type equilibrium descriptions at least questionable
in this context.
Indeed, it was found by several groups that CT state formation is an ultrafast54–59 and

coherent59–61 phenomenon with strong electron-phonon couplings to high energy vibrations.
Charge separation was also observed from vibronically relaxed CT states.62–64 A priori, this
is not speaking for or against a Marcus-type description, but highlights the importance of all
subsequent processes, indicating that a Marcus framework may not be appropriate as the
unifying explanation. Hence, the applicability of the Marcus mechanism, including the role
of energetic offsets and molecular reorganization, remains unclear and needs clarification.

10



3 Photophysics from isolated molecules
to the condensed state

The electronic structure of molecules is coupled to the photophysics, as transitions between
different electronic states can be assessed by means of optical spectroscopy. Intra- and inter-
molecular interactions thus directly reflect on the shapes and energetic positions of absorption
and emission spectra. This chapter recapitulates the relevant concepts for describing and
interpreting optical spectra used in this thesis.

3.1 The Franck-Condon principle

Optical transitions in molecules are usually coupled to molecular vibrations. A successful
framework for describing optical spectra is the Franck-Condon principle. It results from
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation when applying it to radiative transitions starting
from Fermi’s golden rule.11 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation exploits the fact that the
motion of electrons takes place on faster time scales than the motion of the nuclei. Thus, their
dynamics separate and the total wavefunction of a molecule can be written as a product of
independent wavefunctions for the electronic contribution, nuclear vibrations, and the electron
spin.11,65 The rate for an optical transition from state |Ψi〉 to |Ψf〉 is proportional to the
squared modulus of the transition dipole moment |µ|2 = |〈Ψf|er̃|Ψi〉|2, as the dipole operator
er̃ provides the coupling between the electromagnetic radiation field and the electronic
states.11 Putting everything together results in the expression

|µ|2 = |〈Ψel,f|er̃|Ψel,i〉|2 · |〈Ψvib,f|Ψvib,i〉|2 · |〈Ψspin,f|Ψspin,i〉|2 (3.1)

The consequence is that the probability for a transition is also composed of three factors.
The electronic factor |〈Ψel,f|er̃|Ψel,i〉|2 determines selection rules and states whether the
transition is in principle allowed. The spin factor |〈Ψspin,f|Ψspin,i〉|2 allows transitions only
within one spin manifold. The vibronic factor |〈Ψvib,f|Ψvib,i〉|2 is the so-called Franck-Condon
factor and is responsible for the relative intensities I0 –m of the vibronic structure. It arises
from vibrations of the nuclei, which are described using generalized coordinates Q for each
vibrational mode. For organic molecules, a harmonic approximation is usually sufficient66
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Franck-Condon principle. (a) Electronic energies of the ground state (GS)
and the lowest excited state (ES) along a generalized coordinate Q in the harmonic approximation. GS
and ES are displaced by ∆Q = 1.55 ·

√
~

Mωvib
, resulting in S = 1.2. The first five vibrational levels with

a spacing of ~ωvib are indicated along with the respective probability density drawn in red for both GS
and ES. Arrows illustrate vertical electronic transitions. (b) Exemplary absorption and emission spectra,
resulting from the vertical transitions as sketched in (a).

and shown in Figure 3.1 for a two-level system consisting of ground state (GS) and excited
state (ES) in the presence of a single vibrational mode. The displaced oscillators differ by
∆Q in their equilibrium positions and the associated vibrational energy is ~ωvib for both.

According to the Franck-Condon principle, electronic transitions are vertical in this energy
diagram, starting from the lowest vibrational level due to Kasha’s rule.10,67 Hence, the
transition probability and therefore the intensity I0 –m of each vibrational 0 –m transition
is given by the overlap of the respective vibronic wavefunctions. For a displaced harmonic
oscillator with effective mass M and force constant k = Mω2

vib, calculations result in a
Poisson distribution66

I0 –m = Sme−S
m! (3.2)

with Huang-Rhys parameter S = 1
2k

∆Q2

~ωvib
= 1

2Mωvib
∆Q2

~ . Expressions for distorted oscillators
or both displaced and distorted oscillators are more complex.66 The Huang-Rhys parameter is
a dimensionless number and can be interpreted as the average number of excited vibrational
quanta per optical transition. The molecule relaxes into the new equilibrium conformation
after the vertical transition. The associated reorganization energy can be calculated as
λ = S~ωvib.

The Franck-Condon principle can be used to model absorption and emission spectra
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3.2 Optical signatures of aggregates

according to68

IAbs(E)
n(E) · E ∝

∑
m≥0

Sme−S
m! · Γ (E − (E0 +m~ωvib)) (3.3a)

IPL(E)
(n(E) · E)3 ∝

∑
m≥0

Sme−S
m! · Γ (E − (E0 −m~ωvib)) (3.3b)

where E0 denotes the energy of the 0 – 0 transition, n(E) is the refractive index, and Γ(E) is
the line shape of the transition, which is usually taken as Gaussian. The factors n(E) · E
and (n(E) · E)3 result from the Einstein coefficients and take the density of states of the
photons within the surrounding medium into account.69,70 n(E) can be approximated to
be independent of the photon energy, which is a good approximation for dilute solutions or
emission sufficiently separated from absorption bands. In cases where N vibrational modes
with energy ~ωi,vib and Huang-Rhys parameter Si need to be considered, the expressions
become slightly more complex:68

IAbs(E)
n(E) · E ∝

∑
(m1,..,mN )

{(
N∏
i=1

Smi
i e−Si

mi!

)
· Γ
[
E −

(
E0 +

N∑
i=1

mi~ωi,vib

)]}
(3.4a)

IPL(E)
(n(E) · E)3 ∝

∑
(m1,..,mN )

{(
N∏
i=1

Smi
i e−Si

mi!

)
· Γ
[
E −

(
E0 −

N∑
i=1

mi~ωi,vib

)]}
(3.4b)

The summation needs to be carried out over all possible combinations of vibrational quanta,
which is indicated by the tuple notation (m1, ..,mN ). In the past, these equations have
been successfully applied to describe optical spectra of conjugated polymers and small
molecules.68,71–78 For fitting actual spectra, numerical evaluation can become cumbersome.
Therefore, I wrote a graphical user interface to simplify the fitting workflow, which is described
in Appendix A.

3.2 Optical signatures of aggregates

The Franck-Condon model can be used to extract important molecular parameters from
absorption and emission spectra. However, the electronic states and thus also the photophys-
ical properties can change substantially once intermolecular interactions become significant.
This constellation is termed an electronically interacting aggregate, or aggregate in short.
Aggregates are characterized by shifting and splitting of molecular energy levels, which
complicates the picture and modifies the expressions in equations 3.3 and 3.4. Pioneering
work was performed by Kasha,79,80 who considered intermolecular interactions using the
point-dipole approximation. A description in the Kasha framework can already account for
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3 Photophysics from isolated molecules to the condensed state

basic properties of interacting chromophores. Therefore, the basic features of this theory are
first explained using the illustrative example of an interacting dimer, before more complex
arrangements and interactions will be addressed.
A system consisting of two identical molecules can be described with the Hamiltonian

H̃ = H̃1 + H̃2 + Ṽ12, where H̃1 and H̃2 are the Hamiltonians for the isolated molecules
and Ṽ12 contains the intermolecular interaction. Solving the Schrödinger equation using
the combined wavefunction ΨGS = Ψ1Ψ2 yields the energy of the common ground state
EGS = E1 + E2 + D, with E1 and E2 being the (identical) ground state energy for both
molecules, and D = 〈Ψ1Ψ2|Ṽ12|Ψ1Ψ2〉 is the van der Waals interaction. When considering
the excited state, it is impossible to tell which molecule bears the excitation. Hence, the
wavefunction is a superposition in the form of ΨES± = 1√

2 (Ψ∗1Ψ2 ±Ψ1Ψ∗2), where the star
denotes the excited molecule. This results in a splitting of the excited state into two levels
with energies EES± = E∗1 + E2 + D′ ± β. Here, D′ is analogous to the van der Waals
interaction in the ground state and β = 〈Ψ∗1Ψ2|V12|Ψ1Ψ∗2〉 is the resonance interaction. Thus,
the transition energy between ground state and excited state changes from ∆E1 = E∗1 − E1

to ∆Edimer = ∆E1 + ∆D ± β.
The distance and the relative orientation of both molecules critically determines how the

energy levels change with the intermolecular interaction as sketched in Figure 3.2. It is
instructive to consider the interaction in the point dipole approximation, which is a good
approximation if the spacial extensions of the wavefunctions are small compared to the
intermolecular distance. Depending on the sign of β, the intermolecular interaction can
result in two borderline cases for the excited state and the optical transitions. The first
case comprises the dipoles in a collinear arrangement, which corresponds to the θ = 0°
geometry in Figure 3.2. Here, β < 0 and the state ΨES+ is the low-energy state. Its total
transition dipole is twice the value for the isolated molecule, whereas the high-energy state
ΨES− has a vanishing transition dipole. Absorption and emission are both possible to and
from the low energy state, making the Stokes’ shift small. Further, the transition is shifted
to lower energies and the radiative rates are increased compared to the isolated molecule.
This constellation is termed J-aggregate or Scheibe-aggregate after Jelley and Scheibe, who
independently discovered this type of aggregation mechanism more than 80 years ago.81–83

In the second case, the dipoles arrange parallel to each other, which is called H-aggregate.
β is positive, thus the high-energy state is ΨES+. The energetic ordering is exactly opposite
compared to the J-aggregate. Therefore, ΨES+ bears a non-zero transition dipole and the
absorption shifts hypsochromic. After absorption, the excitation quickly relaxes to the
low-energy state ΨES−. Emission is forbidden due to the vanishing transition dipole. Hence,
the radiative rate is strongly diminished and the Stokes’ shift is increased compared to the
monomolecular case. Perturbations such as static disorder or finite temperatures soften this
selection rule and allow for some emission. For intermolecular arrangements between these
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Figure 3.2: (a) Geometric orientation of two coplanar dipole moments. θ is the angle between the distance
vector r12 and the polarization axes. (b) Influence of intermolecular interactions on energy levels and level
splitting upon dimer formation. Small arrows indicate the relative orientation of the dipoles for each dimer
level. The crossover between J-type and H-type interaction is indicated for constant |r12| and varying θ
using the point dipole approximation.80

two extreme cases, similar effects can be observed. Depending on the orientation of the
transition dipoles and the sign of the resonance interaction, the energy levels for the excited
state split and the oscillator strength is redistributed among them.79

Energetic shifts of aggregate signatures are ambiguous for the assignment of an aggregate,
as the dispersion shift ∆D can be more pronounced compared to the resonance interaction
β. Among vibronic signatures as detailed below, a further important criterion for the
identification of the aggregate character is the exciton lifetime. It is strongly reduced for J-
aggregates due to the increased radiative decay rate. In contrast, the lifetime for H-aggregates
is only limited by non-radiative decay pathways, which increases the lifetime compared to
isolated molecules. When performing time-resolved measurements, it can be necessary to
evaluate experimental data using deconvolution algorithms. This is especially crucial in cases
where the exciton lifetime is close to the temporal resolution of the setup as given by the
instrument response function. For this, I programmed a script in Python, which can be found
in Appendix B.
These considerations apply for situations, where the intermolecular interaction does not

change the intermolecular conformation significantly. If β is larger, the intermolecular
interaction can lead to a change in the dimer geometry in the excited state.10 As a result,
the intermolecular distance decreases due to the attractive intermolecular potential in the
excited state to a point, where the dimer ground state potential is repulsive and non-bonding.
This behaviour is called an excimer, as it is only stable in the excited state. The dynamic
change of the intermolecular distance upon excitation causes a broad and unstructured
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3 Photophysics from isolated molecules to the condensed state

emission, which is strongly shifted to lower energies. Excimer formation is common in flat or
elongated conjugated molecules. A prominent example is pyrene and its derivatives, which has
extensively been studied by Birks.84–86 Recent work showed that the pathway into excimer
formation can also include non-emissive precursor species.87 The example of distyrylbenzene
and its derivates further demonstrates that intermolecular interactions can strongly depend
on substituents.88 Choosing appropriate substituents as well as substitution positions allows
to tune the character of the intermolecular interaction from J-type to H-type or excimer-like
by controlling the local intermolecular structure.

The concept of two interacting molecules in the dimer can be generalized to larger aggregates,
which is then called Frenkel exciton. For a linear chain consisting of N chromophores spaced
by a distance of a with nearest-neighbour-coupling, the excited state splits into N states with
transition energy ∆EFrenkel = ∆E + ∆D+ 2β cos(ka). The resonance interaction β is defined
analogous to the dimer case, while the factor of 2 arises from the fact that each molecule
has two interaction partners. k = 0,± 2π

Na , ...,±π
a can be interpreted as a wavenumber of the

delocalized exciton. This allows optical transitions only into states with k = 0. For large N ,
an exciton band evolves with exciton bandwidth W = 4β. Again, geometric arrangements
and the extent of intermolecular interactions determine the photophysical properties similar
to the dimer case.
Kasha’s model can account for basic properties of aggregated chromophores, yet it lacks

the description of the vibronic structure of absorption and emission spectra. Spano and
co-workers extended Kasha’s work by including coupling to molecular vibrations along with
static and dynamic disorder.89–92 The relevant advancement is that they used an expansion
of the wavefunctions in a multi-particle picture, where one-particle and two-particle states
needed to be incorporated. One-particle states resemble ensembles of molecules in the ground
state, except one molecule being in the excited state including a vibronic excitation. For
two-particle states, one additional molecule bears a vibrational excitation but remains in the
electronic ground state. Including these two-particle states can be visualised as the vibrational
distortion induced by the exciton in the aggregate ensemble.93 Hence, calculations become
complicated, as more and more wavefunctions need to be included into the electronic states.
Similar to the Frenkel exciton, every vibronic sublevel forms a band structure. However,
as the higher vibronic bands are incoherent, the optical properties of the Kasha aggregate
transfer mainly to the 0 – 0 transition, while the higher vibronic transitions are less affected.
The peak ratio between the 0 – 0 and 0 – 1 transitions can therefore be indicative for the
type of interaction rather than energetic shifts. In absorption, the 0 – 0 peak is increasingly
suppressed (enhanced) for increasing exciton bandwidth in H-aggregates (J-aggregates). The
emission of perfect H-aggregates has no intensity in the 0 – 0 transition, which becomes again
visible when static disorder or the influence of temperature is considered. The emission
spectrum of J-aggregates shows a strongly enhanced 0 – 0 peak intensity, which decreases due
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3.2 Optical signatures of aggregates

to static disorder or temperature. To incorporate these effects into the Franck-Condon model
in equations 3.3 and 3.4, they can be modified according to94,95

IAbs(E)
n(E) · E ∝

∑
m≥0

(
Sme−S
m!

)(
1− W e−S

2~ωvib
Gm

)2

Γ (E − (E0 +m~ωvib)) (3.5a)

IPL(E)
(n(E) · E)3 ∝ e−SαΓ(E − E0) +

∑
m>0

Sme−S
m! · Γ (E − (E0 −m~ωvib)) (3.5b)

The additional factors in absorption are the exciton bandwidth W and Gm = ∑
n6=m

Sn

n!(n−m) .
For emission, the first term in the sum is examined separately and multiplied with an empirical
factor α, which modifies the intensity of the 0 – 0 transition.
Up to now intermolecular interactions are solely discussed for Coulomb interactions.

Strictly speaking, this is only valid for negligible overlap of molecular orbitals between
different molecules. In cases where wavefunction overlap is significant, this could lead to short-
range charge transfer interactions, which alter the character of the excited state and impact
on the photophysical properties.19 The character of this interaction is highly sensitive to
intermolecular displacements, as the phase of a wavefunction can invert within one molecular
ring unit. Spano and co-workers also included this mechnism into their calculations.96–99 They
found that alike to the case of Coulomb mediated interactions, the sign of the short-range
interaction determines whether the character of the aggregate is H-like or J-like. Moreover, the
principal character of the aggregate is determined by the superposition of both, Coulomb and
short-range interactions. In particular, destructive interference can occur if both interactions
have similar magnitude yet opposite sign, which results in photophysical properties similar
to isolated molecules. For further details and an elaborate presentation of the theoretical
calculations, the reader is referred to the comprehensive and thorough review from Hestand
and Spano [92].
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4 Establishment of ordered structures

Chapter 3 summarizes how different intermolecular interactions and conformations influence
the shapes and energetic positions of absorption and emission spectra. This toolbox allows
to draw conclusions about intermolecular arrangements and couplings from simple optical
measurements. However, they only provide information about the final structure. The
pathway into these structures is less established as well as the interplay between molecular
design parameters and aggregate properties. It is desirable to have simple design rules that
connect specific molecular parameters to distinct intermolecular conformations and solid
state morphologies, as this directly impacts on the efficiency of organic semiconductor devices.
Many theoretical efforts try to predict how a certain molecular structure will perform in the
final device.100–103 Unfortunately, this goal remains elusive to date, as different processes
and mechanisms work together on different length scales and influence each other. Thus the
search for firm design principles keeps going.

4.1 General relations between molecular properties and order

The phenomenon that conjugated materials can form ordered structures is not new. Examples
include but are not limited to oligomers and polymers consisting of thiophenes,104–108 phe-
nylene vinylenes,75,76,88,109–111 rylenes,84,85,87,112–118 or donor-acceptor compounds77,119–121

among others.83,92,121 In solution, one driving factor originates in the thermodynamic interac-
tions between the molecules and the solvent. Ordered structures can be achieved if the quality
of the solvent is systematically decreased. As a result, the material will start to precipitate
at some point and form agglomerates or physical aggregates. These physical aggregates do
not necessarily lead to intermolecular interactions that alter the electronic structure of the
molecules. Physical aggregates should not be confused with electronic aggregates, despite
both phenomena can appear at the same time. In this thesis, the notation aggregate is
used for electronically interacting aggregates as introduced in Chapter 3. For polymers, the
interactions between solvent and polymer chain segments alter the conformation of the overall
chain.13 An ideal polymer chain has a certain size, which depends on the number of repeat
units n. The size of a polymer can be quantified by the root-mean-square value of the end-to-
end distance

〈
r2〉1/2, which is proportional to n1/2 for ideal polymer chains. In good solvents,

the chain swells and
〈
r2〉1/2 is larger than for the ideal chain. The solvent-polymer interaction
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4 Establishment of ordered structures

increases the excluded volume of individual chain segments, which try to avoid each other.
For bad solvents, the situation is opposite. The interaction between chain segments is more
favourable than with the solvent. Individual chain segments try to increase mutual contact
points and

〈
r2〉1/2 is smaller than for the ideal polymer chain. However, different chain

segments still avoid each other due to steric repulsion. If repulsive intrachain and attractive
solvent-chain interactions balance perfectly, the solvent is a so-called theta solvent and the
chain conformation is identical to the ideal chain. When starting in a good solvent and
decreasing solvent quality below the theta point by decreasing the temperature, the swollen
polymer chains collapse and undergo a coil-globule transition. In globules, local order is
better established for stiffer polymers.122 Due to finite chain lengths, the critical temperature
is below the theta temperature and the transition is a pseudo-second-order transition.123

It is further smeared out by statistical variations of the overall chain length,107 which are
always present due to the random nature of a polymerization reaction.13 The amount of
electronic aggregates also increases for higher chain lengths as observed in several systematic
studies.107,124–126 An additional possibility to induce the coil-globule transition is mixing
good and bad solvents in different ratios, which also varies solvent quality in a systematic
way.106,127 Furthermore, entanglement will occur for long polymer chains in solutions with
higher concentrations up to the point where gel formation may be possible.128–130

Up to now the propensity of molecules or segments of molecules to come closer was
discussed mainly on their solubility. The solubility of a conjugated molecule is usually
enabled by side chains.131–133 They provide access points for solvent molecules to interact
with the conjugated backbone. In addition, they can be used to indirectly control how two
molecules can arrange with respect to each other. For example, sterically demanding side
chains inhibit sufficient approximation of two molecules134 and can be utilized to specifically
prevent excessive aggregation.112–118 Suitable side chains can also introduce bends135–137 or
provide planarity138,139 in the molecular backbone. Tiny changes in the size or structure
of the side chains can already have a large impact on the amount and propensity to form
ordered structures,128,140–143 as the example of the non-fullerene acceptor Y6 and its derivates
convincingly shows.134,137,144,145 A further influencing factor is the overall shape of a molecule,
which can be easily designed during synthesis. To stay with the example of Y6, its largely
flat backbone resembles a strong banana shape. The extent of this banana shape was
already related to improved crystallinity for small conjugated molecules.146,147 Deviations
from a purely linear shape were in general found to result in better device performance as
well as a stronger propensity to form aggregated structures.77,148–152 For the molecule pair
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 and p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2, Bourdick et al. [152] were able to further relate
this difference to the need for repelling the solvation shell from the conjugated core, which
is more difficult for the linear p-SIDT(FBTTh2)2 and inhibits solution aggregation for this
molecule.
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4.2 Influence of processing parameters on the formation of ordered structures

All of these phenomena show a distinct correlation between molecular planarity and their
tendency to form ordered structures. However, a clear direction of argumentation is difficult
to establish. On one hand, there is clear evidence that backbone planarity is present for
oligomers as well as polymers once the molecules are in aggregated conformations,111,153–155

which could be a side effect of intermolecular proximity.111,155 On the other hand, disorder-
order transitions in solution upon decreasing the temperature usually exhibit an increased
average planarity of the chromophores prior to the actual transition,77,108,120,121,156 which is
also observed during film formation.157,158 Therefore, it renders a reasonable design approach
for highly ordered materials to specifically use structures that make the backbone more planar.
This can be achieved by introducing rotational barriers or conformational locks through
halogenation, incorporating heteroatoms, or using suitable substituents.159–165 Their effect on
molecular conformations can easily be calculated in density functional theory calculations, and
it was possible to link high rotational barriers to planar structures in the solid state.163,166 An
additional degree of freedom can arise from available rotational conformations for asymmetric
building blocks, which further correlates with the degree of solid state order.166,167

In principle, backbone planarity is accompanied with a corresponding degree of molecular
stiffness. This stiffness ultimately complicates reproducible film processing, as can exemplary
be seen for the polymer PffBT4T-2OD.157,168,169 In contrast, molecular flexibility could be
used as a design principle to overcome this problem. However, recent research focussed mainly
on stiff materials. Therefore, it is not well understood to what extent molecular flexibility
and the associated ability for molecular reorganization is beneficial for establishing ordered
structures. It is important to address this research gap, as molecular reorganization can
support charge separation in organic solar cells and result in higher efficiencies.170

4.2 Influence of processing parameters on the formation of
ordered structures

There are different methods for solution processing with individual processing kinetics and
dynamics, which impact on the final morphology.171,172 Spin coating is the most established
processing method for fundamental research, as it is simple and quick.171 Other methods
include blade coating, slot die coating, inkjet printing and roll-to-roll processes. These
methods require more time and effort, but are highly relevant for upscaling and industrial
applications.3,4,171,173

One factor that controls the amount of order in the final film is the duration of film
formation. Processing from solvents with different boiling points can lead to films with
different ratios of aggregated and amorphous phases, as was for example shown for PFO73 or
P3HT.95,174 Solvents with higher boiling points evaporate slower, which leaves more time for
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the molecules to form ordered structures.22 The evaporation rate can further be tuned by the
processing temperature,175 by stopping the spin coater rotation early,176,177 by processing
in a solvent saturated atmosphere,178,179 or adding further electronically and optical inert
compounds like polystyrene to retain solvent in the film.180 The elongated evaporation period
did in all reported cases result in higher crystallinities in the final film, emphasising the
delicate interplay between the intrinsic propensity of a material to crystallize and the actual
time it is allowed to form ordered domains during processing.177

A further common approach is using high boiling point additives in the processing solution.
They usually boost device efficiencies by increasing the crystallinity149,181–183 and fine-
tune intermixing of different phases.184 There is a vast number of studies investigating
the effect of additives, both on final films22,115,149,182–185 as well as in situ during film
formation.25,180,186–190 Additives remain in the film after evaporation of the main solvent and
can provide molecular mobility to some degree, which facilitates subsequent crystallization
and prevents the establishment of kinetically locked arrangements or intermediate liquid
crystalline phases.188,190 Further, depending on whether the interaction is mainly via the
side chains or on the conjugated backbone,190 aggregation can be specifically induced during
processing.189 However, the application of processing additives remains largely heuristic
and lacks general systematic rules, as the optimum amount of additive needs to be found
empirically for every system.187

While solvent interactions and possible influences of additives impact on the morphology
during processing, it is also possible to tune the morphology by post-processing. Thermal
annealing140,149,185,191,192 and solvent vapor annealing120,185 are two common approaches.
For thermal annealing, the films are put on a hot plate for a fixed amount of time, which
promotes phase separation and ordering. During solvent vapor annealing, the film is exposed
to a solvent saturated atmosphere. Solvent molecules diffuse inside the film and allow for
increased molecular mobility due to swelling of the material. Both annealing methods result
in altered and mostly more crystalline morphologies.185 The reason is that the morphology is
usually kinetically quenched after processing. Annealing provides the possibility to relax the
morphology towards the thermodynamic equilibrium.164

It is desirable to overcome the need for additional processing steps as well as using
additional components like additives. They introduce further complexity and require time
consuming heuristic screening of processing parameters for best device performance. This
could be circumvented by establishing firm structure-property relationships. They could
be used to specifically design materials that form the desired morphology already during
processing. In the last years it became more and more evident that the presence of aggregated
conformations already in solution can provide a simple toolbox to control the degree of order
in the condensed state.157,168,193,194 However, it was considered more as an intrinsic material
parameter instead of a distinct design principle. Molecular flexibility and the associated
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4.2 Influence of processing parameters on the formation of ordered structures

ability for reorganization is a factor that could be exploited to systematically control the
desired behaviour. In contrast, little is known about the interplay of flexibility and the
establishment of order during processing. Different degrees of flexibility could also impact
on possibly relevant microtimings during film formation. This thesis aims to contribute in
closing this research gap.
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5 Overview of the thesis

5.1 Summary and overall context

This thesis aims to understand the influence of molecular reorganization on the electronic
structure in conjugated organic molecules, which I address from two different points of view.
First, molecular reorganization impacts on intermolecular transfer processes, as both intra-
and intermolecular geometries can change during this process. While this holds true for all
types of transfer processes, I focus my investigation on the formation of the interfacial charge
transfer state between a polymeric donor and fullerene acceptor in the solid state. Here,
intermolecular arrangements are defined a priori by the conditions during film processing as
well as molecular properties, which do in principle not change afterwards. These molecular
properties include the capability of molecular reorganization, which can further influence
how and to what extend intermolecular order is established. Therefore, the second aspect
of reorganization investigated in this thesis is devoted to the question of how molecular
stiffness and flexibility impacts on the propensity to form ordered structures. As initial
study I consider the formation of aggregates in solution and apply the findings in subsequent
investigations to the actual film formation process. I used different material systems to
specifically target different aspects in this thesis. Figure 5.1 gives an overview about the
different molecules and shows their chemical structures.
P3HT, MeLPPP, PCPDTBT and PTB7 are conjugated polymers, which can be utilized

as donor components in organic solar cells. I used them in combination with the fullerene
derivative PCBM as the acceptor component in the first study, which is reprinted in Chapter 6.
In this publication I investigated the mechanism of CT state formation, where an electron
is transferred from a photoexcited donor to the neutral acceptor. The mechanism of CT
state formation is not fully understood, and several partly contradicting concepts are used in
literature. A widely used but in this context doubtful framework is the Marcus mechanism.
It was derived for chemical redox reactions in solution and requires thermal equilibrium, as it
represents the high temperature limit for charge transfer theories. The relevant factors are the
driving force ∆G0 and the reorganization energy λ. A description in the Marcus framework
implies that ∆G0 needs to be sufficiently large for efficient electron transfer. However, this
would obstruct the performance of organic solar cell devices, as the open circuit voltage
decreases with increasing ∆G0, having a direct consequence for device optimization.
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Figure 5.1: Molecules used in this thesis.

The Marcus formula predicts a pronounced change of the transfer rate with varying
temperature, as charge transfer is mediated in this framework by thermal fluctuations. I tested
these predictions using temperature dependent ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy.
The systems PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM are representative for combinations of
moderate ∆G0 and λ values, whereas the MeLPPP:PCBM system is exemplary for high
values of ∆G0 and low λ, the latter being due to the high molecular stiffness. To complete
the picture, P3HT:PCBM was included into the discussion with electron transfer rates from
literature. I showed that electron transfer from donor to acceptor cannot be described
adequately by models which require thermal activation, including extensions that consider
tunneling in a semi-classical way. Even if, the driving force would not be the limiting factor,
which I was able to directly relate to the influence of molecular reorganization in combination
with static disorder. In this case, the predicted ultrafast transfer rate as function of ∆G0

would be the dominant process for many efficient material systems, relaxing the requirements
for optimizing molecular energy levels.

In the course of this work I recognized some shortcomings of the transient absorption setup.
Most of them concern monochromatic detection using the lock-in technique. This makes
measurements rather slow, as detection is only possible for fixed time delay and wavelength,
allowing to scan only one parameter. To overcome this issue, I implemented a fast line scan
camera with a suitable fast mechanical chopper, which allows measuring full spectra on a
shot-to-shot basis for fixed time delays. Appendix C contains the technical details and further
minor improvements.

The properties of the CT states and further intermolecular interactions heavily depend on
local intermolecular arrangements. In addition, transport processes for excitations as well
as charges within one domain are influenced by couplings between chromophores and hence
the morphology. There are several parameters that determine the evolution of electronic
aggregates and thus the formation of morphology. Among different side chains, molecular size
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and shape, interactions with solvents, and processing methods and protocols, it is possible to
specifically tune molecular flexibility or stiffness during material design. It is known that
planar and stiff molecules tend to aggregate more easily. However, there was no systematic
study, which directly addresses the influence of molecular flexibility on the ability to form
aggregates.
I used the model oligomers TT and CT to investigate this issue. These two molecules

consist of typical building blocks for solar cell materials and differ only in their central
unit as indicated by the red and blue colours in Figure 5.1. TT comprises two twistable
thiophene units with hexyl side chains linked in a head-to-head fashion. The side chains
induce a twisted dihedral angle of around 70° in the otherwise planar structure. CT contains
a carbon-bridged cyclopentadithiophene. These connected thiophenes make the molecule
entirely planar. In Chapter 7, I utilized temperature dependent absorption and emission
spectroscopy to investigate how this difference in molecular stiffness influences the formation
of aggregates and the character of intermolecular interactions in solution. For spectral analysis
I employed Franck-Condon modelling and programmed a graphical user interface, which
is explained in Appendix A. The solution environment is different to the solid state, but
allows to study the intrinsic nature of intermolecular interactions. Supported by molecular
dynamics simulations, I showed that the rigid structure of CT can prevent two molecules from
establishing a sufficient number of contact points. Intermolecular coupling is not well-defined
and results in non-emissive excimer-like interactions. In contrast, TT can achieve sufficient
stabilizing intermolecular contact points due to its flexibility. Even more, the twisted central
dihedral angle planarizes against the steric obstructions of the side chains during the pathway
into aggregated structures.
While it seems intuitive that the behaviour in solution is related to the morphological

properties in thin films, a profound understanding of film formation itself is necessary to
finally tailor the desired microstructure. As a further goal I wanted to apply the insights
from different aggregation properties in solution to differences during film formation. Steady
state characterization techniques on thin films can provide first insights. However, they
cannot account for different processes and temporal evolutions during film formation, which is
desirable to ultimately control the morphology during processing. Therefore, an experimental
method is needed, which can directly monitor the film formation process using absorption
and emission spectroscopy in situ. Chapter 8 describes the development of a corresponding
setup, which allows for the first time to detect both absorption and emission from the same
spot on the sample simultaneously. This setup consists of two individual parts. The first part
is a spin coater device, which allows different substrate temperatures during processing. The
second part is a complementary detection system, which requires only one CCD spectrograph
for quasi-simultaneous measurements of absorption and emission in an alternating fashion.
This results in a compact and easy-to-use system, in contrast to in situ scattering approaches,
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which require beam times at synchrotron radiation sources. The measurement equipment
capability was shown using P3HT. Films were processed at different temperatures and the
results are in line with previous work. Furthermore, preliminary analysis of the emission
anticipates deeper insights compared to in situ studies utilizing absorption only.
Simultaneous absorption and emission measurements result in loads of data, where over-

view easily gets lost. I implemented a graphical user interface in Python to ease analysis of
measurement data. The program takes over routine calculations and allows for interactive
inspection. More details can be found in Appendix D as well as some algorithms used for
evaluation.

This setup enabled me to continue the investigation about the impact of molecular stiffness
on aggregate formation during film formation. I correlated the results from the solution
study in Chapter 7 to the film formation process, which is published in the fourth work and
reprinted in Chapter 9. For both molecules, stiff CT and flexible TT, I could show that
film formation takes place in similar stages, but with different timings. These timings give
rise to kinetic constraints. The flexibility of TT opens up time windows for the molecules
to reorient into intermolecular geometries with pronounced intermolecular coupling, even
after solvent evaporation in the dry film. This is specifically ascribed to its ability for
molecular reorganization. In contrast, the rigid CT only establishes weak intermolecular
interaction during film formation. The molecules are forced into close proximity during solvent
evaporation, and their stiffness prevents further optimization of the local intermolecular
arrangement.
TT and CT comprises a pair of model oligomers specifically designed to investigate the

implications of flexibility and stiffness on the ability to achieve ordered structures. Direct
comparison revealed that flexibility can help to ensure pathways into electronic aggregates. In
addition, TT showed a strong urge to planarize in the solid state, which is expected to be less
pronounced for polymeric compounds. Hence, in a follow-up study I investigated the interplay
between molecular reorganization and the dynamics of film formation for the polymer P3HT,
which is the fruit fly of the organic semiconductor community. Albeit P3HT was extensively
studied in the past, this study revealed further important insights. The solvents chloroform
(CF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) with a similar boiling point yet different solubility for P3HT
were used for processing. Thus, the critical temperature of the disorder-order transition in
solution Tc,sol is markedly different at 10 °C for CF and 40 °C for THF. Blade coating films at
different substrate temperatures and analysing the spectra of the aggregated species reveals
the existence of a critical temperature Tc,film also for processing. Aggregates in films processed
below Tc,film show an enhanced degree of order. Interestingly, the relation between Tc,sol and
Tc,film is ambiguous. For CF, Tc,film is above Tc,sol, for THF opposite behaviour was observed.
Concomitant absorption and emission spectroscopy in situ during blade coating shows that
the origin of this observation is the existence of two aggregation pathways. The interplay
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between solution aggregation, leading to aggregate precursors, and aggregation through
concentration quenching is responsible for the properties in the final film. During solution
aggregation, structures with increased order are stabilized, while concentration quenching
due to the final evaporation of remaining solvent results in more disordered morphologies.
Of particular importance is timing during processing. It can control the selection of the
aggregation pathway, as even a small amount of solution aggregate precursors dominates
the aggregate properties of the final film. The low Tc,sol for CF results in slower solvent
evaporation and enables solution aggregation also slightly above Tc,sol. For THF, Tc,sol is
closer to the boiling point of the solvent, which suppresses the solution aggregation pathway
and shifts Tc,film to lower temperatures. I was able to confirm this mechanism by blade
coating from THF solution at a substrate temperature between Tc,sol and Tc,film in a solvent
rich atmosphere. Here, solvent evaporation is decelerated, which allows again for solution
aggregation due to the elongated drying period, and the spectra of the aggregated phase
resemble the properties characteristic for processing below Tc,film.

To conclude, in this thesis I investigated the relationship between molecular flexibility and
electronic structure under different aspects. Figure 5.2 shows a summary of the five individual
works and their interconnection. In Chapter 6 I could show that populating interfacial CT
states is not the bottleneck for higher device efficiencies due to reorganization effects. The
existence and nature of the CT states depends on the molecular ability to establish ordered
structures. Therefore, I examined the influence of molecular reorganization on the ability
to form ordered arrangements. I demonstrated in Chapter 7 for the model compounds TT
and CT that molecular flexibility is beneficial for aggregation in solution, as the number of
attractive intermolecular contact points can be maximised. Chapter 8 lays the foundation for
the subsequent studies and describes the development of an experimental setup to measure
simultaneously absorption and emission during processing of thin films. In Chapter 9 I use
this setup to link the aggregation properties of TT and CT in solution to their film formation
behaviour. Finally, in Chapter 10 I showed that during film formation microtimings can play
a major role for the decision on the aggregation pathway.
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5.2.1 The Impact of Driving Force and Temperature on the Electron Transfer
in Donor-Acceptor Blend Systems

Classical Marcus theory was in its original formulation derived for chemical redox reactions
in solution, and its successful predictions rewarded Marcus with the Nobel prize in 1992.30

This achievement motivated many researchers to apply it to electron transfer processes from
a donor to an acceptor in organic semiconductor devices. However, the Marcus mechanism
underestimates the relevance of quantum mechanical tunneling effects, which is due to the
amorphous nature of organic solids, strong coupling to high-energy molecular vibrations and
low reorganization effects of the surrounding media. Hence, it remains to be clarified whether
classical Marcus theory or its semiclassical Marcus-Levich-Jortner (MLJ) extension are
actually suitable to describe charge transfer in organic donor-acceptor systems.39,40,49,59,195–199

In this publication we critically tested the applicability of the Marcus framework for electron
transfer in donor-acceptor blend systems in general, and the implications of the input
parameters driving force ∆G0 and reorganization energy λ in particular. As this formalism
requires thermal activation, it predicts a strong temperature dependence of the electron
transfer rate, which renders it suitable for experimental verification. Consequently, we
measured the electron transfer rate from a photoexcited donor to an acceptor for a wide
range of temperatures between room temperature and 12 K.

Comparing the results with predictions from the Marcus and MLJ models show that their
applicability is at least questionable in this instance. The transfer rates for material systems
in the normal regime or not far in the inverted regime are mathematically consistent, but
very large. In contrast, material systems far in the inverted regime cannot be adequately
described in this framework. Including the influence of disorder, tunneling and coupling
to vibrations can eliminate the dependence on temperature and push absolute numbers
closer to experimental values. But as predicted transfer rates are high, the required thermal
equilibrium is unlikely to be established during these ultrafast time scales.
We used three donor-acceptor systems covering different regimes in the Marcus picture.

As donor material we used the stiff ladder polymer MeLPPP and the low-bandgap polymers
PCPDTBT and PTB7. The acceptor was PCBM for all donors. We first determined the
spectral signatures of the charged polymers by chemically oxidizing pristine thin films. These
signatures were subsequently monitored in blend films using temperature dependent ultrafast
transient absorption spectroscopy, yielding the time scale for electron transfer from donor
to acceptor. If the Marcus framework is appropriate to describe this process, the rise of
the cation signal should slow down upon cooling. However, we observed unchanged transfer
dynamics for all systems and all temperatures, which is limited by the duration of the
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Figure 5.3: Normalized pump-probe transients of the cation absorption for blend films of PCPDTBT:PCBM,
PTB7:PCBM and MeLPPP:PCBM taken at different temperatures. The solid lines represent fits to extract
the rise time, the gray box indicates the temporal resolution.

laser pulses and shown in Figure 5.3. To compare experiment against Marcus and MLJ
theory, we thoroughly searched literature for molecular energy levels as input parameters.
Own measurements were performed for MeLPPP:PCBM, and special care was taken to get
reasonable uncertainty ranges.

For PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM it turned out that λ+ ∆G0 & 0. They are in
the Marcus normal regime and the activation energy for charge transfer almost vanishes. As
a result, the temperature dependence is negligible, and the parameter input range would in
principle also allow for increased rates at low temperatures. MeLPPP:PCBM is far in the
inverted regime, as the driving force is large and the reorganization energy is small due to the
stiffness of MeLPPP. Figure 5.4 a shows how Marcus theory and the MLJ extension perform
for this system. The Marcus formalism is largely off, and for the MLJ mechanism there are
strong variations of the transfer rate with varying ∆G0 at lower temperatures due to coupling
to vibrations. This would imply that the molecular parameters for the MeLPPP:PCBM
system just combine right to be in resonance with the correct molecular vibration. Given the
fact that organic semiconductor materials are strongly disordered,12 this is rather implausible.
Therefore, we included Gaussian disorder into the calculation, which indeed does eliminate
the strong temperature dependence as shown in Figure 5.4 a for σ = 50 meV. However,
the observed ultrafast transfer rate still can only be reproduced if the errors for all input
parameters combine most fortunately and strong vibrational coupling is assumed. The same
holds true for reported values of P3HT:PCBM system,59 which are included in Figure 5.4 b.
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Figure 5.4: Calculated electron transfer rates in the Marcus framework (solid lines) and the MLJ framework
(dashed lines). (a) Transfer rates for the MeLPPP:PCBM system at temperatures of 300 K, 150 K and
5 K without (top) and including (bottom) disorder effects. The gray area indicates values beyond the
instrumental resolution, the yellow area indicates the parameter range for the driving force. (b) Calculated
transfer rates for typical input parameters at 300 K. The gray area indicates typical driving force values.
Experimental values from this work are complemented by values from literature for P3HT:PCBM.

If the MLJ framework would be a suitable description, what would follow for the influence
of ∆G0? Considering other typical efficient solar cell systems, ∆G0 usually ranges between
−0.1 eV and −0.5 eV as indicated in Figure 5.4 b by the gray area,195,200 resulting in transfer
rates in excess of 1× 1013 s−1. This is faster by four orders of magnitude in comparison to
characteristic excitation lifetimes. As a result, the efficiency for electron transfer is close
to 100 % and basically independent of ∆G0. Apparent dependencies on ∆G0 for charge
generation39,40,195 can be rationalized as trade-offs among different subsequent processes.
The observed transfer rates are still fast in comparison to the frequency of a thermally

activated molecular vibration. Further, as consideration of our measured values as well as
P3HT:PCBM from literature59 shows, rates for larger driving forces cannot be reconciled
with Marcus-type descriptions, even when including quantum couplings to vibrations and
tunneling effects. This can be rationalized when considering the fact that these theories
are derived for nonadiabatic charge transfer in thermodynamic equilibrium. This cannot be
established within the short transfer times observed in experiment, and it is thus necessary
to apply models that include adiabatic and coherent mechanisms.
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5.2.2 What is the role of planarity and torsional freedom for aggregation in a
π-conjugated donor–acceptor model oligomer?

In this publication I addressed the influence of backbone planarity and flexibility on the ag-
gregation properties in solution using the two model oligomers CT and TT. These compounds
differ only in the stiffness and planarity of their respective central building block. I showed
that TT is more prone to form aggregates with electronic interaction, while CT rather forms
non-emissive excimers. This different behaviour can be rationalized with the different number
of attractive intermolecular contact points. More specifically, I was able to correlate the
flexibility of TT with its ability to establish these contact points. This allows for a sufficient
stabilization of the intermolecular coupling instead of creating undesirable non-radiative decay
channels for electronic excitations. A suitable method for investigating ordering phenomena
in solution is to measure absorption and emission upon cooling, as solvent quality decreases
in a controlled way. This approach was used for a variety of conjugated oligomers and
polymers before and lead to important insights.75,77,108,119–121,141 Here, I applied this method
to solutions of TT and CT in hexane for different concentrations ranging from 5.0× 10−6 M to
2.5× 10−4 M. Furthermore, most of the spectra were analysed by means of a Franck-Condon
analysis. To simplify the work flow, I wrote a graphical user interface in Python, which is
described in Appendix A.

Figure 5.5 shows the absorption and emission of TT and CT exemplary for an intermediate
concentration of 5.0× 10−5 M between 300 K and 180 K. The emission spectra are normalized
to coincide at around 2.1 eV for TT and 1.7 eV for CT to highlight the evolution of the
spectral shapes. TT in Figure 5.5 a undergoes a typical disorder-order transition at the
critical temperature of Tc ≈ 230 K. Above Tc, the absorption is broad and unstructured,
increases in intensity and shifts to lower energies upon cooling. This is typically interpreted
as an increased average planarization among adjacent subunits, as torsional movements are
frozen out. Below Tc, a well-structured feature emerges at lower energies, while the broad
component disappears and an isosbestic point is visible. A concomitant evolution can be
observed in emission. These observations are a clear sign that the molecules form aggregates
in solution. For the high concentration (2.5× 10−4 M), corresponding measurements show an
increased critical temperature of Tc ≈ 260 K and more pronounced aggregate features, while
there is no evidence of a disorder-order transition for the low concentration (5.0× 10−6 M).
All emission spectra of TT show an unusual shoulder at the high-energy side, which becomes
more prominent at lower temperatures. Thorough investigations at even lower concentrations,
time-resolved measurements and analysis using Franck-Condon fits showed that there are
two independent contributions with no energy transfer among them. Quantum-chemical
calculations suggest that the origin lies in the flexibility of the central molecular unit, as
there are two stable conformations in the excited state.
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Figure 5.5: Absorption and emission of (a) TT and (b) CT in hexane at a concentration of 5.0× 10−5 M.
The emission spectra are normalized to 2.1 eV for TT and 1.7 eV for CT. Spectra taken at characteristic
temperatures given in the legend are drawn as solid lines. The spectra in between are shown for TT in
steps of 10 K between 180 K and 230 K, and for CT in steps of 20 K.

The evolution of the spectral signatures for CT in Figure 5.5 b is more subtle. The
absorption shows little vibronic structure, which becomes more pronounced upon cooling.
Further, it shifts to lower energies and increases in intensity. However, for temperatures below
200 K the absorption intensity and the 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratio both decrease. The low energy
tail broadens at the same time and a scattering offset appears. The structured emission
changes little between 300 K and 200 K. Nonetheless, an additional weak feature appears at
energies below 1.6 eV at the lowest temperature of 180 K. These observations are indicative
for some intermolecular interaction. Yet, clear signatures of distinct electronic aggregates are
missing. Alike to the case of TT, spectral signatures of intermolecular interaction are missing
for the low concentration (5.0× 10−6 M) and are more pronounced for the high concentration
(2.5× 10−4 M).

The emission spectra contain more information about the nature of the intermolecular
interactions. These spectra are normalized in Figure 5.5 to ease comparison of the spectral
shapes. Figure 5.6 contains the relative emission intensities as a function of temperature.
It was further possible to separate the emission spectra of the aggregated phase, which
is also shown in Figure 5.6 c for the high concentration. For TT, the emission intensity
remains constant above Tc and decreases steeply below Tc. This is reminiscent for an H-type
interaction, which is confirmed by the concomitant decrease of the 0 − 0 peak intensity
as well as an increase of the non-radiative decay rate. In contrast, for CT the emission
intensity decreases continuously already from 250 K onwards for the intermediate and high
concentration. This decrease does not correlate with the changes of the spectral shapes. Thus,
aggregate precursors do also exist for CT. However, they resemble non-emissive excimer-like
precursors, similar to the case of pyrene derivates.87

These differences are at variance with the expectation that more planar structures should
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Figure 5.6: Relative emission intensities for (a) TT and (b) CT as function of temperature for different
concentrations, normalized to the respective values at 300 K. (c) Separated emission spectra of the
aggregated species at the concentration of 2.5× 10−4 M. The spectra for TT are shown in steps of 10 K
and normalized to 1.6 eV. For CT only the spectrum at 180 K is shown.

form aggregates more easily. Therefore, we conducted molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
to get a picture of the underlying processes on a molecular scale. For these calculations, two
copies of either a TT molecule or a CT molecule are placed in a simulation box together with
many solvent molecules. Evaluating the temporal evolution of the system statistically results
in the free energy of the dimer as a function of the distance between the central units. The
simulations further allow to inspect the relevant mean dimer conformations.
Figure 5.7 shows the results of the MD calculations. For both molecules the dimer

geometries are energetically preferred and sketched in Figure 5.7 c. The pathway into the
stable dimer geometry is established by sliding along the long axis of the molecules while
crossing several local minima along the free energy curves. These local minima correspond
for both TT and CT to conformations where subunits are stacked on top of each other. The
two molecules in the dimer conformation of TT wrap around each other due to the twisted
nature of the central dihedral angle. For CT there are two possible orientations. The side
chains on the central unit are either oriented to opposite sides (type A) or to the same side
(type B). Both conformations for CT are equally likely, and in particular they are stabilized
stronger compared to the dimer conformation of TT. These simulation results suggest that
CT has a stronger propensity for aggregation, at variance with experimental observations.
However, the models for the TT molecules incorporate the torsional potential derived from
quantum-chemical calculations on isolated molecules, which is responsible for the strong twist.
Molecular dynamics cannot account for possible changes of this torsional potential, which
may result from a change of the electronic structure due to the intermolecular interaction.
In fact, reports show that TT adopts a planar conformation in the solid state,201,202 and
planarization has also been observed for other conjugated compounds.111,153,203
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Figure 5.7: Free energy curves for (a) TT and (b) CT. Structural insets in (a) indicate the orientation of
cis and trans conformations for planarized TT. (c) Sketches of the dimer geometries at the global minimum
of their respective free energy curve.

Essentially, it was necessary to explicitly allow TT to planarize in the MD simulations.
The free energy curves for both cis- and trans-planar conformations in Figure 5.7 a show
considerably larger stabilization of the TT dimer compared to the CT dimer in Figure 5.7 b.
Inspecting these conformations closer revealed that the mechanism is the possibility to
establish a sufficient number of stabilizing intermolecular contact points. For TT, there are
five stabilizing contacts in the most stable trans-planar conformation, whereas for CT these
contacts are less in both number and strength. The flexibility of TT ensures that there is a
pathway into the relevant conformation.
Finally, quantum-chemical calculations on the averaged dimer structures confirm the

emission properties we observed in experiment. For CT, the electronic transition of the type
A conformation has no oscillator strength. The type B conformation is subject to significant
changes in the dimer geometry, which is a textbook example for an excimer. The electronic
transition of the TT dimer has a weak but finite oscillator strength without significant
molecular reorientation upon excitation. Hence, this conformation is a stable electronic
aggregate and can account for the decreasing emission intensity.
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5.2.3 Setup to Study the in Situ Evolution of Both Photoluminescence and
Absorption during the Processing of Organic or Hybrid Semiconductors

In the previous chapter I investigated how backbone flexibility affects both the nature of
intermolecular interactions as well as the propensity to form ordered structures in solution.
As a next step it seemed plausible to examine how these molecular parameters influence the
film formation process. There was already a setup available, which was capable to measure
the absorption of a film during processing.152,157,189 However, as these measurements were
restricted to absorption data without concurrent detection of emission, they could provide
only incomplete pictures of the underlying processes. This work overcomes this limitation
by developing a suitable detection system, which can monitor both absorption and emission
simultaneously at the same detection spot on the sample, probing the same ensemble of
chromophores during processing.

It is inherently difficult to measure absorption and emission both at the same time and the
same position on the sample. Absorption measurements require a broadband light source
as a reference, which is transmitted by the sample. For emission measurements, the sample
material needs to get excited by a source for excitation, preferably a laser. This excitation
light can result in unwanted stray signal, or in destruction of the detector as a worst case
scenario. It must be suppressed during detection with suitable optical filters, which obstructs
absorption measurements in the respective blocking region. Hence, both measurement modes
will interfere with each other, which ultimately hinders data evaluation. One possibility is
measuring at different spots on the sample.204,205 However, direct comparability of absorption
and emission could be hampered through inhomogeneous film formation dynamics.

We tackled this challenge by changing the measurement mode to an alternating detection
scheme. Absorption and emission spectra are collected one after each other. The different
requirements for each measurement mode are ensured by a new detection system. Figure 5.8
shows a sketch for this detection system and its different operational states for absorption
measurements in Figure 5.8 a and emission measurements in Figure 5.8 b. A mechanical
chopper with mirrored blades (1) comprises the heart of this system. Light collected from the
spin coater enters the detection system through an optical fiber (2), where it is collimated
by a focussing lens (3). For absorption measurements, the blade of the chopper wheel (1)
completely reflects the collimated light. A second focussing lens (4) couples this light into
a second optical fiber (5), which is connected to a spectrograph bearing a CCD camera for
detection. During emission measurements, the incident light from the spin coater passes
through a hole of the chopper wheel. An adequately chosen optical filter (6) removes laser
stray light, before two mirrors (7,8) reflect the emission back through the same hole of the
chopper wheel. Behind the chopper, both beam paths for absorption and emission again
coincide, which allows using the same spectrograph for detection. A white light LED is used
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Figure 5.8: (a,b) Schematic illustration of the main components of the detection system and the operational
states of white light and the laser for (a) absorption and (b) emission measurements. The optical components
are labeled by numbers and explained in the text. (c) Photograph of the assembled spin coater.

as reference for absorption measurements, while a laser diode is used as the excitation source
during emission measurements. All electrical components are controlled by a microcontroller
to ensure their correct interplay. For data evaluation I wrote a graphical user interface in
Python, which simplifies inspection and performs routine calculations on the data. Details of
this program are explained in appendix Appendix D.

We further developed a spin coater device, which complements the detection system.
Figure 5.8 c shows a photograph of this device fully assembled, including the laser diode and
the optical fiber. The spin coater features a bore through the shaft of the rotating chuck,
which guides light from the LED for absorption measurements to the sample. A further
technical detail is the Peltier plate on top of the chuck. It allows to vary the temperature of
the substrate between 0 °C and 150 °C and draws electrical power from a rotary transformer
in the lower part of the chuck. The heat diffuser with cooling fins ensures dissipation of
excess heat for thermal equilibration at the substrate.

The measuring equipment capability was then demonstrated using the polymer P3HT. 2D
heat maps of absorption and emission during spin coating from chlorobenzene solution are
shown in Figure 5.9 a and b at room temperature, spectra at distinct times are shown on top.
At initial times, both absorption and emission resemble spectra in solution above the critical
temperature of aggregation. Around 8 s there is a distinct transition and optical signatures
appear, which are associated with the well-known disorder-order transition and usually occur
during film formation.106–108,121

We performed further test measurements at additional substrate temperatures of 3 °C,
43 °C and 65 °C. For easier comparison among all processing temperatures we extracted the
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Figure 5.9: (a) Photoluminescence and (b) absorption spectra of P3HT during spin coating from chloroben-
zene solution at room temperature. The panels on top show spectra at distinct time steps, the heat maps
on the bottom show the evolution during the first 40 s after starting the rotation. (c) Temporal evolution
of (top) the optical density at 2.03 eV normalized to the final value, (middle) the energy position of the
emission peak, and (bottom) the PLQY for processing at different substrate temperatures.

temporal evolution of different simple spectral features, which is shown in Figure 5.9 c. The
normalized optical density at 2.03 eV monitors the amount of aggregated phase during film
formation.157,189 We find that the onset time for the transition decreases from 21.1 s, 8.6 s,
5.3 s to 3.6 s for increasing the temperature from 3 °C, 21 °C, 43 °C to 65 °C, respectively, in
accordance with earlier findings.157

The spectral changes for the emission spectra largely correspond to the absorption spectra.
With increasing processing temperature we observe a higher energy position of the initial
emission peak and a decreased starting level of the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY).
Further, the absolute PLQY decreases drastically upon aggregate formation, which is all in
accordance with literature.121,206 Upon closer inspection we observe a redshift of the emission
peak position prior to the transition, and for processing temperatures of 43 °C and 65 °C
there is an additional increase in PLQY shortly before the transition. These finding indicate
that more complex processes happen during processing even for the simple P3HT. However,
a profound analysis is beyond the scope of this work and part of a follow-up study.

This newly developed detection system lays the foundation for in-depth investigations on
film formation in different material systems. In particular, the quasi-simultaneous detection
of both absorption and emission proves beneficial and already provided deep insights into the
role of torsional flexibility during film formation in Chapter 9, the follow-up study on P3HT
in Chapter 10 and the two-step method for processing the hybrid material methylammonium
lead iodide.207
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5.2.4 Role of Torsional Flexibility in the Film Formation Process in Two
π-Conjugated Model Oligomers

Having understood the different aggregation properties of CT and TT in solution, the next
step was to transfer this knowledge to the film formation process. The experimental setup
developed in Chapter 8 allowed to investigate this in more detail. I measured absorption and
emission during processing of thin films using the same solvent hexane for the spin coating
solution to ensure comparability with previous results from Chapter 7. As the existence
of preaggregates in the spin coating solution can influence the final film morphology,157,194

processing was performed at substrate temperatures well above the critical temperature Tc
for aggregation. We find that the flexible TT forms amorphous films right after solvent
evaporation, which seems to be at variance to the case in solution. Structures with local
order and electronic interaction are established only subsequently in the dry film on a time
scale of minutes. The rigid CT immediately evolves into structures, which are characterized
by some degree of electronic interaction and local order. These apparent differences to the
aggregation properties in solution can be rationalized by the kinetic constraints of the spin
coating process, as the morphology emerges in similar stages for both compounds.
We first consider the results for CT. Processing was performed at room temperature, as

Tc is around −18 °C. Figure 5.10 a and b shows the emission and absorption spectra during
processing, either at distinct times on top or as 2D heat maps on the bottom. The temporal
evolution of different spectral features is shown in Figure 5.10 c. From these, we identify
four distinct stages during film formation. The first two stages mark the drying of the film,
where excess solution is thrown off and solvent evaporates. Already in stage II there are signs
of excimer-like intermolecular interaction in emission, while the absorption remains largely
unchanged. The PLQY decreases and the monomeric emission disappears, being replaced by
a feature at lower energies, which results in a net shift of the PL peak position. Stage III is
characterized by a fast change in absorption from a broad and unstructured shape towards
a slightly more structured contribution at lower energies in combination with an isosbestic
point. Film formation is completed in stage IV, where no further changes occur.

The emergence of the structured absorption in stage III along with the reduction in PLQY
and a concomitant redshift in emission strongly points to the formation of aggregates. The
existence of intermolecular interaction is unambiguously confirmed by heating a film above
the melting point of CT. Figure 5.10 d shows the absorption spectra at different temperatures
during heating. If the structured feature was of monomeric origin, we would expect that
the structure mainly broadens due to the increased conformational freedom. The structured
absorption with the dominant peak at 1.95 eV disappears instead, while a broad spectral shape
remains at higher energies in the melt. Thus, for CT film formation is fast and intermolecular
interaction is established. The optical signatures upon condensation mimic the properties in
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Figure 5.10: (a) Emission and (b) absorption spectra of a CT film during spin coating from hexane at
room temperature. The spectra on top are taken at fixed times after starting the spin coater rotation. The
heat maps on the bottom show the evolution in the first three seconds. The white dotted lines indicate
four different time ranges during film formation. (c) Temporal evolution of (top) the peak positions for
absorption and emission as well as the low energy edge of absorption, (middle) the optical density at
2.15 eV and 1.90 eV, and (bottom) the PLQY. The filled circles correpond to the spectra shown in the top
panels of (a) and (b). (d) Absorption spectra of a CT film upon heating.
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solution upon aggregation. However, ground state interaction is more pronounced in the thin
film due to the different environment. The molecules are forced into close proximity during
solvent evaporation, which increases intermolecular interaction to an extent that aggregates
are clearly observed in absorption.
We next turn to the film formation process of TT, which is summarized in Figure 5.11.

Processing was performed using a substrate temperature of 51 °C, as Tc for aggregation
is around 42 °C. The most obvious difference compared to film formation of CT is the
duration of the whole process. It is finished within 3 s for CT, while it is drawn out over
approximately 80 s for TT. Overall, we can divide the evolution of absorption and emission
spectra in two parts. Figure 5.11 a shows the first part, which spans the first 3 s. Solvent
quickly evaporates here and the transition from solution to the solid film takes place. It is
followed by a subsequent slow crystallization process in the dry film as noted earlier201 and
shown in Figure 5.11 b. Figure 5.11 c further shows the complete evolution of both absorption
and emission as 2D heat maps using a logarithmic time axis, and Figure 5.11 d contains the
temporal evolution of distinct spectral features. Again we can identify four unique stages,
which differ in their time scales.

During the initial stage I excess solution is again thrown off and spectral features remain
largely unchanged. In stage II the remaining solvent evaporates and some intermolecular
interaction is established. However, the torsional potential of the central bithiophene obstructs
the formation of well-ordered structures and leads to a quenched amorphous morphology,
which results in a broad and unstructured absorption. These conformations are further
characterized by excimer-like interactions, as the PLQY and the emission peak position both
decrease. Stage III is drawn out over about 80 s, which is the most prominent difference
compared to CT. For TT, a structured absorption feature emerges continuously at lower
energies. This can directly be ascribed to the establishment of ground state interaction, as
the fraction of aggregates increases, while emission is quenched concomitantly. Stage IV
again marks the end of the overall process.
Direct comparison between both compounds shows that the flexibility of the central core

significantly affects stage III of film formation. This is the relevant stage for aggregate
formation and takes place on largely different time scales. For CT this stage is fast and lasts
less than half a second. TT needs around 80 s, which is longer by two orders of magnitude.
This finding seems to suggest that aggregate formation is hindered for TT, at variance with
the aggregation properties in solution. Closer inspection and comparing with the dimer
structures from the solution study resolves this apparent contradiction. CT can adopt two
different conformations. Type A is non-emissive without any contribution to absorption,
while type B bears a finite oscillator strength for absorption and emission. Apparently, some
of these conformations are formed during stage III, as the molecules are forced into proximity
by evaporating solvent. As a result, they are fixed in these positions due to the rigidity of
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Figure 5.11: (a,b,c) Emission (left) and absorption (right) spectra of a TT film during spin coating from
hexane at a substrate temperature of 51 °C during (a) the first 3 s and (b) subsequently. The spectra in
(a) are shown in steps of 0.125 s between 0.39 s and 1.40 s. The complete evolution is shown in (c) as 2D
heat map. The white dotted lines indicate four different time ranges during film formation. (d) Temporal
evolution of the energy peak positions, the fraction of aggregates (FoA) in absorption, the emission intensity
at 2.0 eV and 1.8 eV, and the PLQY. The coloured symbols and arrows indicate the temporal positions of
the spectra shown in (a) and (b).
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the backbone. Correlating previous grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
measurements201 confirms that order is established only on a short-range length scale.

In contrast, the pathway into conformations with strong intermolecular interactions is more
complex for TT. In solution, the molecules have sufficient time to approach each other and
planarize during aggregate formation. Upon film formation, the twisted nature only allows for
a kinetically quenched amorphous morphology due to the high torsional barrier, which cannot
be overcome spontaneously. It is the molecular flexibility and the strong urge to adopt a
planar conformation in the solid state,201,202 which subsequently results in slow crystallisation.
Corresponding GIWAXS measurements201 prove that order pertains on long-range length
scales in thin films.
Thus, the apparent discrepancy between aggregate formation in solution and during film

formation can be rationalized by the kinetic constraints during highly dynamic processing
situations. Furthermore, the torsional flexibility of the TT molecule is not necessarily a
disadvantage to establish well-ordered structures. It can rather open up time windows during
processing, which could in principle be exploited to fine-tune the morphology. In contrast, the
stiffness of the CT backbone prevents subsequent intermolecular reorganization. Therefore,
moderately flexible structures with sufficient driving force toward planarization should be
used as a design rule for next-generation materials, which would allow to specifically tailor
the desired morphology in thin films.

5.2.5 Processing condition dependent aggregation pathways in conjugated
polymers

The comparison of the film formation process for CT and TT showed that the establishment
of ordered structures is dominated by the dynamic constraints imposed during processing. CT
molecules are fixed in the positions they end up after solvent evaporation, showing short-ranged
order at most. For TT, the flexibility and the strong urge to planarize in the solid state results
in significant molecular reorientation and the formation of well-ordered structures. However,
this aggregation mechanism renders difficult for polymers. Their increased chain length affects
the mechanical properties of processing solutions and can lead to entanglement,24 making
time consuming optimizations of the film morphology necessary.191,208–210 Therefore, we
investigated the interplay of molecular reorganization and the dynamics during film formation
for the polymer P3HT. To date, several extensive in situ studies exist, often utilizing X-ray
scattering and partly in combination with optical methods.15,25,205,211,212 However, optical
properties were often only examined superficially. Here, we apply the established models
of Spano89,90,92,94,95 for the first time to optical signatures during processing. This allows
to identify the importance of timing, which can be decisive for selecting the aggregation
pathway and hence the final morphological and optical properties.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Critical temperature Tc,solution for aggregation in solution of P3HT in CF and THF.
(b) Isolated aggregate spectra in thin films blade coated from CF (top) and THF (bottom) at different
substrate temperatures. Dashed lines represent fits. (c) 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratios and line widths extracted
from fits to absorption aggregate spectra in (b), indicating the existence of a critical processing temperature
Tc,film. The inflection points of sigmoidal fits in (a) and (c) define the respective critical temperatures.

We processed P3HT films using blade coating from the solvents chloroform (CF) and
tetrahydrofuran (THF). They have a similar boiling point, yet different solubilities for
P3HT,213 which directly transfers to the critical temperature Tc,solution of the disorder-
order transition in solution as shown in Figure 5.12 a. Processing thin films at different
substrate temperatures Tsubstrate results in aggregates with different amounts of order and
interactions, which are expected to be of stronger interchain character with reduced 0 – 0
peak intensities above Tc,solution.157 The spectral signatures of the aggregates can be obtained
by the scaling approach121 and are displayed in Figure 5.12 b for the final films. Qualitatively,
the spectral shapes are as expected and show a more pronounced vibronic structure for
lower Tsubstrate. Using a Franck-Condon approach allows to further quantify the optical
parameters. Figure 5.12 c contains the extracted 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratios and Gaussian line
widths of the absorption. Obviously, there is a critical processing temperature Tc,film, above
which the 0 – 0/0 – 1 ratio is decreased and the line width is increased. Below Tc,film, order
is more pronounced and results in stronger relative weighting of intra-chain interactions.214
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of the separated aggregate spectra and spectral parameters during processing from
CF solution at (a) 5 °C and (b) 25 °C substrate temperature. Top panels show 2D heat maps of absorption
and PL normalized to the respective maximum value. Bottom panels show normalized aggregate fraction
or normalized PL intensity, 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratio and line width for absorption (black) and PL (blue).
Different stages of aggregation are indicated by the coloured areas.

Interestingly, Tc,solution and Tc,film do not match. Processing from CF at Tsubstrate = 15 °C
results in better ordered films compared to expectation, shifting Tc,film to higher temperatures.
For THF, the situation is opposite, as less order is observed for Tsubstrate = 35 °C than
expected, shifting Tc,film to lower temperatures.

We utilized in situ spectroscopy to examine this discrepancy. To get a basic understanding,
we started the investigation at Tsubstrate well below and above Tc,solution. For evaluation, we
separated the spectra of the aggregated contributions and fitted them alike in Figure 5.12 b
for each detection frame. For processing from CF solution at Tsubstrate = 5 °C and Tsubstrate =
25 °C, Figure 5.13 shows 2D heat maps of the separated aggregate spectra along with the
extracted normalized evolution of the aggregate intensities, the 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratios and
the line width. At Tsubstrate = 5 °C, aggregate signatures are visible early on, and a two-step
process is evident from the optical parameters. In particular, the 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratios in
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emission and σ in absorption vary slowly up to 5.4 s, where a kink is visible and speeds
up the overall evolution. We determine the corresponding time tquench of the kink by the
intersection of linear fits. Furthermore, tstart denotes the time where aggregate absorption
reaches 3 % of its final value for the first time, generally allowing for reliable fitting. At tfinal
no further changes occur. In contrast, no aggregates are discernible for Tsubstrate = 25 °C
in the beginning, until aggregate signatures quickly appear between 1.5 s and 2.0 s. This
suggests that two distinct aggregation pathways exist.
For Tsubstrate = 5 °C, the blue area between tstart and tquench indicates the formation

of stabilized aggregates in the still wet film, noticable by the larger 0 – 0/0 – 1 ratios and
fairly low σ values. The subsequent orange area between tquench and tfinal indicates a highly
dynamic stage where the morphology is quenched by a rapid increase of concentration due
to ongoing evaporation of the solvent. The solution aggregates form in a situation with low
sterical hindrance that allows more ordered conformations, which is retained in the final film
even through the quenching stage. At Tsubstrate = 25 °C, we observe no signs of a solution
aggregation process and aggregate formation directly starts with a concentration quench,
possibly already influenced by intermolecular steric hindrance, resulting in a shift from intra-
to intermolecular interaction and larger conformational disorder. Measurements for other
substrate temperatures in CF and THF confirm this picture except the anomalous data
points from Figure 5.12 c.
These results can be used to analyse the film formation process for the odd ones. Fig-

ure 5.14 a contains the analysis of the separated aggregate spectra for blade coating P3HT
from CF at Tsubstrate = 15 °C. Despite aggregate formation being completed within 2 s, a short
stabilization period can still be observed between 1.0 s and 1.2 s. Here, formation of solution
aggregates can be identified in emission by the initially high and constant 0 – 0/0 – 1 ratio and
the pronounced kink for σ. In sharp contrast to the situation well below Tc,solution, the total
amount of solution aggregates and their duration of formation is small. This suggests that it
is rather the absence of steric restrictions for the initially formed aggregates, which determines
the final film properties. In contrast, for blade coating from THF at Tsubstrate = 35 °C we
observe only a concentration induced aggregation pathway as shown in Figure 5.14 b. Here, it
can be rationalized with the increased evaporation rate compared to CF at Tsubstrate = 15 °C,
which dominates film formation and suppresses the solution aggregation pathway. If the
evaporation rate would be decreased here, we would therefore expect to achieve films with
aggregate properties for processing well below Tc,solution. Therefore, we repeated this experi-
ment in a solvent rich atmosphere. The evolution of the optical parameters in Figure 5.14 c
confirms that the delayed film formation exhibits a short stage of solution aggregation, similar
to blade coating from CF at Tsubstrate = 15 °C in Figure 5.14 a. The results from Figure 5.14
thus underline the crucial importance of timing on the formation of solution aggregates, and
thus on the overall film formation dynamics as well as final film properties. Despite our
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Figure 5.14: Evolution of the separated aggregate spectra and spectral parameters during processing
(a) from CF solution at 15 °C substrate temperature and from THF solutions at 35 °C substrate temperature
in (b) dry and (c) solvent atmosphere. Top panels show 2D heat maps of absorption and PL normalized
to the respective maximum value. Bottom panels show normalized aggregate fraction or normalized PL
intensity, 0 – 0/0 – 1 peak ratio and line width for absorption (black) and PL (blue). Different stages of
aggregation are indicated by the coloured areas.

focus on the single polymer P3HT, we suggest that our approach is generalisable and could
thus simplify processing parameter selection for a wide range of conjugated polymers across
multiple applications.
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5.3 Individual contributions to the publications

The Impact of Driving Force and Temperature on the Electron Transfer in
Donor-Acceptor Blend Systems

This work is published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C, 2017, 121, 22739–22752 and
reprinted in Chapter 6. The authors are:
Thomas Unger#, Stefan Wedler#, Frank-Julian Kahle, Ullrich Scherf, Heinz Bässler,

and Anna Köhler. #Authors contributed equally.
Heinz Bässler had the idea for the project. I performed the transient absorption mea-

surements for PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM blend films. Furthermore, I performed
the corresponding measurements for MeLPPP:PCBM in close collaboration with Thomas
Unger. Corresponding measurements for the neat films were carried out by Thomas Unger. I
extracted all electron transfer rates from the ultrafast transient absorption measurements. In
addition, I conducted all doping experiments. The polymer MeLPPP was provided by Ullrich
Scherf. Thomas Unger and me discussed the results and thoroughly searched the relevant
molecular energies in literature. Frank-Julian Kahle measured the reorganization energy and
the energy of the CT state for MeLPPP:PCBM. I calculated all electron transfer rates in the
framework of Marcus theory and the Marcus-Levich-Jortner extension. I further raised the
idea of the influence of energetic disorder for these calculations. Thomas Unger and me both
wrote parts of the manuscript and contributed equally to this work. Anna Köhler and Heinz
Bässler critically read and edited the manuscript.

What is the role of planarity and torsional freedom for aggregation in a
π-conjugated donor–acceptor model oligomer?

This work is published in Journal of Materials Chemistry C, 2020, 8, 4944–4955 and reprinted
in Chapter 7. The authors are:

Stefan Wedler, Axel Bourdick, Stavros Athanasopoulos, Stephan Gekle, Fabian Panzer,
Caitlin McDowell, Thuc-Quyen Nguyen, Guillermo C.Bazan, and Anna Köhler.

I designed and organised the study, performed and analysed all experiments, interpreted the
data, and wrote and revised major parts of the manuscript. The materials were synthesized
by Caitlin McDowell under the supervision of Thuc-Quyen Nguyen and Guillermo C.Bazan.
The molecular dynamics calculations were performed by Axel Bourdick and visualised by
me. Axel Bourdick and I intensely discussed the simulation results. I coordinated the
quantum-chemical calculations between Stavros Athanasopoulos and Axel Bourdick, who
both contributed theoretical sections to the manuscript. Stephan Gekle supervised Axel
Bourdick and critically read the manuscript. Anna Köhler helped with the interpretation of
the datasets and critically edited the manuscript.
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Setup to Study the in Situ Evolution of Both Photoluminescence and
Absorption during the Processing of Organic or Hybrid Semiconductors

This work is published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2018, 122, 9115–9122 and
reprinted in Chapter 8. The authors are:
Michael Buchhorn, Stefan Wedler, and Fabian Panzer.
Michael Buchhorn designed and built the spin coating system and the detection system

in the framework of his bachelor thesis, which was supervised by Fabian Panzer. The test
measurements were performed by Fabian Panzer. I measured the photoluminescence quantum
yield of the final thin films. I further performed stability measurements of the setup and
wrote a Python program with a graphical user interface for data evaluation. All authors
contributed in writing of the manuscript.

Role of Torsional Flexibility in the Film Formation Process in Two π-Conjugated
Model Oligomers

This work is published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 2020, 11, 9379–9386
and reprinted in Chapter 9. The authors are:

Stefan Wedler, Cheng Zhou, Guillermo C. Bazan, Fabian Panzer, and Anna Köhler.
I designed the study, performed and analysed all experiments, interpreted the data, and

wrote the manuscript. The material was provided by Cheng Zhou and Guillermo C. Bazan. I
discussed the data with Fabian Panzer and Anna Köhler. Anna Köhler helped writing and
editing the manuscript.

Processing condition dependent aggregation pathways in conjugated polymers

This work is in preparation. The draft is reprinted in Chapter 10. The authors are:
Matthew J Dyson, Hazem Bakr, Stefan Wedler, Konstantin Schötz, Mihirsinh Chauhan,

Paul N Stavrinou, Natalie Stingelin, Anna Köhler, Fabian Panzer.
Matthew J Dyson and Hazem Bakr designed the study. Konstantin Schötz determined

Tc,solution for all processing solutions. In situ experiments were carried out by Matthew J
Dyson, Hazem Bakr, Mihir Chauhan and me. In particular, I carried out the experiments
for THF at 35 °C. Based on preparatory work from Matthew J Dyson, I developed and
performed fitting of all in situ data. Matthew J Dyson, Fabian Panzer and me wrote the
manuscript. Paul N Stavrinou, Natalie Stingelin and Anna Köhler supervised work in their
respective groups.
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ABSTRACT: We discuss whether electron transfer from a photoexcited polymer donor to a
fullerene acceptor in an organic solar cell is tractable in terms of Marcus theory, and whether
the driving force ΔG0 is crucial in this process. Considering that Marcus rates are presumed to
be thermally activated, we measured the appearance time of the polaron (i.e., the radical-
cation) signal between 12 and 295 K for the representative donor polymers PTB7,
PCPDTBT, and Me-LPPP in a blend with PCBM as acceptor. In all cases, the dissociation
process was completed within the temporal resolution of our experimental setup (220−400
fs), suggesting that the charge transfer is independent of ΔG0. We find that for the
PCPDTBT:PCBM (ΔG0 ≈ −0.2 eV) and PTB7:PCBM (ΔG0 ≈ −0.3 eV) the data is
mathematically consistent with Marcus theory, yet the condition of thermal equilibrium is not
satisfied. For MeLPPP:PCBM, for which electron transfer occurs in the inverted regime (ΔG0 ≈ −1.1 eV), the dissociation rate is
inconsistent with Marcus theory but formally tractable using the Marcus−Levich−Jortner tunneling formalism which also
requires thermal equilibrium. This is inconsistent with the short transfer times we observed and implies that coherent effects need
to be considered. Our results imply that any dependence of the total yield of the photogeneration process must be ascribed to the
secondary escape of the initially generated charge transfer state from its Coulomb potential.

1. INTRODUCTION

The conversion of optical energy into electrical energy in
organic solar cells is meanwhile established to occur as a two-
step process.1 The initial step is the transfer of an electron from
a photoexited donor chromophore to an acceptor chromo-
phore. This leads to the formation of a charge-transfer state, or,
more generally, a Coulomb-bound electron−hole (eh) pair,
that separates into free charges in a subsequent step.2,3 The
initial electron transfer step is exothermic, while the subsequent
charge separation step is endothermic. A key parameter here is
the “driving force ΔG0” of the process, commonly considered
to be the difference in the energies of the initial and final states
of the system. More precisely, the driving force is the difference
in Gibbs free energy (also known as free enthalpy) between the
initial and final states, ΔG0 = ΔH − TΔS, with H being the
enthalpy, T the temperature, and S the entropy.4 It is an
intuitively attractive idea that the overall process may be more
efficient when more energy is released during the initial
electron transfer from the excited donor to the acceptor.
Furthermore, when ΔG0 becomes more negative, then the
excess energy might be used to facilitate overcoming the
Coulomb barrier of the initially created electron−hole pair.5,6

On the other hand, there is growing evidence that this
subsequent dissociation process starts from a “cold” eh pair.2 If
so, would a high driving force still be of advantage for the cell
efficiency irrespective of the fact that a high driving force

implies a lower open circuit voltage of the solar cell?7 Evidently,
to clarify the role of the driving force is a crucial question for
understanding the operation of organic solar cells.7,8

Our current study was stimulated by the work of Ward et al.9

They conducted time-resolved photoluminescence measure-
ments on donor−acceptor blends, in which the LUMO
energies of the acceptor were varied systematically. From
their studies, they inferred the rate of charge transfer in the
donor−acceptor pair and found an apparent correlation
between the driving force and the charge transfer rate that
they interpreted to be in agreement with the classical Marcus
theory. Specifically, they concluded that the charge transfer rate
is maximal when the driving force is ΔG0 = −0.4 eV but that
the rate decreases significantly for driving forces above and
below this optimum value. However, recent experiments on
non-fullerene-type acceptors have been shown to lead to
efficient solar cells, even if the driving force, measured as the
energy difference between the donor LUMO and the acceptor
LUMO, is close to zero.10,11

These considerations and the unclear role of ΔG0 result from
an approach where the electron transfer is a priori considered
treatable in a classical Marcus type framework. Marcus’ theory
was originally developed and proved successful to describe
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energy or electron transfer between an individual molecular
donor and an individual molecular acceptor in solution.12−14

However, in its original, classical form, it is not generally
suitable to describe the transport of charges through a thin film
of an organic semiconductor.15−17 The latter may be seen as a
sequence of electron transfer events between chemically
identical donor and acceptor sites. The reason for this
shortcoming is that in disordered systems the direct quantum
mechanical tunneling between initial and final states takes more
weight compared to the thermally activated process than
predicted by classical Marcus theory.18−20 It is therefore
uncertain whether classical Marcus theory is the most
appropriate approach to describe the electron transfer from a
donor material to an acceptor material when the two materials
form a disordered thin film in an organic solar cell. In fact, more
sophisticated quantum mechanical descriptions have recently
been suggested.21−26 Nevertheless, Marcus theory is frequently
used to account for the photogeneration of charges.8,27−29 The
question that we are discussing in this paper is, therefore,
whether classical Marcus theory gives a suitable description for
electron transfer in a thin donor−acceptor type f ilm and, associated
with this, what the role of the driving force ΔG0 is in promoting the
electron transfer.
We address this issue by measuring the electron transfer rate

through time-resolved photoinduced absorption of thin films
made of blends of a polymer donor and the fullerene acceptor
PCBM over a broad range of temperatures. The measured rates
(or their lower limits) are compared with the transfer rates that
are expected on the basis of the molecular parameters. For our
study, we employed PCBM as a prototypical, widely used
acceptor and combined it with the donor polymer PTB7 that
was also investigated by Ward et al.9 As a second, representative
donor polymer, we chose PCPDTBT.30,31 Both PTB7 and
PCPDTBT have moderate driving forces when combined with
PCBM. As an example of a polymer with a high driving force,
we also investigated the rigid MeLPPP. All chemical structures
are shown in Figure 1.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation. PTB7 (poly-
({4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene-
2,6-diyl)-{3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]-
thiophene-2,5-diyl}}) was purchased from 1-Material and has a
molecular weight Mw of 23 kDa. The solvents, PC60BM and
PCPDTBT (poly{[4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-cyclopenta(2,1-b;3,4-
b′)dithiophene-2,6-diyl]-alt-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-diyl})
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Methylated ladder-type
poly(para-phenylene) polymer (MeLPPP) (Mw = 83 kDa) was
synthesized in the group of U. Scherf.32,33 To prepare thin films
for optical measurements, a 36 g/L chloroform solution of
MeLPPP blended with PCBM (1:1 by weight) and of neat
MeLPPP was spin-coated under a nitrogen atmosphere onto
spectrosil B substrates at 700 and 800 rpm, respectively.
PCPDTBT and PTB7 films were spin-coated onto quartz
substrates at 700 rpm from 20 g/L chlorobenzene solutions. No
further annealing step was performed in order to keep phase
separation as low as possible. Doped films were obtained by
immersing the neat polymer films in acetonitrile solution of
FeCl3 (0.1%) for about 10 min. In Figure 1, we display the
difference in absorption between the film prior to and after the
doping process. The UV/vis absorption was measured using a
Cary 5000 UV−vis-NIR spectrophotometer. Photolumines-

cence spectra (PL) are recorded with a JASCO FP-8600
spectrofluorometer.

2.2. Femtosecond Transient Absorption Measure-
ments. Transient absorption measurements were performed
using a RegA9000 regenerative amplifier system from Coherent
Inc. (pulse length 210 fs) with a 100 kHz repetition rate. About
12% of the output intensity is used for generation of the probe
light between 480 and 750 nm in a YAG-crystal. The remaining

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of the donor polymers and the
fullerene acceptor. (b−d) Spectra of blends and neat films of
PCPDTBT, PTB7, and MeLPPP. The black dashed line shows the
absorption of the neat neutral donor, and the green solid line indicates
the changes obtained in absorption upon doping the neat donor. The
symbols show the photoinduced absorption obtained for the neat
donor film (solid squares) and for the blend (open triangles) at 2 ps
after the excitation pulse (1 ps for neat PTB7). For MeLPPP, the
photoluminescence (PL) is also indicated as a blue dash-dotted line.
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intensity of the output intensity is used to pump an OPA
(Coherent Inc.) for the pump beam at 3.1 eV (400 nm) and
1.94 eV (640 nm). The pump fluence is in the range 10−30 μJ/
cm2. The spectra are recorded by using a lock-in amplifier
(SR830, Stanford Research) and a monochromator (spectral
resolution 3 nm) with a Si-diode for the Vis region or a
InGaAs-diode for the NIR region. The measurements were
performed on thin films placed in a cryostat under a helium
atmosphere and at temperatures as indicated in the figure
captions.
2.3. CT Measurements. In order to determine the energy

of the charge transfer (CT) state and the associated
reorganization energy in MeLPPP:PCBM blends, we measured
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and electrolumines-
cence (EL) in bulk heterojunction solar cell devices of the
structure ITO-covered glass/MoO3 (15 nm)/blend or neat
film/Al (100 nm). Blends had a thickness of 110 nm, spun from
chloroform at 15 mg mL−1. For reference, solar cells with
pristine MeLPPP (chloroform, 7.5 mg mL−1) and PCBM layers
(chloroform, 15 mg mL−1), respectively, were fabricated
accordingly. The thicknesses of the MeLPPP and PCBM
films were 60 and 30 nm, respectively. The thicknesses of the
active layer of the solar cells were controlled with a Dektak
(Veeco) profilometer directly on a device.
EQE measurements were performed using a lock-in amplifier

(SR830) at a reference frequency of 130 Hz and using
monochromatic illumination from a 150 W tungsten lamp
(Osram). For EL measurements, the solar cells were biased at
3V using a Keithley source-measure unit (SMU 237). The
luminescence of the sample was recorded by a CCD camera
(Andor iDus) coupled to a monochromator (Oriel). For both
EQE and EL measurements, the sample was kept in an
appropriate vacuum condition sample holder at room temper-
ature. CT and reorganization energies were determined from a
simultaneous Gaussian fit to the reduced EQE and EL spectra
according to Vandewal et al.34 The reduced EQE and EL are
given by reduced EQE = E·EQE(E) and reduced EL = EL(E)/
E.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Experimentally Determined Transfer Rates. In

order to compare theoretically predicted rates with exper-
imentally observed ones, the rates of charge transferor their
lower boundsneed to be determined. We focused therefore
on measuring the appearance of the absorption due to the
cation that forms on the donor when the electron transfers
onto the acceptor. Thus, a first step is to determine the spectral
position of this absorption. For this, we measured the
absorption of the respective neat donor polymer films after
oxidizing them chemically using FeCl3. The spectra and the
other optical properties of the used materials are shown in
Figure 1. The low-bandgap polymers PCPDTBT and PTB7
(Figure 1b,c) have their main absorption peak between 2.5 eV
(500 nm) and 1.6 eV (800 nm). It is straightforward to assign
the reduction of absorption in the spectra of the chemically
oxidized neat samples as well as in the pump−probe spectra of
the neat samples and blends to the ground state bleach (GSB)
of the respective donor polymers. The difference in the
absorption of the neat films before and after the chemical
oxidation process is the absorption due to the thus formed
cations on the polymers. The cation spectra show broad
absorption bands centered at 1.0 eV (1200 nm) for PCPDTBT
and 1.1 eV (1100 nm) for PTB7, which is also in agreement

with literature.35−37 At these energies, we can also observe a
clear pump−probe signal with positive sign in the blends, yet
not in the neat films, which we can therefore attribute to the
absorption of the polymer cation formed after photoinduced
electron transfer to PCBM.
Figure 1d contains the corresponding spectra for MeLPPP.

The absorption is structured and lies in the blue part of the
visible spectrum, with the first absorption peak situated at
2.7 eV (454 nm). In addition to the GSB at the same energy,
there is a structured absorption with a 0−0 peak at about 1.9 eV
(640 nm) and a vibronic replica at 2.1 eV (580 nm) in the
cation absorption spectra obtained from the chemically
oxidized films. The pump−probe spectrum at early times (2
ps) for the neat film consists of a stimulated emission (SE)
band above 2.25 eV (below 550 nm) corresponding to the
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum (blue line, in Figure 1d). A
broad induced absorption band appears below 2.25 eV (above
550 nm) further increasing into the NIR beyond the
investigated spectral range, which we attribute to the excited
state absorption of the singlet exciton.38 The SE contribution is
nearly absent in the pump−probe spectrum of the blend.
Instead, there is an additional absorption feature at the position
of the polymer cation absorption with a maximum at about 1.9
eV (650 nm), which is also in accordance with the
literature.38,39

Having identified the spectral position of the cation
absorption, we can now monitor its evolution. Figure 2
shows charge transfer dynamics of the cation absorption at
room temperature and at 12 K in the low-bandgap polymers
and in their blends with PCBM. For control purposes, the
appearance of the GSB is also monitored. For both blends, we
observe that the appearance of the cation absorption occurs
within our temporal resolution (220 fs in vis, 400 fs in NIR due
to technical reasons, indicated by the gray and red shaded areas
around time zero position) for room temperature measurement
as well as at low temperatures. The same holds for the neat
polymer films, yet the signals decay faster than in the blend.
Conversely, the cation absorption signals of the blend films at
12 K show an additional offset due to an increased lifetime40

that exceeds the laser repetition time of 10 μs.
Figure 3 displays the dynamics of the MeLPPP:PCBM

system at early times for different temperatures between 250
and 12 K. The transients are taken at the wavelength of the
cation absorption signal at 640 nm (1.9 eV). Within the entire
temperature range probed, we see an ultrafast charge transfer
which is faster than our temporal resolution. Furthermore,
there is no initial offset. The exciton signal probed at 730 nm
(1.7 eV) decays with a time constant of about 5 ps, which is
mainly assigned to the diffusion of singlets to the interface
which are not directly created at the interface. Small
contributions of this 5 ps decay can also be seen in the cation
signal at 250 and 200 K. We attribute this to a contribution
from the overlapping exciton signal leaking into the cation
signal, which disappears at lower temperatures (see Figure 3).
From these data, we can nominally derive the rise time for

the cation signal. We find that the corresponding rate is in the
range of (2−5) × 1012 s−1. Thus, for all three materials and all
temperatures probed, the rise time is within the resolution limit
of our instrument. This resolution limit varies slightly for
different probe wavelengths.

3.2. Transfer Rates according to Marcus Theory. We
now consider whether our experimental values are consistent
with Marcus theory. The Marcus transfer rate is given by41,42
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with the electronic coupling strength JDA, reorganization energy
λ, and driving force ΔG0. This equation is based on thermal
equilibrium under the assumption that the quantum nature of
the acoustic phonons (with energies of a few meV) does not
need to be considered explicitly, i.e., kBT ≫ ℏω, and can be
treated classically.43 This is typically the case for temperatures
above 100 K.
In order to calculate the rate, we therefore require knowledge

of the driving force ΔG0, the reorganization energy λ, and the
electronic coupling JDA between donor and acceptor molecules.
The rate is particularly sensitive to the relative magnitude of λ
and ΔG0, as the two quantities tend to have different signs, so
that their difference enters the argument of the exponential
function. As a simple approximation for the driving force, it is

common to take the difference in electron affinities.44 This is
sufficient for many cases. Here, we would like to determine
ΔG0 as accurately as possible. Therefore, we consider the
difference between the energy of the photoexcited donor and
the final charge-transfer state to be ΔG0:

45

−Δ = −G E E0 S1 CT (2)

This is illustrated in Figure 4 for ease of reference for the cases
of ΔG0 = 0, ΔG0 = −λ, and ΔG0 ≪ −λ. To find the values of
ΔG0 for our compounds, we determined ES1 from the
intersection between the absorption and emission spectra,
each normalized to unity at the peak of the first band. For
PCPDTBT and PTB7, we took the values for ECT and λ from

Figure 2. Normalized pump−probe transients in thin films, taken at
the wavelength of the ground state bleach (GSB) and the cation
absorption. The temporal resolution is indicated by the colored boxes
at zero time delay; the solid lines correspond to fits. (a) Neat PTB7;
(b) PTB7:PCBM, both GSB at 1.77 eV (700 nm), cation at 1.11 eV
(1120 nm); (c) neat PCPDTBT; (d) PCPDTBT:PCBM, both GSB at
1.75 eV (710 nm), cation at 1.11 eV (1120 nm).

Figure 3. Normalized pump−probe transients of the cation absorption
and the exciton absorption in MeLPPP:PCBM blend films excited at
3.1 eV (400 nm) at different temperatures.

Figure 4. Energy diagram for an electron transfer process in the
Marcus picture with vanishing driving force (gray), ΔG0 ≈ −λ (red)
and ΔG0 ≈ −6.5 λ (blue).
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published data as listed in Table 1. These values result from
fitting the photocurrent spectra (EQE) and electrolumines-
cence (EL) as outlined by Vandewal,34,46 where 2λ then
corresponds to the difference between the maxima in the CT
state absorption and emission and ECT is taken from their
intersection. Static disorder can contribute to the width of these
bands, so that the obtained values are an upper limit. This
method determines the reorganization energy between the
neutral ground state and the CT state, whereas we consider the
formation of the CT state via the excited state. In principle,
these values are different. However, they are expected to be
very similar, as the reorganization energy for the fullerene
acceptor is small due to its rigidity.56,57

Table 1 lists the driving force thus obtained, along with the
pertaining parameters. For the MeLPPP system, we needed to
experimentally determine ECT and λ. Therefore, we measured
the EL of the MeLPPP:PCBM blend to compare against the EL
spectrum of the neat MeLPPP and PCBM. The EL of neat
MeLPPP was consistent with ref 58. It is more than 1 eV
separated from the blend EL and therefore does not need to be
considered further. Figure 5a shows the EL of the blend along
with the EL from neat PCBM, taken from ref 59 and
normalized to fit the high energy tail. The difference between
the two spectra, shown as a blue line, is assigned to the EL of
the CT state. In Figure 5b, the CT EL is compared to the EQE
spectrum of the blend. We fitted the CT emission and the low
energy tail of the EQE, respectively, according to
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34, using identical parameters for the CT emission and the fit
to the low energy tails of the EQE. Here, E denotes the photon
energy and kBT denotes the product of Bolzmann constant and
temperature. From this procedure, we arrive at ECT = 1.57 ±
0.05 eV and λ = 0.17 ± 0.03 eV.
To calculate the charge transfer rate according to Marcus, we

still require the value of the electronic coupling. This can only
be derived by calculations. Leng and co-workers report a value
of 30 meV for PCPDTBT:PCBM,45 and Liu and co-workers
report 20−30 meV for P3HT:PCBM.55 On the basis of these
studies, we adopt a value of J = 30 ± 20 meV for all
compounds. All values required to calculate the transfer rate are
summarized in Table 1. A detailed discussion to each value and
its error margin is given in the Supporting Information (SI 1.1).
For reference, we have also considered which driving force
ΔG0

IP, and concomitantly which transfer rate, would result if the

difference in the ionization potential of the donors, derived
from refs 45 and 60 for PCPDTBT, as well as ref 50 for PTB7,
and the fullerene EA of 3.8 ± 0.1 eV was considered.2,61,62 It
turns out that this does not impact the overall conclusions, as
detailed in the Supporting Information (SI 1.2).
By comparing the values of ΔG0 and λ, one can see that for

PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM ΔG0 ≅ −λ, whereas for
MeLPPP:PCBM ΔG0 ≅ −6.5λ. These two cases are illustrated
in Figure 4. Evidently, rather high transfer rates can be expected
in the former case, while transfer should become difficult in the
latter case, which is the Marcus inverted regime. Table 2
summarizes the transfer rates calculated according to eq 1 with
the mean values of parameters of Table 1.

4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Electron Transfer in the Marcus Normal Regime.

It is worthwhile to discuss the range of values that may be
obtained by using eq 1 from the experimentally found input
parameters. We shall first focus on PCPDTBT and PTB7. The
usual preconception is that a thermally activated charge transfer
can be described by Marcus theory,8,27 and that the expected
charge transfer rate slows down upon cooling due to the
exponential term. It turns out that, for the low-bandgap
polymers we investigated, PCPDTBT and PTB7, the
magnitude of the reorganization energy λ and of the driving
force ΔG0 are, within the experimental error, about equal, while
their signs are opposite. As a result, the argument of the
exponential function is close to zero, with some variation on
both sides of zero due to the experimental error margins. The
fact that ΔG0 + λ ≈ ±0 has two consequences. First, it results in
a rather large range of values that can be obtained within the

Table 1. Summary of the Input Parameters Used to Calculate
the Charge Transfer Rate according to eq 1 for the Three
Blends Considereda

PCPDTBT:PCBM PTB7:PCBM MeLPPP:PCBM

ES1 (eV) 1.50 ± 0.1047,48 1.67 ± 0.0549−51 2.70 ± 0.0552

ECT (eV) 1.30 ± 0.05b 1.35 ± 0.0549,53,54 1.57 ± 0.05
−ΔG0 (eV) 0.21 ± 0.11 0.32 ± 0.07 1.13 ± 0.07
λ (eV) 0.30 ± 0.10b 45 0.35 ± 0.059,45 0.17 ± 0.03
λ + ΔG0 (eV) 0.09 ± 0.15 0.03 ± 0.09 −0.96 ± 0.08
JDA (eV)45,55 0.03 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02
aES1 is the energy of the singlet excited state, ECT is the energy of the
CT state, −ΔG0 denotes the driving force, λ is the reorganization
energy associated with the charge transfer, and JDA is the electronic
coupling. bSee the Supporting Information, Figure S3.

Figure 5. (a) Reduced EL of MeLPPP:PCBM (black solid line) and
pristine PCBM (black dashed line). The difference of the two spectra
corresponds to the CT emission (blue solid line). The spectra of
pristine PCBM were reprinted with permission from ref 59. Copyright
(2009) American Chemical Society. (b) Reduced EQE and EL spectra
of MeLPPP:PCBM (black solid lines). The blue line corresponds to
the CT-EL spectrum, as shown in part a. Red lines indicate
simultaneous Gaussian fits to the CT region of EQE (solid) and EL
(dotted) according to Vandewal et al.34
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limits of the input parameters. Second, the temperature
dependence of the transfer rate does not necessarily reduce
upon cooling, in contrast to the common expectation. Rather, it
may be nearly independent of temperature or even increase
upon cooling, when the overall temperature dependence is
controlled by the nonexponential prefactor. Figure 6 illustrates
the temperature dependence that results from eq 1 for
PCPDTBT and for PTB7 in addition to the temperature
dependence obtained when using the mean values for the input
parameters λ, ΔG0, and JDA. Figure 6 also shows, as shaded
areas, the range of accessible values when the input parameters
λ, ΔG0, and JDA are varied within their range of uncertainty

(compare Table S2 in the Supporting Information). While we
show the functional dependence of eq 1 for values down to 10
K, one needs to bear in mind that the mathematical application
of eq 1 below about 100 K does not necessarily carry any
physical meaning as detailed below. The gray shaded area
indicates the range of rates that are beyond our instrumental
time resolution.
The values of the singlet energy, CT state energy, and

reorganization energy found for PCPDTBT and PTB7 in
combination with PCBM are typical for many low-bandgap
polymers. It is therefore instructive to consider how sensitively
the transfer rates depend on the driving force and
reorganization energy. Figure 7 shows calculated Marcus rates
(eq 1) as a function of driving force for an electronic coupling
of JDA = 30 meV and two different values of reorganziation
energy, λ = 0.30 eV and λ = 0.35 eV. This corresponds to the

Table 2. Transfer Rates Determined according to eq 1 for Different Temperatures, along with the Experimentally Measured
Lower Limits for the Transfer Ratesa

temperature (K) PCPDTBT PTB7 MeLPPP

Expected from Marcus Theory in s−1

295 2 × 1013 3 × 1013 3 × 10−10

200 2 × 1013 3 × 1013 3 × 10−21

150 2 × 1013 3 × 1013 2 × 10−32

100 2 × 1013 4 × 1013 3 × 10−55

12 4 × 1010 7 × 1013 <10−300

Experimental Values in s−1 (Lower Limits)
295 (2.9 ± 1.8) × 1012 (2.6 ± 0.2) × 1012 (4.1 ± 0.2) × 1012

12 (2.2 ± 0.7) × 1012 (2.4 ± 0.1) × 1012 (4.5 ± 0.2) × 1012

aMinimum and maximum transfer rates resulting from the uncertainties of the parameters are given in the Supporting Information (Table S2).

Figure 6. Arrhenius plots of the Marcus-type electron transfer rate
according to eq 1, calculated using the mean values for each parameter
(dark solid line). The fastest and slowest rates accessible within the
error range of the parameters are shown as light solid lines bordering
the patterned range of accessible values. The gray shaded area indicates
values that are beyond our instrumental resolution.

Figure 7. Marcus-type electron transfer rates according to eq 1 as a
function of driving force for temperatures of 300, 150, 50, 20, and 5 K
(a) for PCPDTBT:PCBM and (b) for PTB7:PCBM. The gray shaded
area indicates values that are beyond our instrumental resolution. The
yellow shaded area indicates the parameter range for the driving force.
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parameter sets for PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM. The
resulting rates are displayed for different temperatures in the
range from 300 to 5 K. Evidently, for a driving force close to
zero, Marcus theory predicts a strong reduction of the transfer
rate with decreasing temperature and values that are accessible
with many pump−probe setups. This temperature dependence
agrees with the notion one has when considering the
corresponding energy levels in Figure 4. However, for driving
forces close to λ, the transfer rate increases upon cooling. This
is because the exponential term in eq 1 vanishes, so that the
T−0.5 dependence in the prefactor dominates. Furthermore, the
rate increases to values that push the time resolution of
common pump−probe setups to their limits. In Figure 7, the
yellow area indicates the error range we found for the driving
force ΔG0. This illustrates how for PCPDTBT:PCBM both an
increasing as well as a decreasing transfer rate upon cooling
would be consistent with the experimental data. Essentially the
same applies for PTB7:PCBM. It becomes further evident that,
for both materials, the rate expected according to Marcus as
well as its temperature dependence should exceed our
experimental resolution. While this is indeed what we observe
(cf. Table 2), it can neither confirm nor disprove the
applicability of eq 1.
The lower limit we experimentally find by pump−probe

spectroscopy for the transfer rate in PTB7:PCBM, about 2.6 ×

1012 s−1, is at variance with the transfer rate of 8 × 1011 s−1

reported by Ward et al. on the basis of photoluminescence
quenching experiments.9 The latter value would have been well
within our experimental range. Ward et al. find their value can
be fitted with Marcus theory, using values of λ = 0.4 eV and
ΔG0 = −0.2 eV. From their data, we calculate a corresponding
coupling strength JDA of 9 meV. While their reorganization
energy and driving force are close to the ones we found of λ =
0.35 ± 0.05 eV and ΔG0 = −0.32 ± 0.07 eV, their required
electronic coupling is low compared to the value range of JDA =
0.03 ± 0.02 eV that is reported in other publications.45,55

In summary, while PCPDTBT and PTB7 are donor materials
which are widely used for solar cells and have values for ΔG0
and λ that are typical for the low bandgap polymer/fullerene
couples used in solar cells, they are not suitable to assess the
validity of the Marcus approach in thin films as well as similar
donor−acceptor systems. The reason for this lies in the fact
that ΔG0 and λ are approximately of equal magnitude yet
opposite sign, so that the resulting rate may rise, remain
constant, or decrease with decreasing temperature, depending
sensitively on whether the two parameters sum up to the
positive or negative side of zero. In addition, for a moderate
coupling strength of JDA = 30 meV, the resulting transfer times
are below 100 fs, thus rendering detection difficult. From
Figure 7, it is also evident that the applicability of Marcus

Figure 8. Electron transfer rates for MeLPPP:PCBM calculated with λ = 0.17 eV and JDA = 30 meV for different temperatures (300, 150, 50, 20, and
5 K). The gray shaded area indicates values that are beyond our instrumental resolution. The yellow shaded area indicates the parameter range for
the driving force. (a) Using Marcus theory (eq 1), (b) using MLJ theory (eq 3), (c) including disorder in eq 1 (solid lines) and in eq 3 (dashed
lines). (d−f) Maximizing (red lines) and minimizing (blue lines) electron transfer rates at 300 K including disorder using Marcus theory (solid lines)
and MLJ theory (dotted lines) by varying (d) ΔG0, λ, and JDA, (e) Si and ℏωi, and (f) all parameters.
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theory may be probed more reliably for donor−acceptor
systems that have a driving force close to zero, as has been
reported for some blends made with nonfullerene accept-
ors.10,11 There, slower transfer rates, in particular upon cooling,
can be expected if Marcus theory applies.
4.2. Electron Transfer in the Marcus Inverted Regime.

We now turn to the material system with a more significant
difference between ΔG0 and λ, that is MeLPPP combined with
PCBM. We compare the values expected on the basis of
Marcus theory against the experimental value. Figure 8a shows
the transfer rates calculated using eq 1 for the values given in
Table 1, with the yellow shaded area indicating the error range
of ΔG0. Evidently, for MeLPPP:PCBM, the transfer should be
very slow, at most near 10−2 s−1 (see Figure 6 and Table S2 in
the Supporting Information). However, from solar cell
measurements, we know that the transfer actually occurs with
a finite yield.63 Furthermore, if the transfer occurred indeed on
a long time scale, we should see some signal at negative delay
times from the previous pulse, as the laser repetition rate is
100 kHz. This is not the case (see Figure 3). Rather, we observe
that the signal for MeLPPP appears within the rise-time of the
laser. Therefore, we conclude that the electron transfer is
indeed many orders of magnitude faster than what classical
Marcus theory would predict (see also Table 2).
This can be understood when considering Figure 4. For

MeLPPP, the driving force is more than 6 times larger than the
reorganization energy. Thus, the system is well into the so-
called Marcus inverted regime. Under such conditions, the
probability of tunneling from the D*A to the D+A− potential
energy surface can become significant.64,65 This tunneling
process is taken into account in the extension of Marcus theory
by Marcus, Levich, and Jortner (MLJ). We have therefore
considered whether our results are consistent with the MLJ
equation43
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In this approach, one differentiates between the high-frequency
intramolecular vibrations ℏωi, for which ℏωi ≫ kBT, and the
low-frequency, environmental phonons with ℏωo ≪ kBT. We
adopt the subscripts i and o to differentiate the inner
(=intramolecular) and outer (=environmental) contributions.
While the contributions of the intramolecular vibrations are
explicitly included with their associated Huang−Rhys param-
eter Si, the influence of the surrounding medium is
incorporated through the reorganization energy λo.
Figure 8b shows the rates calculated by eq 3 assuming a

mean vibrational energy of ℏωi = 165 meV for donor and
acceptor, a Huang−Rhys parameter Si of 1, and an estimated
outer reorganization energy λo ≈ 0.5λ ≈ 0.09 meV. Estimating
the outer reorganization energy is not trivial.65,66 Theoretical
calculations for similar systems show that this estimate gives
reasonable results.28 The dependence of eq 3 on these
parameters will be discussed further below. Two features are
noteworthy. First, the dependence of the transfer rates on the
driving force ΔG0 is significantly reduced compared to Figure
8a. Second, there is a resonance (of 165 meV) on the energy
dependence of the rate with a narrowing line width at lower
temperatures. Thus, at lower temperatures, the transfer rate

would be very sensitive to small energy variations. Furthermore,
there would be a temperature dependence of the transfer rates,
in contrast to what we experimentally observe (see Figure 3),
unless by chance a stationary point on the curve is hit.
So far, we have neglected that there is some statistical

energetic disorder in the sample, so that ΔG0 may feature a
statistical distribution. We have therefore considered how the
rates obtained by eqs 1 and 3 change if we allow for a statistical
variation in ΔG0. We implemented disorder by convoluting eqs
1 and 3 below with a Gaussian disorder distribution
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for eq 1 and a corresponding expression for eq 3. This results in
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for eq 1 and an analogous expression for eq 3. This procedure
corresponds to considering the statistical mean over many
individual single electron transfer events that differ slightly in
ΔG0. In passing, we note that this differs in nature from
considering a sequence of electron transfer rates at thermal
equilibrium in a Gaussian density of states, where a different
expression results for the ensemble average as detailed in refs
18−20. As can be seen in Figure 8c, energetic disorder results
in a weaker temperature dependence of the Marcus-based
transfer rates at lower temperatures (eq 1). For the MLJ-based
transfer rates (eq 3), the inclusion of disorder first smears out
the oscillatory dependence of k on ΔG0, and second, it removes
the temperature dependence almost entirely, consistent with
our experimental findings. From this first evaluation, it seems
that a MLJ-type approach that includes the effects of statistical
disorder seems more appropriate to account for the
experimental rate.
We now consider how the MLJ rates at room temperature

depend on the choice of input parameters. The curves in Figure
8a−c were obtained using the mean values in Table 1 for ΔG0
and λ, as well as an effective vibrational frequency ℏωi of 165
meV with Si = 1, and the approximation of λo ≈ 0.5λ. Changing
the values of the reorganization energy λ, driving force ΔG0,
and coupling strength JDA to the maximum and minimum
values in Table 1 shifts both the MLJ rates and the Marcus rates
on the ordinate and abscissa yet causes only very minor changes
in the slope of the curves (Figure 8d). In contrast, considering a
different vibrational energy and vibrational coupling by varying
ℏωi from 150 to 200 meV and Si from 0.5 to 2 modifies the
dependence of the MLJ rate on the driving force (Figure 8e).
Both the slope and the ΔG0 value for which the MLJ rate is at
maximum are modified. In particular, the slope is rather
sensitive to the value of Si, so that an increase in Si leads to high
transfer rates in the Marcus inverted regime. The reason for this
is that the dissipation of the excess energy between the S1 and
the CT state is enhanced for larger vibrational energies and
stronger coupling to the vibrations, which increases the electron
transfer rate. This is akin to the energy gap law for nonradiative
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decay.67,68 The maximum range of transfer rates that is
consistent with the most fortunate or unfortunate combination
of input parameters is shown in Figure 8f. When considering
Figure 8d−f, one can see that the measured transfer rate for the
MeLPPP:PCBM system is consistent with MLJ theory,
provided that the vibrational dissipation of energy is not too
weak, i.e., Si ≥ 1, and disorder is included. We recall that the
yellow bar in Figure 8 indicates the ΔG0 range for the
MeLPPP:PCBM system, and that we found the electron
transfer to occur with a rate that exceeds 4 × 1012 s−1. It is
somewhat disconcerting that such a fast rate is only in
agreement with the MLJ rate if all parameters combine in the
most advantageous way within their error range, and we
furthermore take Si = 1. This is larger than the effective
Huang−Rhys parameter observed in the absorption or emission
spectra of MeLPPP, which is around 0.6.69,70 This suggests that
there may be further contributions that facilitate such a fast rate,
such as particularly strong electronic or vibrational coupling
between the photoexcited, initial S1 state and the charge
separated, final CT state.21,22,29,71,72 Another contribution
could be ultrafast hole transfer from photoexcited PCBM
molecules, as their absorbance at the pump energy (3.1 eV) is
in a similar range to that of MeLPPP. Fullerenes have a tightly
bound S1 state at about 1.7 eV, as well as a sequence of charge-
transfer states from about 2.3 eV onward.73 After absorption at
3.1 eV, fast internal conversion will occur within the manifold
of CT states down to 2.3 eV, or even down to the Frenkel-type
1.7 eV state. If hole transfer takes place from the more
delocalized interfullerene charge transfer state at 2.3 eV, the
associated driving force is approximately 0.7 eV (see the
Supporting Information). While this is well in the Marcus
inverted regime, an ultrafast transfer is reasonable within the
boundaries predicted by the MLJ equation, as evident by
considering the upper and lower limits for the transfer rates in
Figure 8f. Alternatively, hole transfer could occur from the 1.7
eV state, where the driving force of 0.1−0.2 eV is rather low, so
that an ultrafast transfer is even compatible with a Marcus-type
process.
It is therefore instructive to consider other systems such as

P3HT:PCBM, where both electron and hole transfer are
reported to occur on ultrafast time scales (50 fs for electron
transfer21 and less than 250 fs for hole transfer74), although
these processes are well in the Marcus inverted regime, as
detailed in the Supporting Information, implying that these fast
processes cannot be described by Marcus theory. Figure 9
shows the dependence of the transfer rate for electron and hole
transfer for P3HT:PCBM calculated according to the Marcus
and Marcus−Levich−Jortner equations. The effect of disorder
is already implemented, as described above with σ = 75 meV,
and we used JDA = 0.02 eV, λo = 0.27 eV, Si = 1, and ℏωi = 180
meV as detailed in the Supporting Information.
Regarding the temperature dependence of the electron

transfer, we did not observe any significant reduction for the
rate of electron transfer from MeLPPP to PCBM upon cooling.
This is in good agreement with a description in the framework
of the MLJ theory for a disordered system. The use of the MLJ
theory is required for the MeLPPP:PCBM system, as its large
driving force places this donor−acceptor couple well into the
Marcus inverted regime. Regarding the low-bandgap donors
PCPDTBT and PTB7 with the acceptor PCBM, all three cases
of an accelerating, constant, and decreasing rate with
temperature are, in principle, compatible with Marcus theory
and the range of experimentally determined input parameters.

If MLJ theory is applied to these materials (see Figures S1 and
S2 in the Supporting Information) and a statistical energetic
disorder is considered, no temperature dependence should
result. Experimentally, we observed rates faster than our
detection limit, which is consistent with theoretical expect-
ations.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Role of the Driving Force, Based on Marcus

and MLJ Theory. Thus, in summary, we find temperature-
independent electron transfer rates in excess of 2 × 1012 s−1 for
all three donor:fullerene blends investigated. For
PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM, this experimental lower
limit is consistent with the values that can be expected
mathematically from Marcus theory on the basis of the input
parameters. However, as shall be discussed in detail below, this
fast rate renders the applicability of Marcus theory (as well as
MLJ theory) itself questionable. However, for MeLPPP:PCBM,
the experimentally observed lower limit for the transfer rate
cannot be accounted for by Marcus theory. It can be reconciled
with the value expected from Marcus−Levich−Jortner theory,
which considers tunneling from the S1 state to the CT-state
surface followed by dissipation of energy through coupling to
high-frequency vibrations. Numerically, the experimental rate
just about agrees with the value predicted by MLJ theory
provided that the errors of all input parameters combine most
fortunately and a strong vibrational coupling is assumed.
Alternatively, ultrafast hole transfer from PCBM to MeLPPP
could account for the experimental data, in agreement with
MLJ theory if the transfer takes place from a more delocalized
CT state on the fullerene, or in numerical agreement with
Marcus theory if the hole transfers from the S1 of the PCBM.
Therefore, we finally considered the P3HT:PCBM system,
where the reported values for electron transfer disagree with
both Marcus or MLJ theory. Hole transfer can also not be
reconciled with Marcus theory yet can just about be brought in
numerical agreement with rates predicted by MLJ theory.
These results raise two issues. First, if we presume that the

mixed classical/quantum-chemical description by Marcus,
Levich, and Jortner is a suitable framework to describe the
electron transfer in thin donor−acceptor blend films, what
could be concluded regarding the importance of the driving
force? Second, do the fast rates that we observed, and that have
been observed by many others for similar systems

Figure 9. Calculated transfer rates for P3HT:PCBM in the framework
of Marcus theory (solid line) and MLJ (dased line). The boxes
indicate the driving force for electron transfer (blue) and hole transfer
(red). The gray dots indicate measured transfer rates from refs 21 and
74 in which the value for hole transfer is resolution limited (indicated
by the dashed area).
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before,10,21,35,75−77 actually allow for a description as a
nonadiabatic transfer? We shall address these questions in
sequence.
Figure 10 shows how the electron transfer rates evolve with

driving force for a MLJ equation and, for comparison, a Marcus

equation. We include disorder and take a typical value of 0.3 eV
for the reorganization energy λ in donor polymer:fullerene
systems. For donor−acceptor combinations, a typical driving
force ΔG0 is in the range from −0.1 to −0.5 eV, indicated by
yellow shading in Figure 10. Larger values are not common, as
they compromise the open circuit voltage.7,8 It is evident that
(i) ΔG0 ≈ −λ, (ii) the transfer rate is only weakly dependent
on ΔG0, and (iii) it occurs faster than 1013 s−1. How does this
impact the efficiency of electron transfer? The efficiency of
electron transfer from the photoexcited donor can be calculated
as ϕET = kET/(kET + τS

−1), with τS being the lifetime of the
photoexcited donor in the absence of the acceptor. If we take
0.5 ns to be a typical lifetime for a S1 state in the donor, we find
that electron transfer occurs with essentially 99.98% efficiency
for kET = 1013 s−1, i.e., for any ΔG0 in the range from −0.1 to
−0.5 eV. For driving forces exceeding −0.6 eV, i.e., 2λ, the
dependence of the forward transfer rate on ΔG0 is still weak to
moderate due to the fairly flat slope of the MLJ curve. Even for
an electron transfer rate of 1011 s−1, obtained with the MLJ
curve for ΔG0 = −1 eV, the resulting electron transfer efficiency
is still 83%. Thus, on the basis of a MLJ equation, the driving
force is irrelevant for the forward electron transfer f rom donor to
acceptor which occurs with virtually 100% efficiency for ΔG0 in
the range from −0.1 to −0.5 eV.
This conclusion appears to be at variance with some

experimental results indicating that the yield of photo-
generation does depend on driving force and isat least
qualitativelyin agreement with Marcus theory.8,27 This
paradox is solved by considering that the overall yield of
photogeneration is the product of the primary yield of the
formation of the CT state and the yield of its subsequent
dissociation into free charges. The latter is controlled by the
competition between CT separation and loss. The loss rate may
include several pathways, such as direct radiative or non-
radiative recombination to the ground state,78,79 recombination
via an intermediate triplet state,80,81 or back transfer to the
initial singlet state.82 The yield of CT separation is then

determined by the trade-off between the processes of
endothermic escape and exothermic geminate recombination,
which both can depend on the released excess energies but in a
counteracting way. For example, when comparing the transfer
from one donor to different acceptors, an increase in ΔG0
implies a reduction of the CT state energy and concomitantly a
higher nonradiative decay rate from the CT state.79 On the
other hand, a large ΔG0 can be of advantage for the escape
from the CT state. It has been suggested that this allows for the
generation of (vibrationally cold) states at the top of the
disorder-controlled density of CT states, with associated high
initial electron/hole mobility that have a faster rate of CT state
dissociation.83 As a result of these competing processes, there can
seem to be an apparent optimal driving force that is, however, not
related to the actual charge transfer rate f rom the photoexcited
donor to the acceptor and a description in terms of Marcus
theory.

5.2. Implications of Fast Transfer Rates Regarding
Marcus and MLJ Theory. We now turn to the second issue,
the implications of the fast transfer rate. Both the Marcus and
MLJ equations consider a nonadiabatic electron transfer; i.e.,
the frequency of vibrations is fast compared to the time
required for the electron transfer.84 Essentially, this corre-
sponds to the requirement that thermal equilibrium is
established. At room temperature, low energy vibrations can
be easily excited, e.g., with a thermal energy of 26 meV. This
energy corresponds to a vibrational frequency of about 6.3 ×
1012 Hz, implying that a time well in excess of (6.3 × 1012

Hz)−1 = 160 fs is required for nonadiabatic electron transfer. At
lower temperatures, this time increases accordingly. Processes
with transfer times shorter than a few 100 fs (i.e., rates larger
than 1012−1013 s−1) are therefore not suitably described by a
Marcus or Marcus−Levich−Jortner type picture. In fact,
donor−acceptor systems where Marcus theory was exper-
imentally confirmed to apply had electron transfer rates in the
range 106−1010 s−1.14 These were donor and acceptor couples
separated by a spacer and measured in solution. The donor−
acceptor couples investigated here are neither separated by a
spacer nor measured in solution, where the outer reorganiza-
tion energy can be significant. Rather, our samples are in a solid
film, which reduces external reorganization effects. In all cases,
including the P3HT:PCBM system, the transfer rates were
experimentally found in excess of 3 × 1012 s−1.
This is at variance with the value of 8 × 1011 s−1 reported by

Ward et al. for the PTB7:PCBM system,9 yet it agrees with
frequent literature reports that electron transfer in thin film
conjugated polymer:fullerene systems frequently occurs in less
than a couple of hundred femtoseconds.35,76,85,86

Thus, even if these transfer rates may, for example, be
numerically consistent with nonadiabatic electron transfer rates
such as those by Marcus or MLJ, the thermal equilibrium which
is presumed in deriving these expressions cannot be established
on the fast time scales that are observed. Consequently, it is
necessary to look beyond such descriptions and to apply
models that include adiabatic and coherent mechanisms of
electron transfer.21−23,76,86−88 On these short time scales,
coupling to nuclear motion is an essential part to the
description of electron transfer in solid state donor−acceptor
blends.21 Similarly, the delocalization of the electron wave
function over the acceptor molecules and the associated density
of accepting states become crucial.86−88 That density of states
can also depend on the morphology of the donor−acceptor
blend. The importance of high intermolecular coupling and

Figure 10. Electron transfer rates for eq 1 (Marcus) and eq 3 (MLJ)
for PCPDTBT:PCBM with energetic disorder using JDA = 30 meV, λ =
0.3 eV, Si = 1, ℏωi = 165 meV, and σ = 50 meV. The gray shaded area
indicates values that are beyond our instrumental resolution. The
yellow shaded area indicates the parameter range for the driving force.
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charge delocalization has recently been highlighted by Jakowetz
et al. in experiments involving pump−push−probe spectrosco-
py.76 Also, suitable quantum chemical approaches are being
developed in contemporary theoretical work.21−23

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown that forward charge transfer from
donor to acceptor occurs at time scales below 250 fs for
PCPDTBT, PTB7, and MeLPPP blended with PCBM, even
though the temperature range was varied from 300 to 12 K and
the driving force ranges from −0.2 to −1.1 eV. This
corresponds to the regimes from ΔG0 ≈ −λ, where Marcus-
type electron transfer rates are at maximum to the Marcus-
inverted regime ΔG0 ≈ −6.5λ. At such fast time scales, the
efficiency of electron transfer exceeds 99.9%, presuming a
lifetime of the donor singlet state of about 500 ps. By carefully
considering the experimentally determined range of input
parameters to eqs 1 and 3, we find that (i) these transfer rates
can be numerically consistent with Marcus theory for
PCPDTBT:PCBM and PTB7:PCBM, even at low temper-
atures. In contrast, for MeLPPP:PCBM, tunneling and coupling
to vibrations would need to be included explicitly by MLJ
theory. An analysis of values reported for P3HT:PCBM
confirms this further. (ii) For realistic input parameters, ΔG0
has no significant impact on the rate or efficiency of electron
transfer from the photoexcited donor to the cold CT state.
Overall, however, we note that, at such short time scales,
theoretical approaches beyond the nonadiabatic transfer are
required.
Our findings suggest that the most promising strategy for the

design of efficient solar cells may be to accept a low driving
force in favor of optimizing the open-circuit voltage, and then
to aim at enhancing the subsequent charge separation rate from
the relaxed CT state. Approaches for that include optimizing
the packing between the acceptor or donor molecules so as to
enhance interchromophore coupling, charge delocalization, and
charge mobility as well as reducing the reorganization
energy.66,72,73,76,89
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PCPDTBT:PCBM (PDF)
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S2 

I Energy levels from literature 

1.1 Parameters for Marcus theory 

 The description of electron transfer rates in the framework of classical Marcus theory 

is based on the driving force Δ𝐺0, the reorganization energy 𝜆 and the electronic coupling 

JDA. We estimate the driving force Δ𝐺0 as the difference between the energy of the singlet 

state ES1 and the energy of the charge transfer state ECT. In what follows we shall discuss the 

values we used for these energies, which are summarized in Table 1 in the main text. 

Singlet energy ES1 

PCPDTBT: We take a value of 1.5 ± 0.10 eV, consistent with the spectra and calculations 

reported by Scharsich et al.1and Jarzab et al.2 In both cases the value is taken from the 

intersection of absorption and emission spectra.  

PTB7: We take a value of 1.67 ± 0.05 eV. Kraus et al. reported 1.65 eV 3 (from the 

intersection of absorption and emission spectra), while 1.68 eV are reported by Son et al. 4 

(taken from the onset of absorption), and Liang et al. 5 (taken from the onset of absorption). 

MeLPPP: We take a value of 2.7 eV ± 0.05 eV from the intersection of absorption and 

emission spectra reported by Hoffmann et al. 6 

 

Energy of the charge transfer state ECT 

PCPDTBT: For PCPDTBT, Kurpiers et al. reported the CT-Energy in blends with PCBM to be 

1.30 eV (see section V). We thus consider a CT energy of 1.30 ± 0.05 eV to be a reliable 

estimate. 

PTB7: Peng et al. fitted the EQE data to give a CT energy of about 1.4 eV.7 Based on the 

open-circuit voltage, Kraus et al. estimate a CT energy of 1.3 eV,3 consistent with a value of 

1.32 eV reported by Gerhard et al. 8 We thus consider a mean value of 1.35 ± 0.05 eV  

MeLPPP: There are no reports in literature to the best of our knowledge. We performed 

EQE- and EL-measurements to determine ECT as detailed in the manuscript. 

 

Reorganization energy 𝜆 

PCPDTBT: For PCPDTBT, Kurpiers et al. reported the reorganization energy to be 0.22 eV 

from fitting the EQE and EL and considering the Stokes’ shift (see section V). As this DFT 

calculations by Leng et al. further yield a value of 0.4 eV for C-PCPDTBT.9 For our 

calculations, we adopted a value of 0.30 ± 0.10 eV. 

PTB7: Fits to the EQE by Peng et al. give 𝜆 = 0.3 eV.7 This may be compared to a value of 

0.4 eV that is reported by Ward et al.10 We consider thus that 𝜆 = 0.35 ± 0.05 eV is a 

reasonable estimate. 

MeLPPP: See main manuscript. 
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Electronic coupling JDA 

Leng and coworkers considered the electron transfer from PCPDTBT to PCBM. Their DFT 

calculations give a value of about 20 meV for JDA.9 For other material systems, similar values 

are obtained. For example, for the combination of P3HT with PCBM, electronic couplings 

from 20 to 30 meV are reported, depending on the intermolecular distance.11 We estimate 

thus that JDA=30±20 meV gives a reliable parameter range for all materials considered. 

 

 

1.2 Alternative estimation for 𝚫𝑮𝟎 from electronic frontier orbitals 

 A common estimate of the driving force is to take the ionization potential IP of the 

donor molecule, to subtract  the electron affinity EA of the acceptor molecule and to 

subtract the singlet energy ES1 of the donor molecule, −∆𝐺0 = (IP − EA) − 𝐸S1. In this section 

we estimate Δ𝐺0 by this method. First we discuss the energy values taken from literature 

before we summarize them and the resulting Δ𝐺0 in table S1. This method results in very 

similar values for Δ𝐺0 within the reported parameter ranges. In addition, the resulting 

transfer rates according to Marcus theory (eq 1 in the main text) and the possible range of 

their values are included in Table S1 as well. 

EA PCBM 

As detailed in Hahn et al.,12 based on the gas phase electron affinity and the 

polarization energy, the value of the electron affinity of the fullerene C60 is expected to be 

at about 3.7 eV. Values reported for PCBM on the basis of cyclic voltammetry range around 

3.7-3.9 eV.13-15 We therefore use a value of 3.8±0.1 eV. 

Ionization Potential IP 

PCPDTBT: DFT calculations by Leng et al. using CAM-B3LYP results in 5.0 eV.9 UPS 

measurements with PCPDTBT on different substrates give values of 5.1 eV on PEDT:PSS, 

4.9 eV on ITO and 4.8 eV on gold.16 In CV measurements, both oxidation and reduction are 

shown reversibly, giving a value of 5.3 eV.17 We consider that 5.05 ± 0.1 eV is a realistic 

value for the IP of PCPDTBT, having taken the standard deviation of the values to estimate 

the error. 

PTB7: A value of 5.15 eV is reported by cyclic voltammetry measurements.4 We estimate an 

error of 0.1 eV. 

MeLPPP: The ionization potential of MeLPPP was determined to be 5.3 ± 0.05 eV by UPS.18 
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Table S1: Input parameters and the resulting Marcus transfer rate, based on considering 

−∆𝐺0 = (IP − EA) − 𝐸S1. Values and estimated errors are taken from literature as described 

in the text. 

  PCPDTBT PTB7 MeLPPP 

 IP (eV) 5.05±0.10 5.15±0.05 5.3±0.1 

 ES1 (eV) 1.50 ± 0.10[1,2] 1.67 ± 0.05[3-5] 2.7±0.05 

 −∆𝐺0 (eV) 0.25±0.17 0.32±0.12 1.2±0.15 

Temperature (K) Marcus transfer rate (s-1) 

295 

min 

mean 

max 

2.2 × 1011 

𝟐. 𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

9.4 × 1013 

1.0 × 1012 

𝟐. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

7.7 × 1013 

9.8 × 10−33 

𝟖. 𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟒 

3.5 × 10−2 

200 

min 

mean 

max 

7.9 × 1010 

𝟑. 𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.1 × 1014 

7.6 × 1011 

𝟑. 𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

9.4 × 1013 

7.2 × 10−54 

𝟐. 𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝟔 

2.0× 10−9 

150 

min 

mean 

max 

2.6 × 1010 

𝟑. 𝟑 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.3 × 1014 

5.4 × 1011 

𝟑. 𝟒 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.1 × 1014 

9.1 × 10−76 

𝟐. 𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝟗 

6.0 × 10−17 

100 

min 

mean 

max 

2.7 × 109 

𝟑. 𝟕 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.6 × 1014 

2.5 × 1011 

𝟒. 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.3 × 1014 

1.3 × 10−119 

𝟏. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝟓 

4.9 × 10−32 

12 

min 

mean 

max 

1.8 × 10−14 

𝟏. 𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

4.7 × 1014 

4.2 × 102 

𝟔. 𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

3.8 × 1014 

< 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝟎𝟎 
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II Minimum and maximum transfer rate in the framework of Marcus theory 

Table S2: Transfer rates determined according to eq 1 in the manuscript for different 

temperatures, along with the experimentally measured lower limits for the transfer rates. 

The minimum and maximum values result from the parameter ranges as discussed above. 

Temperature (K) PCPDTBT PTB7 MeLPPP 

  expected from Marcus theory in s-1 

295 

min 

mean 

max 

2.9 × 1011 

𝟐. 𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

9.4 × 1013 

1.5 × 1012 

𝟐. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

7.7 × 1013 

2.4 × 10−22 

𝟐. 𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟎 

1.5 × 10−2 

200 

min 

mean 

max 

1.2 × 1011 

𝟐. 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.1 × 1014 

1.4 × 1012 

𝟑. 𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

9.4 × 1013 

1.5 × 10−38 

𝟑. 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝟏 

5.8 × 10−10 

150 

min 

mean 

max 

4.8 × 1010 

𝟐. 𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.3 × 1014 

1.3 × 1012 

𝟑. 𝟒 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.1 × 1014 

2.4 × 10−55 

𝟏. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝟐 

1.1 × 10−17 

100 

min 

mean 

max 

6.7 × 109 

𝟏. 𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.6 × 1014 

9.0 × 1011 

𝟒. 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

1.3 × 1014 

5.9 × 10−89 

𝟑. 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓𝟓 

4.1 × 10−33 

12 

min 

mean 

max 

3.1 × 10−11 

𝟒. 𝟒 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎 

4.7 × 1014 

1.6 × 107 

𝟔. 𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑 

3.8 × 1014 

< 𝟏𝟎−𝟑𝟎𝟎 

 experimental values in s-1 

295 (2.9 ± 1.8) × 1012 (2.6 ± 0.2) × 1012 (4.1 ± 0.2) × 1012 

12 (2.2 ± 0.7) × 1012 (2.4 ± 0.1) × 1012 (4.5 ± 0.2) × 1012 
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III Comparison of transfer rates for the low-bandgap polymer:PCBM blends 

3.1 PCPDTBT:PCBM 

 

Fig. S1 

Marcus rates (a,b) and Marcus-Levich-Jortner rates (c,d) of the PCPDTBT:PCBM blend as a 
function of driving force for different temperatures (300K, 150K, 50K, 20K and 5K) without 
disorder (a,c) and with energetic disorder of 𝜎 = 50meV (b,d). The grey shaded area 
indicates values that are beyond our instrumental resolution. The yellow shaded indicates 
the parameter range for the driving force. 
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3.2 PTB7:PCBM 

 
Fig. S2 

Marcus rates (a,b) and Marcus-Levich-Jortner rates (c,d) of the PTB7:PCBM blend as a 
function of driving force for different temperatures (300K, 150K, 50K, 20K and 5K) without 
disorder (a,c) and with energetic disorder of 𝜎 = 50meV (b,d). The grey shaded area 
indicates values that are beyond our instrumental resolution. The yellow shaded indicates 
the parameter range for the driving force. 
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IV Hole transfer from photoexcited acceptor to donor 

4.1 MeLPPP:PCBM 

We use the same method for the calculation of the driving force for hole transfer Δ𝐺0
HT as 

for electron transfer. For this purpose we need the singlet energy 𝐸S1 of PCBM. Veldman et 

al report a value of 1.70 eV taken from the onset of absorption.19 Coffey et al give a value of 

1.76 eV determined by absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy.20 We therefore use 

a value of 𝟏. 𝟕𝟑 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 eV. Using our measurement value of 1.57 ± 0.05 eV for the CT 

energy, we calculate the driving force to −Δ𝐺0
HT = 160 ± 70 meV. 

If hole transfer takes place from the CT manifold with energies of 2.3 eV and above as 

detailed by Hahn et al,12 the driving force increases to −Δ𝐺0
HT = 0.73 eV, which is well in the 

Marcus inverted regime. 

4.2 The case of P3HT:PCBM 

We again need the energy values of the singlet state and the CT state to consider the 

expected transfer rates in the framework of Marcus and MLJ. 

Reported values of the singlet energy are 2.06 eV using Franck Condon analysis of absorption 

by Herrman et al,21 1.91 eV using the onset of absorption by Veldman et al19 and 2.0 eV 

using absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy by Ohkita et al.22 We use a value of 

𝑬S1 = 𝟏. 𝟗𝟗 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟔 eV. 

Vandewal et al performed EL/EQE measurements23 and report a value of 1.14 eV for the CT 

state energy as well as a reorganization energy of 0.27 eV. Their value for the reorganization 

energy matches with the result from Alberga et al, which was calculated using MD 

simulations.24 

The value of the electronic coupling is reported to be around 10 to 30 meV by Liu et al.11, 25 

We use 20 ± 10 meV. 

Further parameters for calculations in the MLJ framework are 𝝈 = 𝟕𝟓 meV for the energetic 

disorder, a Huang Rhys parameter of 1 and a vibrational energy of ℏ𝝎 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎 meV as 

reported by Hermann et al.21 

Using the energies of the singlet state as well as the CT state as discussed above, we 

calculate the driving force for electron transfer −Δ𝐺0
ET = 850 ± 60 meV and for hole 

transfer −Δ𝐺0
HT = 590 ± 50 meV. Both transfer types take place well in the Marcus 

inverted regime, being triple (twice) the reorganization energy for electron (hole) transfer.  

Having established the input values, we calculate the transfer rates for the P3HT:PCBM 

blend system in Figure 9 in the manuscript. The possible ranges for the driving forces are 

indicated by blue (electron transfer) and red (hole transfer) boxes. Falke et al measured an 

electron transfer time between 50 and 60 fs (sub-20 fs resolution),26 and Cook et al give a 

resolution limited value of 250 fs for the hole transfer,27 which are drawn in Figure 9 in the 

manuscript as well. Both transfer times are much too fast compared to the expectations of 

Marcus theory.  
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V Reorganisation energy and CT energy of PCPDTBT:PCBM 

Figure S3 shows the electroluminescence and the external quantum efficiency for a blend 

solar cell made of PCPDTBT:PCBM. This Figure is part of the manuscript ‘On the Activation 

Energy of Free Charge Formation in Polymer-Fullerene Solar Cells and the Role of “Hot” 

Generation Pathways’ by Jona Kurpiers, Thomas Ferron, Steffen Roland, John A. Love, Tobias 

Thiede, Frank Jaiser, Steve Albrecht, Anne Katholing, Sylvia Janietz, Antonio Facchetti, Brian 

A. Collins and Dieter Neher., which was kindly provided to us by the authors prior to 

publication. 

The EQE and EL measurements were performed and analysed as described for the 

MeLPPP:PCBM system.  
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Fig S3: 

EL and EQE measurements for PCPDTBT:PCBM. Red dotted lines indicate simultaneous Gaussian fits 

to the CT-region of EQE and EL according to Vandewal et al.23 This results in a reorganization energy 

of 220 meV and a CT energy of 1.30 eV. 
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What is the role of planarity and torsional
freedom for aggregation in a p-conjugated
donor–acceptor model oligomer?†

Stefan Wedler, a Axel Bourdick,b Stavros Athanasopoulos, c Stephan Gekle, b

Fabian Panzer, a Caitlin McDowell,d Thuc-Quyen Nguyen,d

Guillermo C. Bazan e and Anna Köhler *af

Ordered domains play a central role in determining the properties of organic semiconductors, and

thereby the performance of their devices. The molecules in these ordered domains are often charac-

terized by planar backbone conformations. We investigate the influence of backbone planarity on the

propensity to form ordered structures using a pair of model oligomers with electron poor benzo-

thiadiazole moieties and electron rich thiophene units. The two oligomers differ by their central unit,

where a bithiophene unit either allows for flexible twists (‘‘TT’’), or where it is bridged as a cyclopenta-

dithiophene to provide a rigid planar connection (‘‘CT’’). Temperature dependent absorption and

luminescence spectroscopy in solution along with atomistic simulations show that the more flexible TT

readily forms aggregates upon cooling, while CT instead first forms non-emissive excimers and only

forms aggregates below 200 K. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal that aggregation in TT can only

be accounted for if TT takes on a planar conformation in the course of the aggregation process. The

stronger intermolecular interaction in TT compared to the banana-shaped CT can then be related to the

larger number of attractive intermolecular interactions between the various subunits. Thus, molecular

flexibility is an important design parameter, as it determines the accessibility of ordered intermolecular

structures and ultimately device performance.

1. Introduction

The performance of organic semiconductor devices such as
organic solar cells (OSCs), transistors (OFETs) and light emitting
diodes (OLEDs) depends not just on the chemical structure of
the p-conjugated oligomers used. Rather, over the last decade we
learned that the molecular self-assembly, and the resulting
intermolecular interactions, as well as disorder can be decisive
in controlling device performance.1–7 An attractive feature of
organic semiconductors is that they can be processed from

solution, provided they are appropriately substituted,8–11 so that
fabrication avenues such as printing or roll-to-roll processing are
possible.12–17

To understand the complex film formation processes that
are involved in the fabrication of devices from solution, we
need to first understand the interactions that prevail between
chromophores in solution. A suitable means to examine the
formation of structures with short-range or even long-range
order, referred to as ‘‘aggregates’’, is to cool down a solution.18

This approach keeps the concentration constant while the
solvent quality gradually deteriorates. When such studies are
carried out on p-conjugated polymers or oligomers, one finds
the appearance of emission or absorption due to aggregates
is preceded by a planarization process of the polymer or
oligomer.19–23 Also, structural design to enhance the planariza-
tion of a polymer backbone by inserting heteroatoms with
interactions that lead to conformational locks has been demon-
strated to successfully increase the propensity to form ordered
structures.24–27 For oligomers such as acenes or coronenes, it is
well known that an extended planar p-system is conducive to
aggregation.28–31 In fact, the challenge is frequently to suppress
excessive aggregation by insertion of suitable sidechains or
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sterically demanding groups.32–36 From these studies one may infer
that a rigidified planar backbone is a guiding principle to obtain
compounds that can self-assemble into ordered structures.

However, there are reports that indicate that the aggregation
process itself is inducing the planar conformation of the chromo-
phore. For example, De Leneer et al. studied how aggregates form
for the polymer MEH-PPV.37 In their quantum chemical studies,
they found that the timescale for conformational fluctuations,
notably rotations of the vinyl and phenyl units, are slowed down
when two chain segments are brought close. This allows for the
build-up of attractive interactions and the eventual formation of a
planar, aggregated segment. Further, Kärnbratt et al. investigated
the self-assembly process of linear porphyrin oligomers. From the
very sudden onset of aggregation they conclude that a planar
backbone structure has been induced by the assembly process,
rather than vice versa.29 In these cases one would expect that the
molecules need to possess a certain degree of flexibility to eventually
access the conformation required for ordered structures.

Here we address the question whether pre-existing backbone
planarity is of advantage for the self-assembly process, or whether
the required planarity may instead also be induced during the
assembly process by considering two model oligomers referred to
as ‘‘TT’’ and ‘‘CT’’. Fig. 1 shows the chemical structures of these
molecules. They differ only in their central unit. For TT, the central
unit is a flexible bithiophene, marked in red. The hexyl sidechains
induce a dihedral angle of 681, as obtained from DFT calculations,
while the flexibility is preserved. In particular, TT is able to planarize.
The stiff molecule CT comprises a cyclopentadithiophene, marked
in blue, forcing it to be planar. These model oligomers are very
similar to compounds used in efficient solar cells, such as T1,38–41

which are frequently made in a D–A–D–A–D type structure with
electron-rich (D) and electron-poor (A) subunits.31,42,43

This paper is structured as follows. After introducing the
methods in Section 2, we describe in Section 3 our observations
and interpretation of the spectroscopic measurements taken in
solution. In Section 4, these results are compared to and
discussed against the predictions made by molecular dynamics
simulations. Time dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)
calculations on the excited state structure in dimers are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 finally reports and discusses the observa-
tion of emission from cis- and trans-conformations of TT.
A concluding summary is provided in Section 7.

2. Methods
Sample preparation

The molecules 7,70-(3,30-dihexyl-[2,20-bithiophene]-5,5 0-diyl)bis-
(6-fluoro-4-(5-hexylthiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole) (TT)

and 7,7’-(4,4-dihexyl-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b0]dithiophene-2,6-
diyl)bis(6-fluoro-4-(5-hexylthiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole)
(CT) were synthesized as reported previously,44 their structures are
shown in Fig. 1. Solutions with different concentrations were
prepared inside a glovebox using O2-free anhydrous hexane
from Acros. To ensure complete dissolution, the solutions were
heated to 50 1C and stirred up to one hour. We used quartz
glass cuvettes with a thickness of 1.00 mm (10.00 mm) for
solutions with concentrations of 5.0 � 10�5 M and higher
(5.0 � 10�6 M and lower) for optical characterization.

Emission and absorption measurements

Temperature dependent absorption and emission spectra were
measured with a home-built setup.23 Detection was performed
utilizing a CCD camera (Andor iDus 420) coupled to an Andor
Shamrock 303 spectrograph. For excitation we used a 405 nm
diode laser from Coherent for all CT measurements and a
485 nm diode laser from PicoQuant for all TT measurements,
both operating in continuous wave mode. Emission spectra
were corrected for the efficiencies of all optical components as
well as for changes of the absorbance at the laser wavelength.
All samples were put into a temperature controlled continuous-
flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments) using liquid helium as the
coolant. A waiting time of 15 minutes before measurement was
sufficient after reaching each temperature to ensure thermal
equilibration of the sample.

Time-correlated single photon counting measurements were
performed using a FluoTime 200 spectrometer from PicoQuant
and a 485 nm diode laser operating in pulsed mode for excitation.
Signal acquisition was performed utilizing the counting module
PicoHarp 300E (PicoQuant).

Quantum-chemical calculations

Ground state optimizations of the individual molecules with
the side chains were performed at the density functional theory
(DFT) level using the oB97XD long-range corrected exchange–
correlation functional45 and a split valence 6-31G** polarized
double zeta basis set. We have used a range separation para-
meter of o = 0.13 a.u.�1 that has been previously obtained by
tuning the fundamental gap of the TT molecule.44 This func-
tional provides comparable performance to coupled cluster
CCSD(T) calculations in substituted bithiophenes.46 Excited
state geometry optimizations and vertical transition energies
of the individual molecules and the dimers were obtained with
linear response time dependent density functional theory
(TD-DFT). All DFT and TD-DFT calculations were carried out
with Gaussian 09 software.47 Calculated absorption spectra for
the single molecules as well as aggregated dimers can be found
in the ESI† (Section S1) and show excellent agreement with
experimental data.

To quantify the extent of intermolecular exciton delocalization
on the CT and TT dimers we have computed the participation
ratio of the dominant hole and electron natural transition orbitals
(NTOs),7 defined as:

PR = (rmol1
2 + rmol2

2)�1
Fig. 1 Chemical structures of TT and CT.
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with

rmoli ¼
XN

j2moli

Cj
2

Cj are the corresponding coefficients of the normalised NTOs.
PR takes values between 1 and 2: when PR = 1 the natural
transition orbital is fully localized on a single molecule while
when PR = 2 it is equally delocalized between the two mole-
cules. To obtain information on the intermolecular charge
transfer character we define a CTC parameter as:

CTC ¼ Dh� De
2

����

����

where

Dh ¼
XN

j2mol1

Cj;HOMO
2 �

XN

j2mol2

Cj;HOMO
2

De ¼
XN

j2mol1

Cj;LUMO
2 �

XN

j2mol2

Cj;LUMO
2

The CTC parameter takes values between 0 and 1: CTC = 0
indicates an excitation without intermolecular charge transfer
character and CTC = 1 indicates an excitation with complete
charge transfer character, meaning the hole (HOMO) NTO is
completely localized over the first molecule and the electron
(LUMO) NTO is completely localized over the opposite molecule.

MD-simulations

We performed molecular dynamics simulation with Gromacs48–51

using the Gromos 54a7 force field.52 The structure files were
generated with JME.53 The force field files for CT54 and TT55 were
generated with the automated force field topology builder and
repository.56–58

In order to make the simulations more accurate we calculated
the charge distribution and the potential energy surface (PES) of
the dihedral angle between the various donor and acceptor parts
of the molecules and between the two thiophene rings in the
central donor unit of TT with DFT and adjusted our MD models
to reproduce the behaviour calculated with DFT. Structure and
topology files for the solvent hexane were taken from the ATB
database.59 More details about how the models were built are
specified in the ESI,† Section S2. For the simulations all-atom
force field topologies were used. We used a cubic box of two
solute molecules and between 500 and 1100 solvent molecules.
We defined the reaction coordinate as the distance between the
center of mass of the central donor unit of TT and the center of
mass of the middle ring of the central donor unit of CT. Starting
configurations for the umbrella windows were generated from a
random configuration from which we squeezed the solute
molecules together and pulled them apart along the reaction
coordinate. Configuration snapshots were saved in steps of
0.04 nm. Each simulation was equilibrated and conducted as
NPT ensemble. To cover the whole configurational phase space,
we sampled the reaction pathways independently eight times for

TT and eleven times for CT with hexyl sidechains. For the free
energy graphs with CH3 sidechains we sampled the reaction
pathway of TT and CT four times each. The free energy graphs
are averaged over all these runs. The simulation time varied from
60 ns to 800 ns per window. The free energy graphs were
calculated with umbrella sampling60 and the Weighted Histogram
Analysis Method,61 which is implemented in Gromacs as gmx
wham. Two-dimensional free energy surfaces were calculated
with well-tempered metadynamics,62–65 which was carried out
using the open-source community-developed PLUMED library
version 2.2 integrated as a plugin to the Gromacs software.66,67

Visualisation was done with VMD.68 All simulations were
performed at T = 300 K. Further details about the simulation
parameters and the used force constants can also be found in
the ESI,† Section S2.

3. Optical spectroscopy
Results

We study the influence of torsional rigidity on the aggregation
behaviour using the two molecules shown in Fig. 1. They
consist of typical building blocks for donor–acceptor-type
molecules used in organic solar cells and differ only in their
central unit, which consists of connected thiophenes (‘‘CT’’) or
twisted thiophenes (‘‘TT’’). The stiff molecule, thereafter
referred to as CT, comprises a cyclopentadithiophene marked
in blue. For the molecule called TT, the central unit is a flexible
bithiophene, marked in red. Its alkyl sidechains result in a
twisted geometry with a dihedral angle of 681 as determined
by quantum chemical calculations (see Section 6) and in
agreement with literature.44

We conducted temperature dependent absorption and emis-
sion measurements in hexane between 300 K and 180 K to
investigate their aggregation properties in solution and com-
pare three different concentrations. Fig. 2 shows the absorption
and emission of TT in hexane at 5.0 � 10�6 M, 5.0 � 10�5 M
and 2.5 � 10�4 M. All emission spectra are normalized to
coincide at the high energy side at about 2.1 eV. For the lowest
concentration of 5.0 � 10�6 M, both absorption and emission
only change little upon cooling. The unstructured absorption
(Fig. 2b) increases in intensity and the peak position shifts from
2.53 eV at 300 K to 2.47 eV at 200 K. In emission (Fig. 2a) we also
observe a redshift of the peak around 2.0 eV by 20 meV and
a reduction of the linewidth upon cooling. Furthermore,
an additional high-energy shoulder at 2.15 eV emerges upon
cooling. We discuss the origin of this shoulder further below in
Section 6.

For the intermediate concentration of 5.0 � 10�5 M (Fig. 2c
and d) we again observe a redshift and increase in absorption
until 230 K (solid yellow line) upon cooling. At 220 K and below,
new spectral features emerge at lower energies both in absorption
and emission. A structured absorption feature with the first
peak at 1.95 eV and further vibronic replicas at 2.12 eV and
2.30 eV is observed. Concomitantly, the unstructured absorption
band centered at 2.5 eV disappears, resulting in an isosbestic
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point at 2.35 eV. The additional luminescence feature shows
peaks at 1.81 eV and 1.64 eV, and a shoulder at 1.46 eV. Again,
the high-energy shoulder at 2.15 eV emerges upon cooling.

The spectral changes upon cooling become more drastic
when we increase the concentration further to 2.5 � 10�4 M
(Fig. 2e and f). The absorption band reduces in intensity below
260 K. The emerging absorption feature shows a strong raising
baseline and the structure is smeared out. This is characteristic
for light scattering from small particles. Similarly, in emission,
the peaks at 1.81 eV and 1.64 eV grow in from 260 K onwards
and keep increasing. This is accompanied by a change in
relative weight of the vibrational peaks, so that the peak at
1.64 eV eventually dominates and the overall shape is reminis-
cent of a classical excimer-type emission (except for being more
structured).30 In addition to this evolution at the red side of the
spectrum, the already mentioned shoulder at 2.15 eV emerges
at low temperatures, independent of concentration.

The changes of the more rigid CT with temperature and
concentration are displayed in Fig. 3. The emission spectra are

normalized to coincide at the low energy side around 1.7 eV.
For the lowest concentration (Fig. 3a and b), both absorption
and emission change little upon cooling. Overall, the intensity
of the absorption increases slightly, the spectra shift to the red
by 40 meV and the linewidth (full width at half maximum) of
the absorption narrows by 29 meV. A Franck–Condon analysis
reveals that the apparent change of the peak ratios is due to the
decreasing linewidth, as detailed in the ESI,† Section S3.

When increasing the concentration to 5.0� 10�5 M (Fig. 3c and
d), we notice a decrease in absorption intensity for the spectra
taken at 200 K, 190 K and 180 K. This is accompanied by a
reduction in the ratio between the 0–0 peak at about 2.03 eV and
the 0–1 peak at about 2.18 eV as well as a broadening of the low
energy tail. The emission spectra have a similar shape at lower
concentration. However, the relative contribution of the 0–0 peak
at 1.9 eV is less pronounced and at the lowest temperature (180 K)
we observe an additional weak feature below 1.6 eV.

In absorption, at the highest concentration (Fig. 3f), there
is a reduction of the 0–0 peak at about 2.05 eV from 280 K
onwards compared to the 0–0 peak intensity observed for the

Fig. 2 Absorption (b, d and f) and emission (a, c and e) spectra of TT in
hexane for different temperatures at a concentration of (a and b) 5.0 �
10�6 M, (c and d) 5.0 � 10�5 M and (e and f) 2.5 � 10�4 M. Emission spectra
are normalized to about 2.08 eV. Spectra taken at characteristic tempera-
tures are drawn with solid lines and given in the legend. Temperatures in
between are shown in steps of 20 K for (a), (b) and between 180 K
and 260 K in (e) and (f), and in steps of 10 K between 180 K and 230 K
for (c) and (d).

Fig. 3 Absorption (b, d and f) and emission (a, c and e) spectra of CT in
hexane for different temperatures at a concentration of (a and b) 5.0 �
10�6 M, (c and d) 5.0 � 10�5 M and (e and f) 2.5 � 10�4 M. Emission spectra
are normalized to about 1.7 eV. Spectra taken at characteristic temperatures
are drawn with solid lines and given in the legend. Temperatures in between
are shown in steps of 20 K for (a), (b), (c), (d) and between 240 K and 300 K in
(e) and (f), and in steps of 10 K between 180 K and 210 K for (e) and (f).
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lower concentrations (for better comparison among different
concentrations see ESI,† Section S4). The overall absorption
intensity reduces from 240 K onwards, and the spectra exhibit a
low energy shoulder at 1.85 eV for 200 K and below, as well
as a scattering offset. In emission (Fig. 3e) the trends already
observed for the intermediate concentration are more pronounced.
In particular, we observe a clear low energy feature with peaks at
1.55 eV and 1.40 eV for 200 K and below.

We displayed the emission spectra in Fig. 2 and 3 in a
normalized manner to allow for a good comparison of the
spectral shapes. The relative emission intensities, integrated
over the entire spectrum and normalized to unity at room
temperature, are displayed in Fig. 4a and b. For TT, the
overall intensity remains constant until the lower energy band
appears (at 230 K and 260 K for the intermediate and higher
concentration, respectively), and then reduces steeply. For CT,
the emission intensity reduces for the intermediate and higher
concentration from about 250 K onwards, which does not
correlate in an obvious way with spectral changes.

More information on the low energy bands can be obtained
from their spectral shapes. For the concentration of 2.5 � 10�4 M,
we separated the low energy band in TT (CT) spectrally from the
high energy band. For this, we took the emission spectrum
at 260 K (210 K) that displays only the high energy feature,
normalized it to the high energy side of the spectra taken at lower
temperatures, and subtracted it. The resulting difference spectrum
consists only of the low energy band and is shown in Fig. 4c. With
decreasing temperature, there is a reduction of the 0–0 peak at
1.8 eV for the low energy band in TT. The energy of the 0–0 peak
stays constant during the transition, in contrast to an ongoing
bathochromic shift observed for aggregate emission in several
polymers like P3HT or PCPDTBT.19,20 For CT, the separated
spectra of the low energy band below 210 K are identical within
experimental uncertainty and we only present the result for 180 K,
which also shows a reduced intensity of the 0–0 peak.

Discussion

Cooling down a solution is a well-known means to reduce the
quality of a solvent to promote aggregation phenomena while

keeping the overall concentration unchanged. The different
spectral evolutions we observe for CT and TT seem to suggest
that the nature of the connecting unit has a strong impact on
their propensity to aggregate.

The evolution of the spectra for TT is comparatively straight-
forward to interpret, as it follows the pattern observed for other
conjugated polymers or molecules such as P3HT.18,19,69

Consider for example the absorption at the intermediate
concentration, 5 � 10�5 M. The bathochromic shift and
increase in oscillator strength in absorption implies that the
conjugation length in the molecule increases upon cooling,
suggesting a freezing out of torsional motion between the
various heterocyclic units and stronger planarization of the
backbone. Changes in the refractive index and/or polarizability
of the solvent upon cooling have minor impact on the spectral
positions (see ESI,† Section S5).70 The appearance of the
isosbestic point below a critical temperature Tc of 230 K
indicates the transition from individually solvated molecules
into aggregates, and this is accompanied by the appearance of
associated emission features. At higher concentrations, this
transition sets in at higher temperatures. We attribute the
appearance of an apparent long low energy tail in the absorp-
tion at the highest concentration to light-scattering due to a
larger size of the aggregated conglomerates. The reduction in
emission intensity upon aggregate formation, the reduction of
the 0–0 peak upon cooling (Fig. 4a and c), and the increase of
the non-radiative decay rate from 0.3 ns�1 at 300 K to 1.2 ns�1

at 180 K are characteristic for a predominantly H-type inter-
action (see ESI,† Section S6).71 Thus, we can conclude that TT
forms weakly interacting H-type aggregates when reducing the
solvent quality by cooling.

In contrast, the evolution of the CT spectra is more complex.
The small redshift upon cooling in the absorption of the dilute
solution indicates a freezing out of torsional modes in
the vicinity of the benzothiadiazole that increases the overall
conjugation length, which is less pronounced in emission,
consistent with a typically already more planar geometry of
the excited state.72 Despite the more planar, rigid character,
signs of aggregate formation are less pronounced than for TT.

Fig. 4 Relative emission intensity as function of temperature for different concentrations for (a) TT and (b) CT. (c) Separated aggregate emission spectra
at the concentration of 2.5 � 10�4 M. The spectra for TT are normalized to 1.6 eV and are taken in steps of 10 K as indicated by the arrow. For CT only the
spectrum at 180 K is shown.
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Clear signatures in absorption and emission for the formation
of a weakly interacting aggregate prevail in the higher concen-
trated solution, i.e. at 2.5 � 10�4 M, only below 210 K, and
for the intermediate concentration below 200 K. There are,
however, more subtle spectral changes already below 240 K,
notably in the ratios of the 0–0 to 0–1 absorption peaks. It is
striking that there is a clear decrease in overall emission
intensity below 250 K for the intermediate and higher concen-
trations, even though this is not accompanied by any emissive
features. This suggests that, below 250 K, CT first forms some
non-emissive species, and emissive aggregates are only formed
at higher concentrations and lower temperatures. A similar
observation has been made earlier for the aggregation process
in pyrene-derivatives.73

This is an unexpected result for CT. For the polymers and
oligomers we investigated so far, including TT reported here,
we always observed that a planarization of the backbone pre-
ceded the formation of aggregates, and that these aggregates
had sufficient oscillator strength so that they could be
identified in absorption and emission. Moreover, increasing
the backbone planarity through conformational locks has
previously been demonstrated to enhance the tendency to form
ordered, even crystalline structures.24,74 In contrast, here, it
seems that the rigid nature of the connection does not assist
the formation of aggregates, but rather induces the formation
of non-emissive excimer-like species.

4. Molecular dynamics simulations
Results

In previous work we found that reduced torsional motion
precedes aggregation,18 and an initial planarization prior to
aggregation is also what we observed here for CT and TT, as
discussed in Section 3. It is thus not immediately clear why CT
shows less signs of aggregation than TT. A possible explanation
could be that the sidechains of the central CT unit might
prevent approximation of adjacent molecules as these chains
are pointing out of the molecular plane, whereas the sidechains
lie in the molecular plane for TT. To test this hypothesis,
we conducted molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for the
molecules with the full hexyl sidechains, as well as for the
molecules where the central sidechains are replaced by CH3.
Different rotamers, meaning different orientations of the
benzothiadiazole unit, were sampled in the simulations, as
their existence was observed for related compounds.75,76

We found no significant difference among the possible rotamers
in our simulations. The key observable of the simulations is the
free energy of the system, which consists of two single molecules
surrounded by 500 to 1100 solvent molecules. Free energy curves
are computed using Umbrella Sampling as detailed in the Method
section and the ESI,† Section S2.

Fig. 5 compares the resulting average free energies as a
function of intermolecular distance, defined as the center of
mass distance for the central units, alongside with corres-
ponding dimer geometries. These schematics serve to illustrate

the mean configurations of snapshots in the MD simulation
at the different minima along the free energy curves. We find
that upon approximation the free energy of two molecules
decreases. For both, TT and CT, this pathway involves several
minima. For TT, we find that the two molecules approach
predominantly by successively sliding over each other along
the long axis of the molecule. Due to the central twist, the two
wings do not lie parallel on top of each other, but rather twist
around each other (Fig. 5b, position 4, and movie clip deposited
as ESI†). When the sidechains are replaced by CH3 groups,
it seems that this process becomes facilitated, resulting in a
significantly deeper minimum at closest approximation.

For CT, we also observe predominantly a sliding process
along the long axis. Due to the rigid central cyclopentadithio-
phene, CT has a banana shape. Correspondingly, there are two
possible conformations, depending on the relative orientation
of the central cyclopentadithiophene group (Fig. 5d, position 3,
and movie clips deposited as ESI†). The two molecules may
arrange with their curvature in opposite direction (type A) or in
the same direction (type B). For type A, the sidechains on the
two central units are also orientated opposite, thus not causing
any steric effects. For type B, the final geometry contains an
offset by one ring unit along the molecular long axis, thus
avoiding direct interaction of the sidechains. The prevalence of
two possible energetically favourable arrangements in CT as
opposed to only one in TT is further supported by meta-
dynamics calculations, as evident from Fig. 5e as well as
Fig. S2.6 and S2.7 in the ESI.†

Replacing the hexyl side chains by CH3 hardly affects this
arrangement. As a result, there is very little increase in free
energy gain when the long alkyl sidechains are replaced by CH3.
Importantly, we do not observe a significantly lower minimum
of the free energy for CT without sidechains as compared to TT
without sidechains. Thus, the sidechains do not seem to be
the decisive factor that renders TT more prone to aggregation
than CT.

From the free energy curves obtained for the molecules with
sidechains, we would, in fact, expect a stronger propensity to
aggregation from CT, at variance with experiment. However, in
the MD calculation of Fig. 5a we considered a twisted dihedral
potential in TT, which was derived from DFT calculations of a
single molecule. In other words, the calculations did not take
into account any possible planarization effects that may result
from a change of the electronic structure caused by inter-
molecular interactions upon approximation. In fact, TT was
found to planarize in the solid state44,77 while planarization
has also been observed in substituted oligothiophenes.78,79

Therefore, it is conceivable that the molecule also planarizes
when two of them approach in order to form an aggregate in
solution, and this may need to be considered in the MD
calculation. Thus we calculated the free energy between two TT
molecules when the rotational potential of central bithiophene
has a minimum for both sulphurs of the molecule pointing into
the same direction (‘‘cis’’) or opposite direction (‘‘trans’’). The
result is shown in Fig. 6. Allowing for a planarization of TT indeed
results in significant energy gain upon aggregation. Compared to
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the conformation with a twisted central bithiophene, the cis
conformation is favoured by 3.5 kBT, and the trans-conformation
is stabilized by 5.0 kBT. Importantly, for both planar conforma-
tions the free energy is lower for TT as compared to CT. The same
conclusion still applies when the sidechains are replaced by CH3,
as discussed in the ESI† (Section S7).

Allowing for a planarized central bithiophene unit thus
results in a free energy curve that is consistent with the
experimental observations of a higher critical temperature as
well as clear aggregate signatures for TT. We also found that
lack of steric hindrance by sidechains is not the reason for the
strong tendency to aggregate that we see experimentally for TT.
To understand in more detail what promotes the aggregation,
we thus proceed to consider interactions between adjacent
units in our model dimers. For TT, the final average configu-
ration obtained by MD is illustrated as inset in Fig. 6. In the
trans-configuration, the molecules adopt a slight zig-zag shape
and they arrange offset by one unit along the long molecular
axis. As a result, five rings lie directly opposite each other.
This comprises four pairs where an electron-rich thiophene is
opposite an electron-poor benzothiadiazole, and one thiophene–
thiophene pair. In contrast, for CT, there are less points of
contact. For type A (Fig. 5), only two benzothiadiazole rings lie

opposite each other. For type B, there is slightly more interaction,
that is, two thiophene–benzothiadiazole pairs form and the

Fig. 6 Free energy simulations of TT for the twisted conformation and
both planar conformations. The sketch shows the intermolecular geome-
try for the trans-planar dimer with highest energetic stabilisation.

Fig. 5 (a) Free energy curves for the TT dimer with hexyl and CH3 sidechains as function of the distance of the central bithiophenes. (b) Dimer
geometries for the closest distance and along the free energy curve as indicated in (a). (c) Free energy curves for the CT dimer with hexyl and CH3

sidechains as function of the distance of the central cyclopentadithiophenes. (d) Dimer geometries for the closest distance and along the free energy
curve as indicated in (c). For CT there are two final conformations possible. (e) Two-dimensional free energy surface calculated by metadynamics for the
CT dimer with hexyl side chains as function of intermolecular distance and intermolecular angle j. The inset visualizes j and shows the conformation for j = 0.
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central bithiophene–benzothiadiazole units lie adjacent such
as to be able to interact. The interactions between these
subunits is attractive, in particular for donor–acceptor type
pairs, as already shown earlier41 and detailed further in the
ESI† (Section S8). Thus, it appears that the stronger inter-
action in the TT dimer can be rationalized by its zig-zag like
geometry that allows for more contact points where attractive
interactions can take place.

Discussion

To summarize the insight gained from the MD simulations, we
found that planarization of the TT molecule is essential to
reproduce its strong propensity to form aggregates. We can
therefore say that a more planar structure, preferably trans-
planar, is needed to promote aggregation. This planar configu-
ration may form in situ after an initial pairing of twisted
molecules, i.e. through the sliding mechanism in Fig. 5b. There
is evidence that a temporarily more planar structure can itself
be induced by the proximity of two molecules. For example,
De Leener et al. performed a combination of molecular
dynamics and quantum chemistry calculations for the polymer
MEH-PPV.37 They could show that conformational fluctuations
are large for isolated molecules on short timescales. However,
these fluctuations happen on longer timescales in the bulk,
making polymer chains more planar on average once they are
surrounded by other chains. It is conceivable that a similar
mechanism contributes here to render the TT molecule more
planar when a second molecule comes close, in addition to the
electronic-structure-induced planarization discussed above.
This would result in the planarity required to allow for persistent
aggregation.

The amount of interaction between two adjacent mole-
cules depends on the number of units that come close, and
thus it depends on its shape. The MD calculations indicate
that the slight zig-zag geometry of TT leads to more contact
points than the banana shape of CT, and this seems to
advance the propensity for aggregation. At first sight, this
seems to be at variance with the results by Welch et al.80

for related banana-shaped oligomers. They reported that a
stronger bend angle is favourable for crystallization, while
according to our results, a weaker bend angle inducing more
contact points should seem advantageous. The resolution to
this apparent contradiction lies in the overall symmetry of
the arrangement. The banana-shaped oligomers addressed
by Welch et al. arrange in a type A conformation. Here,
attractive interactions can result from the contacts between
acceptor units. However, the central unit does not contribute
to this at a close distance. Rather, there is an unfavourable
need to repel solvent molecules between the central units,
and the interaction between the central units is itself repul-
sive (see ESI,† Section S8).41 A stronger bend angle here
indeed alleviates this constraint while still preserving the
acceptor interactions. The situation is different for the zig-zag
geometry of TT, where the attractive interactions between the four
donor–acceptor pairs dominate, or for type B of CT where the
central units are also attractive.

5. Quantum chemical calculations

Having established what causes the stronger propensity of
TT to aggregate, we reconsider the spectral signatures of both
molecules. For TT, additional features appear simultaneously
upon cooling in the absorption and the emission spectra,
consistent with our interpretation of an H-type aggregate. The
continuous reduction of the 0–0 peak with cooling in the
aggregate emission (compare Fig. 4c) can be understood as a
sign of increasing strength of electronic interaction, as
observed earlier for instance in P3HT or PCPDTBT.19,20

In contrast, for CT, signs of aggregation emerged in the
absorption spectra only below 200 K (Fig. 3). The emission
from the aggregate has a broad shape with a 0–0 peak that is
slightly lower than the 0–1 peak, indicative of some H-like
electronic interaction (Fig. 4). However, the emission intensity
in CT reduces already from 250 K onwards, even though no
additional features appear in absorption or emission. The
reduction of emission intensity suggests that an additional
non-radiative decay channel opens up. We already mentioned
that the most likely candidate for this is the formation of a
non-emissive excimer. Such species that form as a precursor
to aggregates have been reported before by Haedler et al. for
pyrene-derivatives.73 The formation of more weakly bound
precursor species such as excimers would be consistent with
the lower number of attractive contact points formed for CT.
We have conducted time dependent density functional theory
(TD-DFT) calculations to consider the electronic nature of
possible dimers formed for TT and CT.

For this, we averaged the dimer structures from the MD
simulations, focusing on the relevant conformations with
minimal intermolecular distance. For TT we used only the
trans-planar aggregate, while for CT we considered both, type
A and type B conformers separately. Based on these, we have
prepared dimers with one of the molecules on the ground state
geometry and the other molecule on the first excited state
geometry. These conformations served as starting points for
TD-DFT geometry optimizations of the first excited state of the
dimer without imposing any symmetry constraints. We thus
monitor the structural relaxation of the dimer upon photo-
excitation and internal conversion of one of the molecules and
therefore the propensity of the aggregate to form excimer
states.

Table 1 shows the optimized geometries for all three dimers
and the corresponding electron–hole pair natural transition
orbitals. The relaxed excited state geometry for the TT dimer
has a plane-to-plane distance of 3.66 Å, which is close to the
ground state plane-to-plane distance of 3.63 Å. The natural
transition orbitals delocalize over the whole dimer, yielding a
small charge transfer character of 0.23, and the oscillator
strength is low. This is consistent with experiment, as the
emission intensity decreases significantly upon aggregation.

The picture is different for CT. Upon excitation, the dimer
geometry relaxes such that the plane-to-plane distance decreases
significantly. This is most pronounced for the type A confor-
mation where the plane-to-plane distance reduces by 0.20 Å.
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The excitation is delocalized equally over both molecules of the
dimer. Emission from this excited state has no charge transfer
character, yet also no oscillator strength. The significant geometry
change upon excitation, lack of charge transfer character and lack
of oscillator strength imply that this is quasi a textbook example
for a non-emissive excimer.81 Moreover, it is also at lower energy
than the type B conformation. For the type B dimer, we find a
reduction in plane-to-plane distance still by 0.12 Å. The transition
has a large charge transfer character, where the electron is
localized mainly on one molecule and the hole is equally deloca-
lized over both molecules of the dimer. The transition to the
ground state has a finite oscillator strength. Between 250 K and
200 K we have not observed any emission feature that could be
assigned to emission from type B dimers. Evidently, energy is
funnelled to a type A excimer-like precursor, which accounts for
the reduction in emission intensity, until emissive aggregates can
form below 200 K.

6. High energy peak in TT

As a final point we consider briefly the emission feature
observed in TT at 2.15 eV for all temperatures and all concen-
trations, even when diluting further to 5.0 � 10�7 M (see ESI,†
Section S9). The fact that this shoulder is independent of
concentration excludes intermolecular origins for this spectral
feature. We note that this feature does not allow for a
description of the overall emission spectra in terms of a single
Franck–Condon-transition (see ESI,† Section S10). However,
assuming two very similar progressions at different energies
gives a satisfactory description of the spectral shape. This is
shown in Fig. 7a exemplary for the 200 K emission spectrum.
For both progressions, we used a Gaussian linewidth of
s = 59 meV and the same 3 vibrational energies at 55 meV,
135 meV and 180 meV as observed in the Raman spectra, that
we tentatively associated with librations or rotations, C–H in
plane bending modes on the rings and CQC stretching modes,
respectively.81 A detailed description of the fitting procedure

and parameters is given in the ESI† (Section S10). To identify
the origin of the two features, we performed time-correlated
single photon counting measurements at two energies at 200 K.
Fig. 7b shows the decay curves at 2.23 eV and at 1.89 eV as well
as the instrument response function. Both features show about
the same exponential decay of t = 2.2 � 0.2 ns from about 1 ns
onward. At shorter times, the signal at 2.23 eV is dominated by
different contributions from the instrument response function.
More precisely, Raman scattering of the 2850 cm�1 mode from
the solvent takes place and contributes at very short times.82

The same decay time at both energies excludes a transition
from a possible higher energy state into a lower energy state.
Rather, both features seem to pertain to very similar excited
states. Dual emission from two states on the same chromo-
phore such as S1 and S2 can be safely excluded as origin since
the two features differ by only 150 meV. After excitation into a
S2 state, internal conversion into S1 would be very fast and
outcompete radiative decay due to the energy gap law (Kasha’s
rule). Furthermore, identical emission spectra upon different
excitation energies (3.06 eV and 2.56 eV) as well as DFT
calculations safely exclude different rotamers as the origin of
the high energy feature.

A further possibility is to consider that both conformations
can be accessed after excitation. Fig. 7c shows the potential
energy surface for TT as a function of the dihedral angle
between the two central thiophenes for the ground state (GS)
and lowest excited state (ES) before and after relaxation sub-
sequent to a transition. The S0 to S1 transition (absorption)
occurs vertically from the GSrelaxed curve to the ESGS curve.
In the relaxed GS, the conformation has a cis-like character.
After the vertical transition, the molecule relaxes into the
ESrelaxed curve. In this process, it can relax to the cis-like
minimum in the ESrelaxed curve at 501 or to the trans-like
minimum above 1401, from where they can decay to the GSES

curve with a slightly larger (cis-like) or smaller (trans-like)
transition energy. Keeping in mind the limitations of DFT
calculations for quantitative values for donor–acceptor type
compounds, and recalling the case of polyacetylene,83 we can

Table 1 TD-DFT results for the optimized S1 state of each dimer for TT in the trans-planar conformation and CT type A and type B. We display
visualizations of the dominant electron–hole pair natural transition orbitals, the corresponding transition energy, the oscillator strength (f), the charge
transfer character (CTC), and the plane-to-plane distances for ground state and excited state

TT (trans) CT (type A) CT (type B)

Electron

Hole

Energy (eV) 1.69 1.56 1.68
f 0.0014 0.0000 0.21
CTC 0.23 0.00 0.39

Plane-to-plane distance (Å)
Ground state 3.63 3.68 3.64
Excited state 3.66 3.48 3.52
Difference +0.03 �0.20 �0.12
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still safely associate the cis-like configuration with the higher
energy transition and the trans-like configuration with the lower
energy transition. Thus, the high-energy shoulder we observe in
TT is attributed to emission from molecules where a cis-like
configuration of the central bithiophene still prevails.

When wondering why there is no energy transfer to mole-
cules in the trans-like configuration it is worth recalling that the
minimum in the GS geometry is for the cis-like configuration,
and the trans-like configuration is mostly accessed through the
excited state. This explains why emission from both configura-
tions can be observed.

7. Conclusions

In this study we address the role of backbone torsion and
planarity in the formation of ordered structures using a pair of
model oligomers with a twisted central bithiophene unit (TT) or
a rigid central cyclopentadithiophene (CT). Unexpectedly, the
more flexible TT is found more disposed to form weakly
emissive H-type aggregates than planar CT. It turns out that
the propensity of these oligomers to form ordered structures is
not controlled by steric demands of their sidechains. Rather, it
can be rationalized by considering the number of attractive
interactions that can take place between the various subunits
along the oligomer. A certain flexibility of the backbone assists
in establishing these intermolecular contact points. In the MD
calculations we find that the experimentally observed aggrega-
tion in TT can only be explained when TT is allowed to adopt
planar conformation. In this case, the more zig-zag like back-
bone conformation of TT leads to a larger number of attractive
interactions than the banana-shape of CT. This larger inter-
action accounts not only for the stronger tendency of TT
to aggregate, but also can elucidate why TT directly forms
emissive aggregates while CT, upon cooling, first forms non-
emissive excimer-type precursors until aggregate formation sets
in below 200 K.
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Fig. 7 (a) Decomposition of the TT emission spectrum at 200 K into a
low energy progression (progression 1) and a high energy progression
(progression 2). The symbols mark the spectral positions of the decay
curves. (b) Decay curves at 200 K monitored at the energies marked in (a).
The grey broken line shows the instrumental response measured at the
excitation energy. (c) Potential energy surface of the central thiophene–
thiophene dihedral angle in TT for ground state (GS) and excited state (ES)
obtained by DFT and TD-DFT. The calculations are performed in the
relaxed geometries (filled symbols) and in the non-relaxed geometries
after electronic transition (open symbols). The grey area indicates kBT
at room temperature. The dashed line serves to separate the cis-like
conformations visually from the trans-like configurations.
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1 Simulated spectra 
 

 

Figure S1.1: Single molecule TD-DFT simulated absorption spectra at the wB97XD/6-31G** level for 

the TT and CT molecules. TT absorption at the ground state twisted cis and trans configurations is 

depicted. Vertical transition energies have been broadened by a Gaussian function with a half-width 

at half-height of 1500cm-1. 

 

Figure S1.2: Simulated average CT aggregate absorption spectrum. The six lowest vertical transition 

transition energies for CT dimer configurations taken from the MD simulations have been computed 

with TD-DFT at the wB97XD/6-31G** level. Vertical transition energies have been broadened by a 

Gaussian function with a half-width at half-height of 1500cm-1. A total of 60 snapshot configurations 

corresponding to type A and type B conformations from the three minima of the free energy curve 

(Figure 5) was used. 
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Figure S1.3: Simulated average TT aggregate absorption spectra. The six lowest vertical transition 

transition energies for TT dimer configurations taken from the MD simulations have been computed 

with TD-DFT at the wB97XD/6-31G** level. Vertical transition energies have been broadened by a 

Gaussian function with a half-width at half-height of 1500cm-1. A total of 40 snapshot configurations 

for the four minima of the free energy curve (Figure 5) was used for the twisted TT aggregates. A 

total of 30 snapshot configurations from the lowest energy minima of the free energy curve (Figure 

6) for the trans planar TT aggregates was used. 

 

2 Methodical details of Simulations 
As described in the main text, we used the automated force field topology builder and repository 1-3 

to get starting force field models for CT4 and TT5 which we refined with our own calculations to 

better reflect the physical properties of the molecules. The model for the solvent Hexane4 was taken 

from ATB directly. We used non-polarizable force fields. As we investigate aggregation in a nonpolar 

solvent, we expect no major difference of our results if a polarizable force field is used. 

Determination of partial charges 

To make the models more accurate we calculated the charge distribution for CT and TT with 

Gaussian09, Revision E.01.6 We requested tight convergence in geometry optimization and used an 

ultrafine integration grid. We refined the charge distribution by incorporating charges which were 

calculated via ground state structure optimization with the Mullikan fitting scheme with the help of 

Gaussian. 

 

Determination of dihedral potential energy surfaces 

The donor and acceptor units of the molecules CT and TT consist of aromatic rings, which are 

connected via single C-C bonds. To accurately reproduce the aggregation properties, we calculated 

the potential energy surfaces (PES) of the dihedral angles between the donor and acceptor units for 
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the relevant fragments with quantum chemical calculations. Relaxed potential energy scans were 

used. We scanned from 0° to 180° in intervals of 5°. We reused the PES data from our previous 

work,7 because the fragments in question are the same as for previously investigated systems, for 

which we used the CAM-B3LYP long-range corrected functional with the 6-31G** basis set. We 

adjusted our MD models to reproduce the calculated PES by implementing Ryckaert-Bellemans 

Potentials.  

The defining characteristic of TT lies in its twisted geometry. The central donor unit consists of two 

thiophene units with a hexane side-chain attached to both which determines the resulting structure. 

To accurately describe the central dihedral, we used the long-range corrected functional wB97xD. 

We determined the long-range correction parameter to be 0.13 bohr-1 via the condition 

𝐼𝑃 =  − 𝜀𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 

where IP denotes the ionization energy for the ground state geometry and 𝜀𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 is the energy of 

the highest occupied molecular orbital and used that value for the PES scan. The calculated PES is 

displayed in Figure 7 in the main text (GSrelaxed). We also calculated the PES for the first excited state 

(GSES). For each configuration we also calculated the vertical transition energies in order to obtain the 

graphs for ESrelaxed and ESGS in Figure 7. 

The models without side chains were made based on the models of the full systems. The side chains 

were cut off and replaced by CH3 groups. The charge distribution was adjusted near the points of 

intersection to ensure a vanishing net charge.  

The planarized TT models were constructed by replacing the twisted central potential in order to 

force the molecule in the desired orientation with the potential: 

𝑉(𝜑) = 𝑘(1 +  cos(𝑛𝜑 − 𝜑𝑠)) 

The intramolecular dihedral angle is denoted as 𝜑. The multiplicity n was set to 1, the force constant 

k was chosen to be 100 kJ/mol and 𝜑𝑠 was chosen to get a cis- or trans-planar configuration 

accordingly. 

We extracted average configurations from our MD simulations. Because the molecules rotate and 

move during the simulation, for each time frame we constructed a coordinate system inside the 

reference frame of the molecule, then transformed the whole simulation box to this coordinate 

system in which we averaged the position of the solute molecule. This approach works, as long as no 

aromatic rings flip, because then one would average two different configurations which would skew 

the final structure. We therefore chose a suitable window for the averaging process in which no flips 

occur. 

To better visualize the dimer conformations, we created rotating video clips of these average 

configurations of the most stable dimers. For this, the structures are averaged over 10 ns. For clarity 

of presentation, the sidechains have been replaced with CH3 groups. For orientation, sulfur atoms are 

marked in yellow, nitrogen in blue. 
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Parameters for MD simulations and free energy calculations 

The parameters used for all MD simulations are displayed in Table S2.1. 

Table S2.1: The Gromacs parameters used for the MD simulations. 

Option  Value 

Integrator  Md 
dt  0.002 

Nstxout  200 
constraint_algorithm  lincs 

constraints  h-bonds 
lincs_iter  1 

lincs_order  4 
ns_type  Grid 

nstlist  15 
rlist  1.0 

rcoulomb  1.0 
rvdw  1.0 

coulombtype  PME 
tcoupl  v-rescale 
tau_t  0.1 

pcoupl  Berendsen 
pcoupltype  isotropic 

tau_p  2.0 
ref_p  1.0 

compressibility  4.5e-5 
pbc  xyz 

DispCorr  EnerPres 
gen_seed  -1 

 

For all free energy graphs shown in the main text, which were made with umbrella sampling, we 

swept the reaction pathway multiple times independently to ensure a sufficient sampling of the 

whole configurational phase space. All free energy graphs shown in the main text were made with 

umbrella sampling by sampling the reaction pathway multiple times independently to ensure a 

sufficient sampling of the whole configurational phase space. The details for the individual 

simulations are presented in the following. To give the system time to equilibrate, we cut off the first 

200 ps of each window for each simulation.  

To calculate the distance between two molecules during an aggregation process, we used the 

distance between the two molecules as the reaction coordinate. For TT, we defined this as the 

distance of the center of mass of the central donor units, for CT we used the center of mass of the 

central ring of the central donor units. 
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Figure S2.1: All individual free energy graphs for CT. The number of the run corresponds to the 

parameters defined in Table S2.2. 

 

The free energy of CT with sidechains as displayed in Figure 5c in the main text was made from 

eleven individual simulations, in all of which the reaction coordinate was sampled independently. 

The parameters for the individual simulations are shown in Table S2.2. The individual free energy 

graphs are displayed in Figure S2.1. 

 

Table S2.2: Parameters used in the individual free energy simulations for CT, which are combined to 

the free energy in Figure 5c in the main text. 

Number Time per window 
(ns) 

Number of windows Force constant 
(kJ/mol) 

Number hexane 
molecules 

1 60 – 80 44 1200 1100 
2 60 – 120 33 1100 - 1200 500 
3 60 - 120 33 1100 – 1200 500 
4 450 33 1000 – 1200 500 
5 100 - 140 33 1000 – 1200 500 
6 200 35 800 600 
7 200 35 800 600 
8 200 34 1000 500 
9 380 35 1000 500 

10 200 32 1000 450 
11 200 33 1000 450 
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Figure S2.2: The curves used in the individual free energy calculations for TT are displayed here. They 

are combined to get the full free energy profile displayed in Figure 5a in the main text. 

 

For TT, we combined eight individual free energy calculations. The parameters for each run are 

shown in Table S2.3 and the corresponding graphs in Figure S2.2. All these simulations were 

combined to yield the full free energy graph shown in Figure 5a in the main text. 

 

Table S2.3: The parameters used in the individual free energy calculations for TT. They are combined 

to get the full free energy profile displayed in Figure 5a in the main text. 

 

  

Number Time per window 
(ns) 

Number of windows Force constant 
(kJ/mol) 

Number hexane 
molecules 

1 300 41 1000 600 
2 300 34 1000 500 
3 200 35 1000 500 
4 800 42 1000 800 
5 100 – 200 30 1000 – 1200 600 
6 80 – 100 34 1000 – 1200 600 
7 200 – 760 32 1000 – 1200 600 
8 80 47 1200 1100 
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Figure S2.3: Individual free energy calculations used for CT with CH3 sidechains. 

 

The models without side-chains required less intense sampling, because the absence of them 

significantly reduces the possible configurational phase space of the system resulting in faster 

convergence. For CT without side-chains (shown in Figure 5c in the main text) we combined four 

independent free energy samplings, the parameters of which are displayed in Table S2.4 with their 

graphs shown in Figure S2.3. 

 

Table S2.4: For CT with CH3 sidechains we combined four individual free energy calculations, the 

parameters of which are shown here. 

 

  

Number Time per window 
(ns) 

Number of windows Force constant 
(kJ/mol) 

Number hexane 
molecules 

1 400 33 1000 600 
2 180 32 1000 450 
3 200 32 1000 450 
4 200 30 1000 450 
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Figure S2.4: Individual free energy calculations used for TT with CH3 sidechains. 

 

For TT without side-chains we also combined four individual samplings of the reaction coordinate to 

yield the whole free energy graph shown in Figure 5a of the main text. The parameters are shown in 

Table S2.5 with their corresponding graphs displayed in Figure S2.4. 

 

Table S2.5: Parameters used in the individual free energy calculations for TT with CH3 sidechains. 

They are combined to get the full free energy profile displayed in Figure 5a in the main text. 

 

  

Number Time per window 
(ns) 

Number of windows Force constant 
(kJ/mol) 

Number hexane 
molecules 

1 400 34 800 650 
2 220 35 800 600 
3 400 35 900 650 
4 250 37 800 650 
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Free energy error analysis 

With the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM), the free energy is calculated for small 

windows individually, after which they are combined to span the whole parameter space of the 

reaction coordinate. The statistical error of this recombination process can be estimated with a 

bootstrap analysis.8 The results from the error analysis are shown in Figure S2.5 

 

Figure S2.5: a) Free energy of CT and TT with hexyl sidechains with error bars from bootstrap 

analysis. b) Free energy of CT and TT with CH3 sidechains with error bars from bootstrap analysis. 
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Metadynamics results 

To distinguish the free energy of type A and type B aggregation in CT we employed well-tempered 

metadynamics to calculate the free energy in dependence of the distance between the molecule and 

their relative intermolecular orientation simultaneously. The result is presented in Figure S2.6. The 

offset can be chosen arbitrarily as only free energy differences determine which process can happen 

spontaneously. For the metadynamics plots we set the zero point to the global minimum. To describe 

the relative orientation of the two molecules, we defined a dihedral angle consisting of the outer 

most C atoms of the central donor units for both molecules. 

 

Figure S2.6: Two-dimensional free energy surface of two CT molecules in Hexane in dependence of 

distance and intermolecular angle calculated with metadynamics. The projections on the one-

dimensional reaction coordinates are shown. The dashed line in the distance plot corresponds to the 

free energy calculated by umbrella sampling (Figure 5c in the main text). Here we placed zero energy 

to the potential minimum rather than at infinity. 

 

The minima for type A and type B aggregates are at the same energy in the two-dimensional plot. 

When integrating out over all distances to get the global angular dependence, there is a small 

energetic difference between type A and type A aggregates of about 0.7 kT. 

For the sake of completeness, we also calculated the free energy with metadynamics for TT in 

Hexane, shown in Figure S2.7. The angular dependence between the molecules is more complicated, 

probably due to the intramolecular rotational degree of freedom. There is a clear global minimum at 

about 180°, which corresponds to the configuration we identified in the main text. The comparison 

with the free energy in dependence of distance calculated with umbrella sampling shows excellent 

agreement. 
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Figure S2.7: Two-dimensional free energy surface of two TT molecules in Hexane in dependence of 

distance and intermolecular angle calculated with metadynamics. The projections on the one-

dimensional reaction coordinates are shown. The dashed line in the distance plot corresponds to the 

free energy calculated by umbrella sampling (Figure 5a in the main text). Here we placed zero energy 

to the potential minimum rather than at infinity. 
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3 Franck-Condon analysis of CT absorption spectra 
 

Fitting procedure 

Absorption and emission spectra can be modelled using a simple Franck-Condon description. This 

allows determining the energetic position of the 0-0 transition, the linewidth and the coupling of the 

transition to intramolecular vibrations. The intensity of emission 𝐼𝑃𝐿 and absorption 𝐼𝐴𝑏𝑠 for several 

contributing vibrational modes is the sum of all transitions from the vibrational level (0, 0, … ) →

(𝑚1, 𝑚2, … ) and given by9 

𝐼𝑃𝐿(𝐸)

(𝑛 ⋅ 𝐸)3
∝ ∑ ∏

𝑆𝑖
𝑚𝑖  exp (−𝑆𝑖)

𝑚𝑖!𝑖
Γ [(𝐸 − (𝐸0 − ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝐸𝑖

vib

𝑖
))]

𝑚𝑖

 

𝐼𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝐸)

𝑛 ⋅ 𝐸
∝⋅ ∑ ∏

𝑆𝑖
𝑚𝑖  exp (−𝑆𝑖)

𝑚𝑖!𝑖
Γ [(𝐸 − (𝐸0 + ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝐸𝑖

vib

𝑖
))]

𝑚𝑖

 

with photon energy 𝐸, refractive index 𝑛 of the surrounding medium (assumed to be constant for 

dilute solutions), energy of the 0-0 transition 𝐸0, vibrational energy 𝐸𝑖
vib and Huang-Rhys factor 𝑆𝑖 of 

the i-th contributing vibrational mode. The factors (𝑛 ⋅ 𝐸)3 in emission and 𝑛 ⋅ 𝐸 in absorption take 

the photon density of states into account. Γ(E) is the line shape function and assumed as purely 

Gaussian: 

Γ(E) = exp (−
(𝐸)2

2𝜎2 ) 

We get the energies of the vibrational modes from the Raman spectra of both molecules, which are 

shown in Figure S3.1. 

 
Figure S3.1: Raman spectra of CT and TT. The most prominent modes are labelled with their 

energies. 

For CT we use the modes at 444 cm-1 (55 meV), 855 cm-1 (106 meV), 1412 cm-1 (175 meV) and 

1549 cm-1 (192 meV), for TT in section 10 we use the modes at 444 cm-1 (55 meV), 1089 cm-1 

(135 meV) and 1452 cm-1 (180 meV). Close-by vibrational modes are treated as effective modes in 

both cases.  
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Fitting results of the absorption of CT in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) 

We start modelling the spectrum at 200 K. The resulting parameters are then used as starting point 

for the next temperature, where we mainly varied the energy of the 0-0 transition and the width of 

the Gaussian line shape. This procedure is then sequentially repeated for all remaining temperatures, 

varying the Huang-Rhys parameters as little as possible. The final parameters are shown in Table S3, 

the spectra with the modelled curves are displayed in Figure S3.2 along with the 0-0 transition and 

the first vibronic transitions. The results clearly show that the linewidth varies strongly with 

temperature, in contrast to the Huang-Rhys parameters, which mostly remain constant. Therefore, 

the changes in  can account for the apparent change in peak ratios. We also give the linewidth as 

FWHM, which is calculated to FWHM = 2√2 ln 2 ⋅ 𝜎 for Gaussian lineshapes. 

 

Table S3: Fitting parameters and resulting reorganization energies of absorption spectra of CT in 

hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) 

Temperature 
(K) 

E0 
(eV) 

σ 
(meV) 

FWHM 
(meV) 

S 
55 meV 

S 
106 meV 

S 
175 meV 

S 
192 meV 

λ 
(meV) 

200 2.014 52.00 122.4 0.1141 0.5273 0.1262 0.3420 149.9 
210 2.020 53.12 125.1 0.1141 0.5273 0.1262 0.3420 149.9 
220 2.024 54.31 127.9 0.1176 0.5299 0.1269 0.3420 150.5 
230 2.029 55.96 131.8 0.1314 0.5299 0.1269 0.3419 151.2 
240 2.032 57.13 134.5 0.1314 0.5382 0.1269 0.3530 154.3 
250 2.037 58.38 137.5 0.1314 0.5382 0.1269 0.3530 154.3 
260 2.040 60.19 141.7 0.1314 0.5407 0.1269 0.3670 157.2 
270 2.046 61.49 144.8 0.1314 0.5407 0.1269 0.3670 157.2 
280 2.050 62.22 146.5 0.1314 0.5407 0.1269 0.3670 157.2 
290 2.054 63.82 150.3 0.1314 0.5611 0.1269 0.3714 160.2 
300 2.057 64.29 151.4 0.1314 0.5643 0.1269 0.3714 160.6 
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Figure S3.2: Franck-Condon fits of CT absorption spectra in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) for different 

temperatures. The position of the 0-0 transition as well as the first vibronic transitions are shown in 

dotted lines. 
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4 CT absorption and emission spectra in separate graphs 
In the manuscript we compare the spectral shapes at fixed temperatures for different 

concentrations. We showed them in a tidy and compact format. However, direct comparison may be 

difficult. Here we show the same data, but plot spectra for different concentrations at the same 

temperature in a joint graph. 

 
Figure S4.1: Absorption of CT in hexane at different temperatures and concentrations normalized to 

the vibronic 0-1 transition. 
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Figure S4.2: Emission of CT in hexane at different temperatures and concentrations normalized to 

the vibronic 0-1 transition. We additionally measured at a concentration of 5.0x10-7 M to safely 

exclude the possibility of aggregation for all higher concentrations. 
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5 Absorption and emission using different solvents 
Figure S5.1 shows the emission and absorption spectra of CT and TT at room temperature in solvents 

with increasing polarities (hexane [0.009], toluene [0.099], mTHF [0.179], chlorobenzene [0.188], 

chloroform [0.259]; relative polarities in squared brackets10). Both CT and TT behave similarly. The 

spectral position of the absorption spectra remains unchanged. For CT, the weak structure of the 

absorption in hexane disappears. All other absorption spectra are broad and unstructured. The 

emission spectra become increasingly unstructured with increasing solvent polarity, in accordance to 

the absorption spectra. However, the emission spectra undergo an increasing bathochromic shift 

with increasing solvent polarity, This is consistent with a charge transfer character of the excited 

state, as the energy associated with solvent reorganization is larger for more polar solvents.11 

 

 
Figure S5.1: Absorption and emission spectra of CT and TT in solvents with different polarities 

(hexane, toluene, mTHF, chlorobenzene, chloroform). 

We further performed temperature dependent absorption and emission measurements for both 

molecules in solutions of chloroform and mTHF, see Figure S5.2. The trends are similar to the 

corresponding evolution in hexane solutions at the lowest concentration investigated in the main 

manuscript. The absorption spectra increase and shift to lower energies upon cooling. Pronounced 

spectral structures are missing with CT in mTHF below 200 K as an exception. 

The emission spectra also shift to lower energies upon cooling while remaining unstructured. 

However, the amount of bathochromic shift is larger than for hexane, which is consistent with the 

larger Stokes’ shift in more polar solvents. For TT in mTHF one may suspect a shoulder on the high 

energy side of the emission at low temperatures. In accordance with the arguments we elaborated in 

the main manuscript (section 6) for the high energy shoulder in hexane, we assign this shoulder to 

emission from cis- and trans-planar conformations of TT in the excited state. However, here it is 

mostly masked by the large broadening. 

Importantly, we do not observe any spectral signs of aggregation in both chloroform and mTHF at all 

spectroscopic accessible concentrations. 
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Figure S5.2: Absorption and emission spectra of CT and TT in solvents with different polarities 

(hexane, toluene, mTHF, chlorobenzene, chloroform). Spectra are shown in steps of 20 K, the dashed 

line marks the onset of absorption and serves as guide to the eye. 
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6 Radiative and non-radiative decay rates for TT 
 

We performed TCSPC measurements for TT in hexane (2.5∙10-4M) at 300 K and at 180 K. We 

performed a reconvolution fit with the measured instrument response function (IRF) to extract the 

lifetime of the excited state. Data, IRF and fit are shown in Figure S6. At 300 K the decay is perfectly 

monoexponential with a decay time of 2.2 ns. The decay of the emission at 180 K can be described by 

a stretched exponential with a characteristic time constant of 0.8 ns, indicating a distribution of 

decay times. 

The photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) at 300 K was determined as 0.31 using an integrating 

sphere.12 The PLQY at 180 K was estimated to 0.06 from the data presented in Figure 4a in the main 

manuscript.

  
Figure S6: TCSPC measurements for TT in hexane at 300 K and 180 K, IRF and reconvolution fit. 

Using 

𝑃𝐿𝑄𝑌 =
𝑘𝑟

𝑘𝑟 + 𝑘𝑛𝑟
 

and 

1

𝜏
= 𝑘𝑟 + 𝑘𝑛𝑟 

the radiative and nonradiative decay rates kr and knr can be calculated to 

kr(300 K) = 0.08 ns-1, knr(300 K) = 0.3 ns-1, kr(180 K) = 0.1 ns-1, knr(180 K) = 1.2 ns-1. 
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7 Comparison of planarized TT with CH3 sidechains 
 

In the main text we compared TT with full hexyl sidechains and CT with full hexyl sidechains when TT 

is allowed to adopt a planar conformation. We concluded that planarization in TT can account for the 

strong aggregation behaviour as observed experimentally. For CT, a possible steric influence of the 

central sidechains on the weak preference was excluded in the manuscript as well. To round off the 

picture, we performed free energy calculations for TT dimers with CH3 sidechains, allowing the 

molecules to planarize either into the cis conformation or the trans conformation. Figure S7 shows 

the result. Again, allowing both molecules to planarize simultaneously results in a strong energetic 

preference of the planar dimer. Interestingly, now the cis conformation is strongly preferred by 6 kBT, 

whereas the trans conformation becomes less favoured by 2 kBT. The depth of the global minimum of 

the free energy for the trans conformation is comparable to the corresponding global minimum for 

CT with CH3 sidechains. This means that TT still has an enormous energetic advantage to form dimers 

when allowed to adopt planar conformations, compared to CT. 

 

 

Figure S7: Free energy calculations for the TT dimer with CH3 sidechains. Both molecules of the dimer 

adopt either a twisted dihedral angle, a cis-planar conformation or a trans-planar conformation. 
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8 Interactions between the molecular subunits 
 

Following earlier work7 we discuss the mutual interactions between the different building blocks of 

the molecules. Bourdick et al. conducted their calculations in the solvent MTHF. We repeat the 

calculations in the solvent hexane for the subunits, which are relevant for CT and TT. The results are 

shown in Figure S8. For clarity of presentation and in order to have a constant reference point at 

infinity, we removed the ideal contribution of 2kB𝑇 ⋅ ln 𝑟, which is due to an increase in volume. As 

the configurational phase space of the individual parts is small, the graphs presented only consist of a 

single sweeping of the reaction coordinate. We simulated each window between 200 ns and 300 ns. 

 

 

Figure S8: Free energy calculations between the different building blocks in hexane. The units are 

thiophenes (Th), fluorinated benzothiadiazole (BT), cyclopentadithiophene (CPDT) and a combination 

of the latter two (CPDT-BT). 
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9 TT Emission spectra in separate graphs 
 

 
Figure S9: Emission of TT in hexane at different temperatures and concentrations normalized to the 

peak at 2.0 eV. We additionally measured at a concentration of 5.0x10-7 M to safely exclude the 

possibility of aggregation for all higher concentrations. 
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10 Franck-Condon analysis for emission spectra of TT 
 

The emission of TT in hexane features a shoulder on the blue side of the spectra, even for the lowest 

concentration as shown in the previous section. A description of the spectra utilizing a single vibronic 

progression is incompatible with this spectral feature, as shown in Figure S10.1 for different cases 

exemplarily at 200 K. 

 
Figure S10.1: Emission of TT in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) at 200 K with best fits using a single Franck-

Condon progression with (a) the 0-0 transition at the dominant peak, (b) with suppressed 0-0 

transition and best fit of the red side, and (c) with suppressed 0-0 transition and best fit up to the 

second vibronic peak at 1.8 eV. The caption contains the fitting parameters. For (b) and (c) the 0-0 

suppression factor α is indicated. For details see text. 

In case (a) we chose the 0-0 transition energy that it matches the dominant peak at 2.0 eV. This 

approach entirely fails to describe the blue shoulder. In the other cases we chose a modified Franck-

Condon progression, where the amplitude of the 0-0 transition is multiplied with the factor α to 

account for suppression effects due to H-type interactions:13 

𝐼𝑃𝐿(𝐸)

(𝑛 ⋅ 𝐸)3
∝ e−𝑆 ⋅ (αΓ(𝐸 − 𝐸0) + ∑ ∏

𝑆𝑖
𝑚𝑖  

𝑚𝑖!𝑖
Γ [(𝐸 − (𝐸0 − ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝐸𝑖

vib

𝑖
))]

𝑚𝑖≠0

) 

where S is the sum of the Huang-Rhys parameters of all vibrational modes. For fitting, we first 

adjusted 𝐸0 and σ to reproduce the shoulder at 2.15 eV. Then we iteratively varied α and all Si to 

reproduce the dominant peak at 2.0 eV. 

It is not possible to get a parameter set where good description for the complete spectrum is 

achieved. We can either reproduce the red side at energies lower than 1.65 eV as shown in Figure 

S10.1 b, which results in an underestimation of the peak at 1.8 eV. On the other hand, if this peak is 

reproduced satisfactorily (Figure S10.1 c), the fit overestimates the spectrum at 1.7 eV and below. 

Furthermore, the 0-0 transition is suppressed artificially to get an apparent good description of the 

spectra. This procedure is physically unreasonable, as the shape of the emission spectra remains the 

same even when decreasing the concentration by an order of magnitude to 5.0∙10-7 M, excluding any 

intermolecular interactions between the chromophores.  

However, modelling is possible using two separate progressions. We again started with the spectrum 

at 200 K. First we used the vibrational modes of TT to perform a Franck-Condon fit onto the emission 

of CT at 200 K, as the emitting states should in principle be similar. We then used this approximation 

as a starting point for both the high energy progression (HEP) as well as the low energy progression 
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(LEP) of the TT emission and iteratively changed the fitting parameters to achieve good agreement 

between model and data. The other temperatures were then fitted consecutively, varying mainly the 

Gaussian line widths, the amplitudes and the energetic positions of both contributions. Table S10.1 

contains the final parameters and figure S10.2 shows the spectra and the calculated progressions for 

each temperature. 

Table S10.1: Fitting parameters and resulting reorganization energies for low energy progression 

(LEP) and high energy progression (HEP) of TT in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) at different temperatures. 

Temperature 
(K) 

E0 
(eV) 

σ 
(meV) 

S 
55 meV 

S 
135 meV 

S 
180 meV 

λ 
(meV) 

200 LEP 2.006 59.3 0.42 0.406 0.614 188.4 
 HEP 2.148 59.3 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

210 LEP 2.009 59.6 0.417 0.406 0.614 188.3 
 HEP 2.151 61.1 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

220 LEP 2.013 59.9 0.411 0.415 0.611 188.6 
 HEP 2.153 61.7 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

230 LEP 2.016 60.2 0.408 0.439 0.602 190.1 
 HEP 2.155 62.3 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

240 LEP 2.017 60.8 0.387 0.472 0.581 189.6 
 HEP 2.155 63.5 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

250 LEP 2.019 61.1 0.378 0.472 0.581 189.1 
 HEP 2.157 64.1 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

260 LEP 2.021 62.3 0.354 0.49 0.575 189.1 
 HEP 2.157 67.7 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

270 LEP 2.022 62.9 0.354 0.49 0.575 189.1 
 HEP 2.157 68.3 0.09 0.341 0.478 137.0 

280 LEP 2.025 62.9 0.354 0.523 0.563 191.4 
 HEP 2.158 68.3 0.09 0.386 0.478 143.1 

290 LEP 2.028 64.1 0.345 0.523 0.578 193.6 
 HEP 2.159 69.8 0.09 0.386 0.478 143.1 

300 LEP 2.027 64.7 0.321 0.523 0.572 191.2 
 HEP 2.159 71.9 0.09 0.386 0.478 143.1 
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Figure S10.2: Emission of TT in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) with decomposition into low energy progression 

and high energy progression at different temperatures. 
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Figure S10.3: Distribution of the total area of high energy and low energy contribution for different 

decomposition methods  

We note that the decomposition is ambiguous, as the high energy progression can also be modelled 

by a single Gaussian. However, this only affects the intensity ratio between both contributions and 

not the physical meaning. Figure S10.3 shows the difference for the relative area of both 

contributions between a high energy Gaussian and a full high energy progression. Table S10.2 

contains the corresponding fitting parameters and the related decompositions of the spectra are 

show in Figure S10.4. 

Table S10.2: Fitting parameters and resulting reorganization energies for low energy progression and 

high energy Gaussian of TT in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) at different temperatures. 

Temperature 
(K) 

E0 
(eV) 

σ 
(meV) 

S 
55 meV 

S 
135 meV 

S 
180 meV 

λ 
(meV) 

200 progression 1.995 59.9 0.26 0.453 0.478 161.5 
 Gaussian 2.133 66.7     

210 progression 1.998 60.5 0.26 0.453 0.478 161.5 
 Gaussian 2.138 67.5     

220 progression 2.003 62.5 0.26 0.453 0.481 162.0 
 Gaussian 2.142 67.8     

230 progression 2.004 64.0 0.204 0.471 0.487 162.5 
 Gaussian 2.146 69.0     

240 progression 2.007 65.0 0.204 0.471 0.493 163.5 
 Gaussian 2.148 70.2     

250 progression 2.009 65.4 0.204 0.483 0.493 165.2 
 Gaussian 2.147 71.0     

260 progression 2.013 66.7 0.204 0.483 0.511 168.4 
 Gaussian 2.153 72.2     

270 progression 2.015 67.5 0.204 0.483 0.517 169.5 
 Gaussian 2.153 74.1     

280 progression 2.018 68.0 0.204 0.489 0.517 170.3 
 Gaussian 2.157 74.3     

290 progression 2.019 68.3 0.198 0.495 0.52 171.3 
 Gaussian 2.156 74.3     

300 progression 2.022 69.9 0.198 0.495 0.529 172.9 
 Gaussian 2.156 74.0     
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Figure S10.4: Emission of TT in hexane (5.0∙10-6 M) with alternative decomposition into low energy 

progression and high energy Gaussian at different temperatures. 
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Setup to Study the in Situ Evolution of Both Photoluminescence and
Absorption during the Processing of Organic or Hybrid
Semiconductors
Michael Buchhorn, Stefan Wedler, and Fabian Panzer*

Soft Matter Optoelectronics, University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth 95440, Germany

ABSTRACT: In situ measurement techniques, applied during the
solution processing of novel semiconductors such as organic
semiconductors or hybrid perovskites, have become more and
more important to understand their film formation. In that
context, it is crucial to determine how the optical properties,
namely photoluminescence (PL) and absorption, evolve during
processing. However, until now PL and absorption have mostly
been investigated independently, significantly reducing the
potential insights into film formation dynamics. To tackle this
issue we present the development of a detection system that
allows simultaneous measurement of full absorption and PL
spectra during solution processing of the investigated film. We
also present a spin-coater system attachable to the detection
system, where the temperature of the substrate on which the film
is processed can be changed. We performed test measurements by spin coating the well-known conjugated polymer P3HT
demonstrating the potential of this technique. By considering absorption and corresponding PL, we extract the PL quantum
yield (PLQY) during processing, which decreases with substrate temperature. Furthermore, we identify a significant red shift of
the PL just prior to the onset of the aggregation process, indicating the importance of chain planarization prior to solid film
formation.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconductors and hybrid perovskites have emerged
as highly important semiconductor materials, used as active
layers in next-generation optoelectronic devices including
photovoltaics,1,2 field effect transistors,3,4 lighting and display
devices,5,6 and photodiodes for UV, visible,7,8 and high-energy
photons (e.g., X-ray, γ-ray).9−11 For both types of semi-
conductors, changes in their local microstructure or morphol-
ogy also impact their electronic structure, which significantly
impacts the resulting performance of optoelectronic devi-
ces.12−16 Such changes in structure and morphology naturally
occur during the film formation from solution.17,18 As
electronic structure is highly dependent on local micro-
structure, optical properties also change. In recent years, this
has led to the aim to track the optical properties of these
materials during processing to monitor, better understand, and
finally control and optimize the film formation mecha-
nisms.19,20 This was achieved by controlling and systematically
changing processing conditions such as atmosphere,21

solvent,22,23 or temperature.24 The latter has an especially
critical impact on film formation, as it not only influences the
solvent drying rate but also can dictate the conformational
phase of the material prior to and during film formation.25

In previous works, optical in situ detection was usually
carried out by measuring absorption during processing. From
these measurements it was possible to extract basic parameters,

such as absorption coefficients and vibronic peak ratios, and to
analyze how they evolve over time.26,27

However, within the last years, several theoretical models
and methodologies were developed that yield fundamental
insights into underlying electronic structure requiring con-
current full absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra,
ideally probing the same chromophore ensemble.28−31 These
studies could also provide fundamental insights on how
changes in the electronic structure of the material correlate
with their conformational and structural properties, even when
they undergo significant changes, as is typically the case during
processing or upon changing the temperature.28−32 However,
these theoretical models cannot be readily applied to
unravelling how interdependent processing conditions influ-
ence local microstructure and contingent optoelectronic
properties, due to the difficulty inherent in collecting
simultaneous PL and absorption spectra of the same region
at a sufficiently high frequency (>10 Hz) to track the transition
from solution to film. Pertinently, although such capability has
been demonstrated for blade coating (albeit with absorption
and PL probing adjacent locations),33 this is not the case for
the ubiquitous spin-coating film deposition method, limiting
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the scope of investigation into establishling the processing−
structure−property relations essential in controlling device-
relevant optelectonic properites.
In this work, we present an easy-to-use system for the quasi-

simultaneous detection of absorption and photoluminescence
during solution processing, including spin coating, of novel
semiconductor materials such as π-conjugated polymers or
hybrid perovskites. The system is designed to consist of only a
few common optomechanical components and uses only one
CCD spectrograph for detection, which makes it portable, so it
can easily be combined with other in situ measurement
techniques. Associated with this detection system, we also
present a spin coater that allows for the detection of both
absorption and PL during processing, probing the same region
on the sample substrate. Furthermore, it is possible to control
the substrate temperature during processing between 0 and
150 °C. With that, valuable insights on aggregate formation
during the solution processing of the investigated material can
be gained, which we demonstrate using the example of the
polymer P3HT. This will help to tailor the route for processing
next-generation optoelectronic devices more expediently.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1a shows a schematic representation of the spin-coater
device, and in Figure 1b an exploded view drawing of its 3D
model is shown.
The main components are a brushless DC motor (1)

(Trinamic BLDC4208) which is connected with the rotatable
chuck via a cogged V-belt. In combination with a motor driver
(Trinamic TMCM-1640) it is possible to set the rotation
speed of up to 2300 rpm and control it via serial connection to
a computer. To ensure balanced rotation, the chuck is
mounted on two ball bearings, which are each edged into a
robust aluminum structure (2). We use a Peltier element (3)
to control the temperature of the substrate (4) on which the
sample solution is deposited. It is located on a heat diffusor (5)
in the upper part of the chuck. This passive heat exchanging
geometry allows setting the substrate temperature between 0
and 150 °C and ensures quick thermal equilibration at the
substrate. To allow heating and also cooling from room
temperature, the Peltier’s polarity can be changed by a switch
that is integrated in the chunk. The Peltier element can draw

up to 60 W electrical power from a rotary transformer (6) after
rectification, which is located at the lower part of the chuck.
This approach reduces maintenance compared to the usage of
slip rings, as no abrasion or corrosion can occur.
To allow quasi-simultaneous detection of both absorption

and PL during processing, the spin-coater setup is
supplemented with a diode laser (7) above the substrate and
a white LED (8). The latter is static and placed below the
chuck. The type of the white LED can easily be changed, while
we used a generic cold white LED covering a spectral range
from 415 to about 820 nm (i.e., 1.51−2.99 eV) for our test
measurements (vide infra). A bore along the rotation axis of
the chuck with a diameter of 4 mm at the Peltier element
allows the emitted white light to reach the substrate. Finally,
the light transmitted through the substrate (and eventually the
sample material) enters an optical fiber (9) above the sample
that leads to the detection system.
The diode laser is attached to a frame made of common

aluminum profiles. The laser’s position can be chosen to
ensure that the laser beam excites the top of the sample under
a shallow angle to minimize self-absorption effects. We use a
laser system that is based on exchangeable TO Can laser
diodes, allowing us to choose excitation wavelengths between
405 and 820 nm (i.e., 1.51−3.07 eV). The emitted light from
the sample enters the same optical fiber that is also used for the
transmitted white light. Figure 1c shows a photograph of the
entire spin-coater device, including the frame with the diode
laser.
The detection system to measure absorption and PL

alternately is shown in Figure 2 and described below. To
ensure a sufficient time resolution for tracking the optical
properties during processing, we used only one spectrograph
with a CCD camera and kept the spectral range between
consecutive absorption and PL frames unchanged. We used a
sufficiently large spectral range that includes the wavelength of
the excitation laser, the absorption, and the emission spectrum.
This allows to subsequently also calculate the photo-
luminescence quantum yield (PLQY) as a function of film-
processing time, yet it requires to filter the signal of the laser
during the PL measurement to prevent damage of the CCD.
For this purpose, we used two beam paths depending on
whether absorption or PL is measured. In our detection system

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the spin-coater device. Relevant components are labeled by numbers and described in more detail in the
main text. (b) Exploded View drawing of the spin-coater device. (c) Photograph of the assembled spin coater.
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this is implemented by using a mechanical chopper with blades
that have been coated to act as a mirror. Depending on the
orientation of the chopper wheel (1), a beam path either for
absorption (Figure 2a) or for PL (Figure 2b) is realized. For
absorption, the transmitted light enters the detection system
via the optical fiber (2) that is connected to the spin coater. A
lens (3) collimates the light, which reaches the chopper wheel.
The latter consists of two slots, and the areas between them
have a mirrored surface to reflect incident light. During an
absorption measurement, the chopper wheel’s orientation
ensures a complete reflection of the collimated light. A lens (4)
couples this reflected light into an optical fiber (5) connected
to a spectrograph equipped with a CCD camera. For PL
measurements, analogous to absorption, the emitted light from
the sample enters the detection system through the optical
fiber (2), is collimated by the lens (3), and reaches the chopper
wheel (1). In contrast to absorption, the orientation of the
chopper wheel ensures that incident light passes through a slot
during a PL measurement. It further passes a filter (6) which is
suitably selected to block the laser light. Using two mirrors (7
and 8), the filtered PL is then reflected back through the same

slot of the chopper wheel, so that it matches the reflected light
from the absorption measurement in terms of direction and
position. This allows using the same lens (4) and optical fiber
(5) to guide the PL signal to the same spectrograph. Due to its
modular design, individual components of the detection
system can easily be modified or exchanged to match particular
sample requirements. This can, for example, concern the white
light source to provide white light intensity over the relevant
spectral range or the CCD spectrograph to meet the required
sensitivity for detection when investigating different material
systems with different optical properties.
A microcontroller (Atmel ATmega328P) ensures smooth

interaction between the components that change their states
depending on whether absorption or PL is measured. The
microcontroller triggers absorption and PL measurements
based on the orientation of the chopper wheel. During
absorption measurements, the white LED is switched on while
the laser diode is off and vice versa for PL measurements. In
each case, after LED and laser are set, the CCD camera is
triggered to capture the corresponding spectrum. The
maximum frame rate for data collection is limited by the
acquisition time of the CCD camera. It needs to be suitably
chosen to ensure sufficient intensities for PL and absorption.
We use homemade computer software to set acquisition
settings of the CCD camera, to collect and visualize the data,
and to perform first analysis. The system proves to give
excellent stabilities with fluctuations better than 0.3% rms for
the white LED intensity and 0.8% rms for excitation intensity
under typical measurement conditions.

■ TEST MEASUREMENTS

To demonstrate the kind of information that can be obtained
with this setup, we measured the absorption and emission
during the drying process of the π-conjugated polymer poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which is a well-established model
system and has emerged as the workhorse in the organic
semiconductor field over recent years. We spin coated P3HT
from chlorobenzene solution with a concentration of 10 mg/
mL at a speed of 1000 rpm in a glovebox and measured the

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the main components of the
detection system and corresponding operation states of the laser and
white light during an absorption (a) and a PL (b) measurement.
Different components are labeled by numbers and described in the
main text.

Figure 3. Photoluminescence (left) and absorbance (right) heat maps of P3HT taken at different times during spin coating from chlorobenzene
solution at room temperature. In both cases time is displayed as the ordinate and energy is displayed as the abscissa. PL intensity and optical
density are color coded. Horizontal cuts at the top of each heat map show spectra at certain times during processing.
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optical properties in situ using our detection system (excitation
intensity of 25 mW/cm2 for PL) and spin coater. Figure 3
shows color-coded 2D maps of time-resolved absorption and
corresponding PL spectra together with spectral slices at
different times within the first 40 s of spin coating at room
temperature (time resolution between two consecutive
detection frames 0.07 s). The intensities of the PL spectra
are corrected for the changes of absorption at the laser
excitation energy of 3.06 eV. Significant changes in both
absorption and PL occur after 8−9 s, which are associated with
the optical signatures of the well-known order−disorder
transition, typically occurring upon P3HT film formation.17,34

This transition can also occur in solution upon lowering the
quality of the solvent either by altering the temperature25,35,36

or by systematically changing the ratio of good and bad
solvents in solvent mixtures.37,38

Before the transition, i.e. within the first 8−9 s of spin
coating, a broad and featureless absorption spectrum that is
associated with the disordered phase of P3HT is observed,
which reduces in intensity within the first 2 s of spin coating
due to slinging away of excess solution upon rotation.
Corresponding PL spectra within the first 8−9 s of spin
coating are structured with a dominant peak at 2.13 eV that is
attributed to PL from the disordered phase. This peak fully
disappears in the course of the order−disorder transition
between 8 and 10 s. This is accompanied by the appearance of
a red-shifted PL spectrum of the aggregated phase with a
nondominant S1 → S0 0−0 peak at about 1.85 eV and by a
significant reduction in overall PL intensity (note the
logarithmic color code used in the 2D map of the PL). Both
spectral changes are known spectroscopic signatures for the
formation of an H-type intermolecular coupling within this
phase.39 In absorption, a red-shifted, better-structured
spectrum is the signature for the appearance of the aggregated
phase. After 10 s, no significant spectral changes in both PL
and absorption are observed from thereon until the end of the
spin coating, indicating that the phase transition is complete.

We spin coated P3HT from CB solution also at 3, 43, and
65 °C substrate temperature, while all other processing
parameters were unchanged. We note that for the used
temperatures the substrate temperature between the stationary
state and upon rotation changes not more than 4 °C. 2D maps
of PL and absorption at the different processing temperatures
during the spin coating are shown in Figure 4. The impact of
substrate temperature on the onset time of the phase transition
is obvious, with higher substrate temperatures leading to an
earlier occurrence of the phase transition due to more rapid
solvent evaporation.
This is consistent with a recent work from our group on in

situ absorption measurements during spin coating of P3HT.24

Furthermore, at higher temperatures, the initial drop in
absorbance, due to the removal of material during spin
coating, occurs more rapidly, which can be understood by
considering the decreasing viscosity of chlorobenzene with
temperature.40

As a first step, we extract parameters to identify and quantify
the impact of processing temperature on the evolution of the
optical properties. For this we do not need to apply
sophisticated models to the measured data. Rather, we exploit
the fact that the absorption spectrum of the aggregated phase
does not overlap with the absorption of the disordered phase at
lower photon energies (≲2.3 eV). Therefore, the intensity of
the peak at lowest energy, i.e., 2.03 eV (associated with the
S1 ← S0 0−0 transition of the aggregated phase), can be taken
to monitor the appearance and, to some extent, the amount of
aggregated phase within the solution or film.24,26,27 Figure 5
(top) shows the normalized intensities at 2.03 eV for all four
processing temperatures. From this we find the change of the
onset time for the transition shifting from 21.1, 8.6, 5.3, to 3.6 s
for 3, 21, 43, to 65 °C, respectively. We take the last frame
before the steep increase of OD intensity at 2.03 eV (indicated
as dashed lines in Figure 5) to determine the onset times for
the film formation at each processing temperature. Further-
more, for 3 and 21 °C we find a small increase of the

Figure 4. Normalized photoluminescence (top) and absorbance (bottom) heat maps of P3HT taken at different times during spin coating from
chlorobenzene solution at 3, 21, 43, and 65 °C (from left to right). In each map time is displayed as the ordinate and energy is displayed as the
abscissa. PL intensity and optical density are color coded. Time- dependent fluctuations in the absorption intensity for 43 and 65 °C occur from an
inhomogeneous film distribution during spin coating.
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absorption intensity at 2.03 eV (to about 10% of the maximum
value) prior to the actual main transition, which indicates the
formation of aggregates already in the solution drop on the
substrate. Such a behavior can occur when the processing
temperature is in the region of the critical order−disorder
transition temperature Tc in solution,24 where the longest
polymer chains already aggregate due to the chain length
dependence of Tc.

35,41

At first sight the time-dependent spectral changes of the PL
spectra appear to correspond to the absorption spectra, as
expected from temperature-dependent spectroscopic studies in
solution.17,25 However, plotting the energetic position of the
S1 → S0 0−0 PL peak of the disordered phase as a function of
spin-coating time for all four processing temperatures (Figure
5, middle) reveals unexpected insights. First, the peak position
at the beginning of spin coating increases with substrate
temperature from 2.125 eV at 3 °C to 2.146 eV at 65 °C. In
the framework of the so-called oligomer approach, this shift is
associated with a decrease in effective conjugation length. It is
a known behavior for conjugated polymers in solution,42 and
the slope of this shift is in accordance with a recent
publication.43 As a function of processing time, the peak
positions stay almost constant at the beginning but start to
shift to lower energies close before the onset of each phase
transition. We could clearly determine each onset from the
analysis of the absorption spectra as described above (indicated
with dashed lines in Figure 5).

We find that the amount of red shift of the PL spectrum
between the start of spin coating and the onset of the phase
transition is lower for higher processing temperatures. The
reason for the red shift could be due to an increase in the
conjugation length of the disordered chains in the course of a
chain planarization (preaggregation) prior to the main order−
disorder transition. It could also be influenced by a changing
polarization environment of the polymer chains close before
the phase transition, which would also impact on the electronic
structure and result in a spectral shift.17

Additionally, the quasi-simultaneous detection of absorption
and PL further allows extracting the relative change of
absorbed light at the laser excitation wavelength during
processing, which then can be used to scale the time-
dependent integrated PL intensity. The resulting value
represents the relative change of the PLQY. In addition, we
determined the absolute PLQY values following the approach
by de Mello et al.44 We find them to be in the range between
3% and 5% for all films, which is consistent with typical values
for P3HT thin films.45 Using the absolute values of the PLQY
of each final film also enables the absolute change of the PLQY
during spin coating to be determined for the different
processing temperatures (Figure 5, bottom).
We followed this approach and found that the PLQY

reduces significantly during film formation for all investigated
samples. Prior to the formation of aggregates we find that the
PLQY values reduce from almost 60% for 3 °C to about 40%
at room temperature and about 30% for both 43 and 65 °C.
This temperature dependence of PLQY of the disordered
phase was also observed for different π-conjugated material
systems in the past. It results from an increased conjugation
length due to a reduction of (thermally activated) torsional
disorder and a decreased solubility at lower temperatures.25

Furthermore, the absolute value of about 40% at room
temperature is consistent with literature values reported for
disordered P3HT in solution.45 The PLQYs at room
temperature and 3 °C stay relatively constant until film
formation sets in, while the PLQYs for 43 and 65 °C show an
additional increase shortly before the phase transition. We
speculate that an efficient energy transfer from disordered
chains to the small fraction of already existing aggregated
chains might mask this increase in PLQY for the lower
processing temperatures. However, a full investigation of this
behavior and the physical origin of the spectral red shift prior
to aggregation will be the focus of an in-depth study in the
future.

■ CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we have presented a detection system that is
able to measure the absorption and the PL of semiconductor
materials during their solution processing in an alternating
shot-by-shot manner, probing the same sample region.
Furthermore, we presented a newly designed spin coater
compatible with the detection system, where the substrate
temperature can be set or changed even while spinning.
Together, this system allows correlating the time evolution of
absorption and PL spectra during processing at different
substrate temperatures, allowing, for example, the extraction of
important optoelectronic parameters such as PLQY. Using this
setup allowed us to identify a significant red shift of the PL
spectrum of the disordered phase prior to aggregate formation
in test measurements of the polymer P3HT. This underlines
the importance of chain planarization before the main

Figure 5. Evolution of relevant parameters during spin coating at
different temperatures, extracted from the time-resolved absorption
and PL data. (Top) Optical density at 2.03 eV, which is associated
with absorption from aggregated phase. (Middle) PL peak position in
the time range prior to film formation. (Bottom) PLQY, calculated
from the evolution of integrated PL intensity, corrected for the
changes of optical density at 3.05 eV and scaled with absolute PLQY
values of the final thin films. Onset times are shown as dashed vertical
lines.
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aggregation process. We could extract the evolution of the
PLQY during processing of P3HT for different substrate
temperatures in the range between 3 and 65 °C, where we find
increased PLQY values for lower processing temperatures in
the time range before film formation. These results
demonstrate the high potential of the setup to gain new
fundamental insights into the film formation processes of
solution-processed novel semiconductors, which will help to
optimize their film formation.
As an outlook, our approach to simultaneous in situ PL and

absorption measurement could be easily extended to other thin
film processing techniques, particularly those relevant for large-
area production such as blade coating, slot-dye coating, or
inkjet printing. Systematically comparing film formation
dynamics across processing methods will assist in under-
standing why local microstructure and resulting macroscopic
optoelectronic properties show such a pronounced deposition
method dependence, an especially important goal given that
organic or hybrid optoelectronic devices produced with
scalable methods are typically significantly less efficient than
those with a spin-coated active layer. To extract more
information about the electronic structure from the PL and
absorption spectra, theoretical models such as multimode
Franck−Condon analysis could be globally applied. The setup
also easily allows investigating the changes of optical properties
that occur when a semiconductor material undergoes a
crystallization process upon cooling from the melt or vice
versa. Furthermore, as the presented spin coater provides
electrical power even during rotation, extensions regarding
additional sensing on the chuck could be realized easily and
electrical fields could be provided during processing, where the
positive impact of the latter on film formation has been proven
recently.46−48 The aim to combine different in situ measure-
ment techniques during the processing has gained momentum
within the past few years,49,50 especially involving in situ
scattering techniques such as GIWAXS or GISAXS.51−54 As
the latter can yield detailed information about structure
formation on the micro- and mesoscale, a combination of these
techniques with the detection system presented here would
yield the possibility to directly correlate conformational
changes with changes in the optical properties of the
investigated material and is a promising future direction for
in situ real-time investigations during processing.
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ABSTRACT: The performance of solution-processed organic semi-
conductor devices is heavily influenced by the morphology of the active
layer. Film formation is a complex process, with the final morphology
being the result of the interplay between processing parameters and
molecular properties, which is only poorly understood. Here, we
investigate the influence of molecular stiffness by using two model
oligomers, TT and CT, which differ only in the rotational flexibility of
their central building block. We monitor absorption and emission
simultaneously in situ during spin coating. We find that film formation
takes place in four similar stages for both compounds. However, the time
scales are remarkably different during the third stage, where electronically
interacting aggregates are created. While this process is fast for the stiff
CT, it takes minutes for the flexible TT. By comparing with previously determined aggregation properties in solution, we conclude
that even though aggregate formation concurs with a planarization process, a certain amount of backbone flexibility is beneficial for
establishing ordered structures during film formation. Here, the elongated time window in the case of the flexible compound can
further allow for better processing control.

Organic solar cells are becoming more efficient, with
power conversion efficiencies exceeding 17%.1 One key

insight on the way to this impressive performance was that the
morphology of the active layer impacts strongly the perform-
ance of such devices, as it determines the amount of
intermolecular coupling and hence charge generation and
transport properties.2−15 Under ideal circumstances, the
desired morphology is achieved during film formation.
However, this is difficult to control, as different processing
conditions make an impact on different time and length scales
during the film evolution. These conditions include, for
example, the choice of the solvent16−19 and possibly solvent
additives,20−22 in particular regarding solubility parameter and
boiling point, choice of processing temperature,23,24 solvent
saturation of the atmosphere,25,26 and deposition conditions.27

In addition, molecular parameters like backbone planarity
and stiffness seem to be important. Studies conducted on
macromolecules in solution upon cooling showed that, usually,
a planarization process precedes the formation of aggregates,
i.e. electronically interacting ensembles of chromophores,
which takes place at a critical temperature Tc. This behavior
has been observed for donor molecules such as p-DTF-
(FBTTh2)2 as well as oligomers and polymers of PFO, MEH-
PPV, P3HT, and PCPDTBT.28−33 Similarly, macromolecules
where specific heteroatoms or halide substitutions enhance the
planarity of the backbone have also been reported to be more
likely to aggregate.33−39 Thus, the question arises of whether
planar structures are beneficial for generating electronically

interacting ensembles, and how this leads to the establishment
of different morphologies, including ordered phases, during
film formation.
Postprocessing structural analysis gives only limited insight

into the complex processes involved. It is more insightful to
monitor suitable properties in situ during film formation to
identify and manipulate relevant phases. There are several
studies where the evolution of morphology during film
formation was investigated using X-ray scattering (GIWAXS,
GISAXS), optical methods (UV−vis absorption, ellipsometry),
or combinations of these techniques.3,20,24,26,40−44 While they
can monitor crystalline properties and film thickness, they
cannot give a complete picture about intermolecular electronic
interactions.
We recently developed an experimental setup capable of

measuring absorption and emission simultaneously,23 as in
particular the emission is highly sensitive to intermolecular
interactions.45 This approach already gave valuable insight into
the film formation of the hybrid lead perovskite MAPbI3 when
processed using a two-step method.46 Here, we use this
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approach to address how the torsional flexibility of the central
unit in two organic model compounds impacts the formation
of ordered structures during film formation. Figure 1 shows the

chemical structure of these molecules that make up the core of
many typical donor molecules used for organic solar cell
applications. They are constructed in a D−A−D′−A−D-type
architecture, where electron rich units (donor, D) alternate
with electron deficient units (acceptor, A). They differ only in
their central building block. CT comprises a cyclopentadithio-
phene, making it planar and stiff. In contrast, TT has two
thiophenes with hexyl side chains connected in a more flexible
head-to-head fashion, which induces a twist of about 70° in the
otherwise planar structure.47,48

We have previously studied the aggregation behavior for CT
and TT in hexane solution. We found that the more flexible
and twisted TT readily forms aggregates upon cooling, while
the tendency to aggregate is significantly less pronounced for
the rigid, planar CT.48 This was, at first, counterintuitive, as
planarization has been observed to occur usually prior to
aggregate formation.24,32,49 Closer inspection revealed the
critical role of the formation pathway. In solution, the rigidity
of CT inhibits the formation of optimum contact points
between molecular subunits. Hence, a small amount of
aggregates formed only for the highest concentration
investigated close to the freezing point of the hexane solvent,
where intermolecular contact and proximity is enforced. In
contrast, the flexibility of TT allows two molecules to wrap
around each other and optimize their mutual arrangement to
allow for a concomitant planarization process. This eventually
results in a large number of aggregates already at moderate
concentrations and temperatures.
To explore how the behavior observed in solution affects the

process of forming a thin film, we prepared thin films by spin
coating and monitored absorption and emission simulta-
neously in situ during processing. The processing temperature
for both solution and substrate was chosen to be above the
critical temperature for aggregation, as the existence of
preaggregates in the spin coating solution can affect the final
morphology.3,24 From our measurements, from comparison
between the film and solution data taken from the same
solvent and from comparison with published GIWAXS data,
we find that in contrast to the case in solution, the rigid CT
readily forms films containing aggregates with some degree of

electronic interaction and local order between the molecules.
In contrast, TT films seem to be amorphous right after solvent
evaporation and evolve into structures with local order and
electronic interaction only subsequently on a time scale of
minutes. Nevertheless, both compounds evolve in similar
stages, and though aggregation was associated with planariza-
tion in the past, our findings suggest that the flexible backbone
of TT is still beneficial for the formation of aggregated
structures.
For our investigation, we prepared hexane solutions of both

compounds, and films were cast. The absorption and emission
spectra were recorded simultaneously during spin-coating in
situ. Details of the experiment are detailed in the Supporting
Information. We first consider the film formation properties of
CT during processing at room temperature, which is well
above the critical temperature of −18 °C for aggregation in
hexane (see Figure S1). Figures 2a and b show the emission
and absorption spectra, respectively, as a function of processing
time displayed as 2D heat maps (bottom) or as spectra at
distinct time steps (top). As detailed below, the processing
time is structured into four distinct temporal regimes.
We consider the temporal evolution of different spectral

features to analyze the transition. Figure 2c shows the energy
positions for the maxima of absorption and emission as well as
the position of the low energy edge in absorption. We define
this as the energy where the absorption reaches 1/e ≈ 0.37 of
its maximum value compared to the baseline. We further
indicate the optical density at the center of the initial broad CT
absorption at 2.15 eV and at 1.90 eV, where an additional
shoulder emerges. Also shown is the evolution of the absolute
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), calculated by
integrating the emission spectra after correcting for changes in
absorption at the excitation energy of 2.38 eV and comparing
to the PLQYs for a dilute solution, as detailed in the
Supporting Information. The color of filled circles indicates the
temporal position of the spectra shown in the top panels of
Figure 2a and b.
From a closer inspection of these features, we can identify

four time ranges of the transition. Range I goes up to about
1.2 s. Here, the shapes and energetic positions of absorption
and emission remain largely constant. The loss of OD at 2.15
eV in this time range is due to throw-off of excess solution. The
shape of the emission spectra differs from the spectra of a
dilute solution.48 This is due to significant overlap of
absorption and emission, which results in strong reabsorption.
While the spectra are unchanged during range I, the PLQY
already reduces. This implies the formation of a nonemissive
decay channel. Evidently, the continuous increase in
concentration due to ongoing solvent evaporation increases
proximity between the molecules. This promotes the formation
of nonemissive preaggregate species, as observed previ-
ously.48,50 Range II comprises the time from 1.2 to 1.8 s,
where the energy of the broad emission peak reduces from
1.75 to 1.55 eV, accompanied by a further reduction in PLQY.
Considering the entire evolution of the PL spectra over time,
we attribute this to a reduction of the monomeric emission at
higher energies, so that a remaining weak and broad lower
energy emission dominates the spectral position of the peak.
The concomitant absorption in range II changes only little in
shape and intensity. The peak position remains constant
though the low energy edge shifts slightly to lower energies,
implying an increase in broadening.

Figure 1. Chemical structures of CT and TT.
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The fast change in the energy positions of the absorption
peak and edge occurring between 1.8 and 2.1 s defines range
III. In absorption, the baseline rises and an additional
structured feature appears with a main peak at 1.95 eV and a
shoulder at 2.12 eV. Simultaneously, the broad unstructured
part decreases in intensity, resulting in an isosbestic point at
2.11 eV. This isosbestic point also remains after baseline
subtraction (see Figure S2). During this time, the PLQY
reduces further, while the PL peak position has already reached
its final position. Range IV, which starts at 2.1 s, denotes the
end of the film formation process, as all photophysical
parameters remain constant for processing times up to 95 s
(see Figure S3). Overall, the process of film formation reduced
the PLQY continuously from 25% to 2%, and the absorption
changed to a more structured feature with a 0−0 peak located
at 1.95 eV.
The formation of a lower-energy structured feature,

accompanied by a reduction in PLQY and a redshift and
broadening in emission strongly points to the formation of
aggregates. To further investigate this, we measured the
absorption spectra of a CT film upon heating above its melting
point at around 140 °C (Figure 2d).47 If the structured feature
is of monomeric origin, we would expect an overall broadening

of all vibrational peaks and thus of the entire structure upon
melting due to increased conformational freedom. Instead, we
observe that the line width remains unchanged upon heating
up to 96 °C, yet the peak at 1.95 eV decreases until it finally
disappears at 117 °C. Concomitant with the disappearance of
the 1.95 eV peak, the extinction of the remaining broad band
centered at 2.15 eV increases discontinuously and then reduces
subsequently while it broadens as expected from increased
torsional motion. This is clear spectroscopic evidence that the
structured feature at 1.95 eV can be assigned to an aggregate,
consistent with the one observed in a CT hexane solution of
2.5 × 10−4 M at 1.85 eV and 180 K.48

We now turn to the results for TT upon film formation,
which are summarized in Figure 3. To ensure processing above
the critical temperature for aggregation in solution of 42 °C
(see Figure S1), processing was performed on a substrate
heated to 51 °C. We observe that the evolution of absorption
and emission takes place in two separate stages. The first stage,
shown in Figure 3a, comprises the initial 3 s, where, as for CT,
the transition from solution to a solid film takes place. This is
followed by the second stage (Figure 3b) that is characterized
by a subsequent slow crystallization process, as already
reported by Zhou et al.47 The entire evolution of absorption

Figure 2. (a) Emission and (b) absorption spectra of a CT film during spin-casting from hexane solution at room temperature. The panels on top
show spectra at fixed times after starting the spin coater rotation. The heat maps on the bottom show the evolution in the first 3 s. The white dotted
lines indicate four different time ranges of film formation. (c) Temporal evolution of (top) the peak positions for absorption and emission as well as
the low energy edge of absorption, (middle) the optical density at 2.15 and 1.90 eV, and (bottom) the PLQY. The filled circles correspond to the
spectra shown in the top panels of (a) and (b). (d) Absorption spectra of a CT film upon heating at temperatures of 23, 52, 74, 96, 117, 138, and
160 °C.
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and emission spectra is shown as a heat map with a logarithmic
time scale in Figure 3c. While Figures 3a and 3b show the
pertaining spectra at distinct time steps, Figure 3d highlights
the temporal evolution of specific spectral features. Similar to
CT, we can again identify four distinct stages, yet they occur
on different time scales.
As in the case for CT, the initial time range is characterized

by unchanged spectral features and a throw-off of solution. For
TT, this lasts up to 0.72 s. In this period, solvent also
evaporates so that the solution concentration increases. Even
though absorption and emission appear unchanged, the PLQY
decreases, suggesting the formation of some nonemissive or
self-quenching interacting species similar to the case of CT.
Time range II is also similar for both compounds, insofar that
it happens in less than one second (from 0.72 to 1.40 s for TT,
and from 1.2 to 1.8 s for CT), and there is no change in the
absorption spectra during range II, while in emission the high
energy peak (at 2.0 eV for TT, 1.9 eV for CT), associated with
the dissolved monomeric species, disappears. What remains at
the end of range II is a broad emission at lower energies with
only poor PLQY that is indicative of some intermolecular
interactions, yet without any long-range order as absorption

appears still unstructured. One clear difference compared to
CT is the change in absorption for TT right at the transition
from range I to II. Concomitant with the disappearance of the
emission from the dissolved monomeric species, we note a rise
in the absorption baseline, suggesting light scattering, and a
sudden shift of the broad absorption to lower energies by
150 meV, along with some broadening. This indicates that the
actual film formation is finished by the end of time range II and
all further evolution takes place in the dry film. Time range III
also differs significantly for the two compounds. For TT, this
time range starts with a plateau of the PLQY, followed by a
further slow decrease. Moreover, in absorption, a structured
spectral contribution emerges continuously at lower energies as
the broad feature at higher photon energies disappears. While
this change takes place within only 0.25 s for CT, it is drawn
out over about 80 s for TT. It is followed by time range IV,
where no further spectral changes can be observed.
In our previous study, we observed a high tendency for TT

in hexane to aggregate, while CT was significantly less prone to
aggregate formation. This was attributed to its banana shape
that limits the number of stabilizing intermolecular contact
points. This is also reflected in the different critical

Figure 3. (a−c) Emission (left) and absorption (right) spectra of a TT film during spin-casting from hexane solution at a substrate temperature of
51 °C in (a) the first 3 s and (b) subsequently. The spectra in (a) between 0.39 and 1.40 s are shown in steps of 0.125 s, corresponding to the
acquisition rate of 8.0 Hz. The complete evolution is shown as a 2D heat map in (c). The white dotted lines indicate four different time ranges of
film formation. (d) Temporal evolution of the energy peak positions, the fraction of aggregates (FoA) in absorption, the emission intensity at 2.0
and 1.8 eV, and the PLQY. The colored symbols and arrows indicate the temporal positions of the spectra shown in (a) and (b).
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temperatures for aggregation of the two molecules, which is
larger for TT. It is therefore striking to observe an apparently
opposite behavior when spin coating films from hexane
solution. This seeming contradiction between aggregate
formation in solution and film can be resolved through closer
inspection. First, we note that both compounds show the same
four time ranges, corresponding to four stages, during film
formation, albeit at a different time scale for the third stage.
For both compounds, the first stage comprises about the first
second after depositing the solution on the substrate. As the
concentration of the solution increases due to solvent
evaporation, absorption and emission remain unchanged, yet
the overall PLQY reduces, indicating the formation of
nonemissive species such as excimer-like molecular ensembles.
This phenomenon has previously been noted for pyrene-
derivatives.50 The formation of nonemissive species is not
uncommon and has been reported early on in the field, for
example for the polymer MEH-PPV, where it was referred to as
polaron pairs.51 Such species can particularly easily form at
certain geometries when donor and acceptor units are brought
into proximity and can evolve into excitons or charge transfer
states through corresponding changes in the intermolecular
arrangement.52,53 These geometrical changes take place during
the second film formation stage, where the excitonic emission
from the dissolved molecules is quenched in both compounds.
Evidently, the closer proximity between molecules now allows
for facile energy transfer to nonemissive species. In contrast to
CT, for the flexible TT, this closer proximity manifests itself
also in a bathochromic shift in absorption and line broadening,
accompanied by a rising baseline, as if scattering conglomerates
are formed.
The formation of aggregates takes place during the third

stage, and this is where the different torsional flexibility has a
pronounced influence. Our previous study showed that CT
prefers to arrange in two dimer conformations that form with
equal probability upon molecular approximation. In the type A
conformation, the side chains of the two molecules comprising
the dimer lie on opposite sites. This conformation supports
nonemissive excimers that do not feature in the absorption
spectra. In the type B conformations, the two molecules
comprising the dimer arrange with the side chains on the same
side, and this conformation allows for emissive excitons as well
as dimer absorption (or absorption from a larger interacting
ensemble, i.e. aggregates). Evidently, some of these aggregates
form during the third stage, as indicated by the sudden rise of
the aggregate absorption at 1.9 eV in CT, and are fixed in their
positions thereafter due to the rigid nature of CT. This implies
that intermolecular order is established only on a short-range
length scale, which is confirmed by previous grazing incidence
wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurements show-
ing scattering rings instead of distinct diffraction peaks for CT
thin films.47 In contrast, as detailed above, in our solution
study we found that TT forms aggregates by a more complex
pathway. Two approaching molecules seem to wrap around
each other and planarize into a trans-planar structure. In
hexane solution, this wrapping and planarization is not strictly
subsequent but concurs to some extent. We envisage that the
kinetically quenched molecular arrangement of TT will be
located somewhere along the aggregate formation pathway, yet
can continue to evolve due to the flexibility of the TT
molecule. More specifically, a partially or fully wrapped dimer-
like conformation can still planarize in the course of time, thus
enabling the formation of electronically interacting chromo-

phores that give rise to the aggregate absorption emerging
during the third stage. Corresponding GIWAXS measurements
from a previous study on TT thin films prove the long-range
character of this aggregate interaction.47

We emphasize that the delayed crystallization in TT is a
kinetic effect. The molecular geometry in solution is strongly
twisted, as the central dihedral angle is about 70°.47,48 The
energetic barrier to planarization is around 0.3 eV, which is too
large to be overcome spontaneously. However, the molecules
adopt a planar conformation in the solid state,47,54 as well as in
solution upon aggregation.48 The decisive difference between
aggregate formation in solution at low temperatures and film
formation upon spin coating is the temporal duration of these
processes. In solution, the molecules have enough time to
approach each other and subsequently planarize sufficiently
due to the intermolecular interaction. This is impossible during
film processing within the temporal range of the solvent
evaporation, which is finished in less than two seconds. Either,
at the early stages, the molecules are too far apart to each other
to induce the planar conformation, or, later on, they are forced
close to each other too quickly, resulting in a kinetically
quenched amorphous morphology, from which the planar
structure can only emerge slowly. This resolves the apparent
discrepancy between the aggregation behavior during film
formation and what we observed before in solution.
The implication of this study is that a torsional flexible

center, as opposed to a rigid one, is not necessarily a
disadvantage to the formation of ordered structures. Never-
theless, our study demonstrates that a tendency to planarize is
associated with the formation of locally ordered interacting
structures. Hence, it will be of advantage to incorporate
features that enhance the driving force toward planarization of
the backbone, such as suitable heteroatoms or side chain
engineering. Regarding the question whether a rigid center
might be more advantages a priori, we point out that for the
rigid CT, the film formation process occurs very fast and
precludes any intervention possibility. While this may not
matter when the resulting structure is the one desired anyway,
the kinetic lock can become relevant for larger molecules with
a CT-like core, or polymers, where the desired structure is not
immediately achieved. We envisage that, in contrast, the more
elongated third stage in the film formation process that is
associated with the flexible TT center may allow for user
invention and process control with the aim to modify the
resulting structure during deposition. This can take the form of
controlling the solvent vapor pressure or the temperature of
substrate and solution during deposition.
In conclusion, we compared the film formation during spin

coating for two oligomer compounds, which consist of typical
solar cell materials building blocks, and which differ only in the
stiffness of their central unit. Both molecules show the same
four time ranges upon film formation. During the first two
stages, which is within the first two seconds, excess solution
slips off, solvent evaporates, and precursors to aggregates
already form. The third stage is important for the establish-
ment of ground state interaction before film formation is
finished in the fourth stage. The molecular flexibility largely
impacts this critical third stage. For the rigid CT, it is fast, and
thus, the molecules are kinetically locked in the conformations
in which they happen to end up. Changes in morphology
would require post-treatment of the final film. In contrast,
stage III lasts around 80 s for the flexible TT, where we
observed a continuous transformation into ordered structures.
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Comparison to our previous study of aggregation in the same
solvent hexane allowed us to attribute this behavior to
conformational changes of the TT molecule from twisted to
planar in the dry film. This enables the TT molecules to
reorient into arrangements with strong intermolecular
interaction. More importantly, the elongated aggregation
period would allow for user intervention during deposition,
thus opening up possibilities to fine-tune and tailor the desired
morphology without further postprocessing treatment. The
implications for the chemical design for next-generation
materials might be to incorporate moderately flexible
structures into the backbone with sufficient driving force
toward planarization.
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1 Experimental Methods

1.1 Sample preparation

The molecules 7,7’-(3,3’-dihexyl-[2,2’-bithiophene]-5,5’-diyl)bis(6-fluoro-4-(5-hexylthiophen-2-yl)benzo[c]
[1,2,5]thiadiazole) (TT) and 7,7’-(4,4-dihexyl-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl)bis(6-
fluoro-4-(5-hexylthiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole) (CT) were synthesized as reported previously,1
their structures are shown in Figure 1 in the main manuscript. Solutions for spin coating were prepared
by dissolving each molecule in hexane to a final concentration of 5 mg ml−1 for CT and 4 mg ml−1 for
TT. The solutions were stirred at 150 rpm and heated to 50 °C for 30 min to ensure solvation prior to
spin coating. For spin coating, 20 µl of the prepared solution was dropped onto a round Spectrosil B
substrate (diameter: 13 mm) and the spin coater was set to 500 rpm for the complete measurement time.
It needs 1.0 s to reach the final rotation speed. The substrate temperature was set to room temperate
for CT and to 51 °C for TT, which is above the critical temperature for aggregation in both cases as
detailed in section 2. For spectroscopic measurements in hexane solution, we used a final concentration
of 0.05 mg ml−1 for CT and put the solution in a quartz cuvette with 1.00 mm path length.

1.2 In-situ spectroscopy

Transmission measurements during film formation were performed using a white LED which is placed under
the rotating chuck of the spin coater with a bore along the rotation axis. For emission measurements,
a 520 nm diode laser was used as excitation source. Both, emission from the sample and transmitted
white light, was collected via an optical fiber and guided to the home-built detection system. Absorption
and emission measurements were performed alternatingly after each detection frame. The detection
system consists of a chopper wheel with mirrored blades, which creates two independent beam paths for
transmission and emission measurements. An optical longpass filter (550 nm cut-off wavelength) was
placed in the beam path for emission measurements to remove residual laser light. Both transmission
and emission spectra were recorded with the same spectrograph consisting of a CCD camera (Andor
iDus) coupled to a monochromator (Oriel). Full technical details can be found in reference2. The
temporal origin is defined as the start of the rotation of the spin coater. Minor oscillations in the
absorption spectra originate from an aliasing effect between the rotation of the spin coater and the
sampling frequency for acquisition. This aliasing effect was suppressed by smoothing the discrete Fourier
transform in the vicinity of the aliasing frequency (see section 5). All emission spectra are corrected
for the transmission of all optical elements as well as changes in absorption at the laser wavelength.
The relative photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) was determined by integrating the corrected
emission intensity for each time step. Comparing the relative PLQY at t = 0 s with the PLQY value
of a dilute solution yields the absolute PLQY during processing, as all material on the substrate is in
solution at that stage. The fraction of aggregates (FoA) was calculated from the absorption spectra by
decomposing each spectrum into amorphous and aggregated contributions and comparing their spectral
areas after correcting for changes in oscillator strength, as detailed in section 6. Color codes developed
by Fabio Crameri3 were used in 2D heat maps to prevent visual distortion of the data.
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2 Critical temperature for aggregation at high concentrations

Figure S1: Absorbance spectra for (a) CT and (b) TT in hexane at high concentrations. The spectra
were recorded using a quartz glass cuvette with a path length of 1.00 mm and a homebuilt setup.4 For
CT, the spectra were recorded in steps of 4 K (10 K) above (below) 296 K, for TT the spectra were
measured in steps of 3 K. The gray region corresponds to optical density values, where the detector
saturates. The evolution of the optical density at the energy of 1.40 eV as a function of temperature
is shown in (c) for CT and (d) for TT. It is a measure for scattering and is used for determining the
critical temperature for the disorder-order-transition.
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3 Absorption of CT during spin casting without baseline

Figure S2: Absorption spectra of CT film during processing (Figure 2b from main manuscript) after
subtracting a constant baseline. The isosbestic point is still present, but shifted to 2.03 eV.

4 Full absorption and emission of CT during spin casting

Figure S3: Absorption and emission of the CT film during spin casting for processing times up to 96 s.
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5 Suppression of the aliasing effect for absorption during spin casting

Figure S4: (a) Optical density at 2.2 eV of the TT film from Figure 3 in the main text before and after
FFT correction. (b) Corresponding FFT amplitude (top: real part, bottom: imaginary part) before and
after correction.

6 Determination of the fraction of aggregates during processing

We calculate the fraction of aggregates (FoA) following the approach of Clark et al. 5 , which has
been successfully applied to many organic semiconductor materials.6–12 The basic idea is that the
absorption spectrum consists of two separate contributions from amorphous chromophores and aggregated
chromophores. It is further assumed that there is a direct transformation from one phase into the other
phase. This is indicated by an isosbestic point, which corresponds to the photon energy where the
extinction coefficient for both phases is equal.
The fraction of aggregates can be calculated by the fraction of the absorption, which is made up from
the aggregated phase after correcting for relative changes in oscillator strength F . It can be calculated
by the change of aggregate absorption ∆Aagg divided by the change of amorphous absorption ∆Aam,
which is proportional to the ratio of extinction coefficients:

F = −∆Aagg
∆Aam

= εagg
εam

(1)

The spectrum of the amorphous film for each spin casting experiment was taken as the first spectrum
within the temporal range with an isosbestic point. To suppress noise we averaged the first 10 spectra
(about 1.0 s), as dynamics are slow. The spectrum of the aggregated species was determined by the
scaling method. We averaged the last 20 spectra where film formation was finished and the spectra
remained constant. The spectra of the amorphous phase were then multiplied by a factor that they
match the high energy side of the final film spectra. The difference between the final film and the
scaled amorphous spectrum then yields the spectrum of the aggregated phase. Figure S5 shows this
decomposition for TT processed from hexane solution, along with a visualisation of the spectral areas
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Figure S5: Decomposition of final film absorption into amorphous and aggregated contributions for TT.
The spectral areas used for the relative change of oscillator strength are highlighted as well.

needed for the calculation of F . This procedure is impossible for the in situ measurement for the CT
film. The evolution of the absorption spectra is too fast to allow for reliable calculation of F .
The absorption spectra for each single time step were subsequently separated into amorphous and
aggregated contributions using a least-square fit for the linear superposition of both spectral components.
This allows to calculate an average F -value from the corresponding integrals of each time step, yielding
F = 0.9 ± 0.1. The fraction of aggregates can then be calculated to

FoA(t) = Aagg(t)
Aagg(t) + F ·Aam(t) (2)
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Abstract 

Achieving reproducible optoelectronic devices using solution processed conjugated polymers can be 

extremely challenging, with small or even inperceptable processing condition variations causing 

changes in absorption and emission spectra as well as charge mobility. Here, we demonstrate the role 

of both polymer solubility and solvent evaporation rate in determining the conjugated polymer 

aggregate formation mechanism and hence the optoelectronic property determining local chain 

arrangement. This is achieved by using concurrent in situ absorption and photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy during film formation of prototypical poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) films to 

establish the temporal evolution of inter/intra-molecular coupling and energetic site disorder over 

time. Reduced solubility and slower solvent evaporation promote aggregate formation within the 

solution, providing greater steric freedom and hence reduced energetic and torsional disorder. In 

contrast, high solubility and rapid evaporation promote concentration induced aggregation, associated 

with more disordered chain arrangements. This conceptual framework explains many previously 

disparate processing-structure-property observations, and can be employed to guide processing 

parameter selection to increase the robustness of cojugated polymer film properties to variation in 

depostion conditions. 

 

1. Introduction 

The sensitivity of conjugated polymer local chain arrangement to solution processing conditions1–4 

can be a mixed blessing. This is because the desirable ability to fine tune properties such as charge 

mobility5,6 and emission/absorption7–10 is often offset by time-consuming microstructural optimisation, 

yet it is decisive to achieve efficient organic optoelectronic devices.11 The morphology of conjugated 

polymer thin films typically consists of amorphous domains with disordered chain alignment, as well as 

aggregated domains with better chain ordering.1,12 The latter play a crucial role for e.g. charge separation 

or charge transport,9,13 and are thus important for efficient organic devices. Solution processing of 

conjugated polymers allows to tune the overall film morphology in versatile ways by adjusting processing 

parameters, which however, also complicates transitioning from film deposition via spin-coating to large-

area compatible methods.14,15 Fundamentally understanding structure-property relationships during 

processing is thus a central challenge in scaling up conjugated polymer devices for printable applications 

such as organic photovoltaics,16 light emitting diodes,17 field effect transistors18 and photodetectors.19 In 

this respect the impact of single processing parameters such as substrate temperature,20 solvent polarity21 

and solvent evaporation rate22 on the aggregate formation mechanism was investigated individually, 
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while considering them together (as they are indeed coupled) to better understand film formation 

dynamics has received suprisingly little attention so far. In contrast, the steady state properties of 

aggregates, e.g. of final thin films, or in solution using a bad solvent, were investigated in detail in the 

past. Here, powerful models were derived, allowing to gain insight into the local chain arrangement of 

aggregates based on their absorption and emission properties.8,10,23–27 Even though the evolution of 

aggregates during processing was repeatedly investigated using different in situ methods,3,28–34 these 

powerful models were not yet applied to optical data measured in situ during aggregate formation. 

Furthermore, a generalisable framework that explains the influence of multiple processing conditions on 

the aggregate properties remains unestablished.  

Here, we in detail investigate the aggregate formation mechanism of the model conjugated 

polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) during blade coating by simultaneous in situ absorbance 

and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, thoroughly analysed by modified Franck Condon models. 

Systematically varying both substrate temperature and solvent allows to clarify the impact of different 

processing conditions (i.e., solvent evaporation rate, solvent atmosphere and polymer solubility) on 

formation dynamics and optical properties of the aggregates. With that we can identify different 

aggregate species and aggregate formation pathways, which can be influenced by changing processing 

parameters. From our results it becomes clear that not only solubility determines the film formation 

process, but that timing in the sub second time range can tip the scales regarding which aggregate 

formation pathway is taken.  

 

 

2. Results 
2.1.  Extracting Microstructral Insight from Optical Spectra 

We begin by briefly reviewing typical optical signatures of measured absorption and PL spectra of 

conjugated polymers such as P3HT (Figure 1). As mentioned above, aggregated and amorphous domains 

often coexist,1,12,35 so that also the optical spectra are a superposition of the individual contributions. 

Aggregates have short-range order, which may extend over a few chains,35 with constituent chains 

electronically coupled via π-π stacking.36 This coupling alters the shape and reduces the energetic position 

of the aggregate spectra.37 To extract the spectral contribution of the neat aggregated phase from the 

total measured spectra in both absorbance and PL, a non-aggregated (e.g., solution) spectrum is rescaled 

to match the high energy edge of the measured spectrum, and then subtracted (Figure 1).9  
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Figure 1: Decoupling spectral contributions. Measured spectra (dark blue) of PL (a) and absorption (b) containing 

contributions from aggregated and disordered phase. Subtracting the non-aggregated spectral contribution 

(orange) leaves just the aggregate spectrum (light blue). Fitting the vibronic peaks (dashed grey) allows to 

determine the 0-0/0-1 peak ratio and peak width 𝛔. 

 

In both absorption and PL, the resulting aggregate-only spectra exhibit a clear vibrobnic 

progression of the electronic S1 – S0 transition, with a peak spacing of ~0.175 eV due to coupling with an 

effective vibrational mode that is dominated by the C=C symmetric stretch.25,27 From the resulting neat 

aggregate spectra it is further possible to extract valuable insights about the electronic structure: 

Energetic site disorder  from peak width, the effective bandgap of the participating species from the       

0-0 peak location, and the balance between intra and interchain excitonic coupling from the 0-0/0-1 

vibronic peak ratio as derived by the so called HJ aggregate model developed by Spano et al.8,10,23–27 which 

has been applied especially to P3HT in the past.9,10,24,25,27  

 

 

2.2.  Final Film Processing Condition Dependence – Solubility not the only factor determing 

aggregation process 

Having reiterated how analysing the measured PL and absorption spectra yields information about 

the local chain arrangment, our next step is to consider how the aggregate formation is influenced by the 

timings and the solubility of the solvents used. The latter generally determines whether the conjugated 

polymer in solution adopts a random coil conformation, or, when the solvent quality decreases, the 

polymer chains undergoes an order-disorder transition and finally aggregates. For our studies we use the 

solvents chloroform (CF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF), which both have similar boiling points (61.2 °C 

chloroform, 66 °C THF) and therefore exhibit similar evaporation rates at the same temperature. To 

determine the differences in solubility, we measure the optical properties of solutions (concentration of 

10 mg ml-1) of regioregular P3HT (weight-averaged molecular weight Mw ≈ 100 kg mol-1) dissolved in both 
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CF and THF over a range of temperatures (Figure S1). Cooling lowers the solubility, and below a certain 

critical solution temperature Tc,solution aggregation occurs, which changes the shape of the optical spectra 

substantially, with an emerging absorbance peak at ~2.0 eV. Tracking the temperature dependence of the 

(normalized) absorption intensity at this photon energy exhibits a strong sigmoidal shape, allowing to 

quatify Tc,solution from the point of inflection (Figure 2a). By doing so we obtain Tc,solution = 40 °C for the more 

polar THF (see Hansen solubility parameters38,39 in Table S1) and Tc,solution = 10 °C for CF, indicating 

unevoqually that P3HT is more soluble in CF than in THF. 

 

 

  

Figure 2: (a) The critical temperature Tc,solution at which aggregates form in CF (blue) and THF (orange) 

solution is determined from UV-vis absorption spectroscopy (Figure S1). (b) Aggregate-only thin film PL 

(solid) and absorbance (lines) spectra of P3HT films spin-coated from CF (top) and THF (bottom) solution 

over a range of substrate temperatures (fits dashed, PL exctiation energy Eex = 2.38 eV). (c) 0-0/0-1 

absorbance peak ratios and widths extracted from spectral fits show a critical temperature transition 

Tc,film that does not equal Tc,solution. 
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As a next step we blade coated P3HT thin films from CF and THF solutions at different substrate 

temperatures using the same 10 mg ml-1 solutions than for the solution measurements described above 

(see Experimental Section in the SI for further information regarding the blade coater setup and 

processing parameters). Figure 2b shows the PL and absorption spectra of the aggregated phase of P3HT 

thin films, where the non-aggregated component has been subtracted as outlined in Figure 1. Crucially, 

relative humidity was kept below 20 % to prevent atmospheric moisture condensation at Tsubstrate < 15 °C. 

The substrate temperatures were chosen to ensure temperatures below and also above the individual 

Tc,solution of both solvents (5 to 30 °C for CF and 20 to 45 °C for THF). While all absorbance and PL aggregate 

spectra show the characteristic Franck-Condon vibronic progression for P3HT,9,25,27 there is a clear 

dependence of spectral lineshape on Tsubstrate for both solvents. Considering the films coated from CF, 

there is little variation in spectral shape between films with Tsubstrate ≥ 20 °C. However, at Tsubstrate ≤ 15 °C, 

the 0-0/0-1 vibronic peak ratio increases, and the spectra become more structured. A similar trend in 

spectral properties can be seen for films coated from THF solution, although here the transition in spectral 

shape occurs between 30 and 35 °C.  

To quantify these trends, we fit the aggregate-only PL spectra using a previously established 

modified Franck-Condon progression with a variable 0-0 peak (coefficient 𝛼),25 specifically 

𝑃𝐿(𝐸) ∝ 𝐸3 [𝛼 exp (
(𝐸 − 𝐸0)2

2𝜎2 ) + ∑
𝑆eff

𝑚

𝑚!
 exp (−

(𝐸 − (𝐸0 − 𝑚𝐸vib))2

2(𝜎 + 𝑚 ⋅ 𝛥𝜎)2 )

𝑚=3

𝑚=1

] .          (1) 

   

Here 𝐸 is energy, 𝐸0 the energetic location of the vibrationless 0-0 peak, 𝑚 peak number, 𝜎 peak width, 

and 𝐸vibthe effective mode energy with a fixed Huang-Rhys factor 𝑆eff = 1.20 In contrast, aggregate-only 

absorbance spectra are fitted with peaks of equal width and spacing but independent amplitudes 𝐴𝑚, 

specifically  

𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝐸) = 𝐸 ∑ 𝐴𝑚 exp (−
(𝐸 − (𝐸0 + 𝑚𝐸vib))2

2(𝜎 + 𝑚 ⋅ 𝛥𝜎)2 )

𝑚=3

𝑚=0

 .           (2) 

     

The refractive index that usually appears with the same power as the energy in the prefactors is neglected 

for simplicity.40 This comparatively simple model was preferred to a modified and more complicated 

Franck-Condon progression used in the past,27,41 since imperfect subtraction of the non-aggregated 

component, the presence of multiple types of aggregated species,42 and scattering losses may cause 

deviation from a more tightly defined function. Nonetheless, our approach still ensures extraction of all 
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relevant parameters, such as 𝜎 and the 0-0/0-1 ratio, and is sufficient for subsequent qualitative 

interpretation. Furthermore, and unlike previous studies,25,42 we also introduce a peak broadening term 

𝑚 ⋅ 𝛥𝜎 in equation 1 and 2. This term takes into account an obvious broadening of the peaks with higher 

vibronic transitions 𝑚, which is due to the overlap of vibronic modes with similar energies.43 For most -

conjugated materials this effect plays a role, as it typically affects the most intense vibronic modes in the 

range between 1300 and 1600 cm-1, associated with C-C, C=C stretching modes and ring breathing 

modes.44–49 Our comparably simple modification of the effective-mode Franck-Condon approach leads to 

considerable improvements of the fitting quality and allows for more reliable extraction of the fitting 

parameters. A more detailed discussion about our approach can be found in the Supporting Information 

(Figure S2).  

Figure 2c shows the extracted 0-0/0-1 peak ratio and energetic site disorder  (both from 

absorption) for the different Tsubstrate, where we observe a decrease of the 0-0/0-1 ratio from ~0.75 to 

around 0.5 with increasing Tsubstrate for both solvents. Concomitantly the peak width  increases from 

~50 meV to ~65 meV for CF and from ~55 meV to ~70 meV for THF. Interestingly, the temperature 

dependence of the 0-0/0-1 ratio and  clearly show a sigmoidal shape. Similar to the quantification of 

Tc,solution, we assign the inflexion point as a critical transition temperature Tc,film, where we obtain Tc,film = 

~17.5 °C for CF and Tc,film = ~32.5 °C for THF. Thus it is possible to identify a critical temperature for both 

solutions and for films cast from each solvent. When processing above Tc,film, the aggregate spectra of the 

finished films have a lower 0-0/0-1 ratio and higher  compared to processing below Tc,film. This result is 

in line with our previous work, where we found that Tsubstrate during spin coating clearly impacts the optical 

properties of the final films of various conjugated polymers.20 

Similiar with the considerations in the case of solution aggregation, also in the case of thin film 

properties Tc,film of CF is lower than Tc,film of THF. However, the direct comparison between the results in 

case of the steady state solution aggregation (Figure 2a) and the aggregates formed in the thin films 

(Figure 2c) shows that Tc,solution deviates from the critical temperatures Tc,film by about 10 °C. Interestingly 

the deviations appear towards both, higher, and lower temperatures specificially, Tc,film > Tc,solution for CF 

but Tc,film < Tc,solution for THF. This suggests that solubility is not the only relevant parameter which impacts 

on the precise properties of the aggregates formed from solution processed P3HT thin films. To 

understand the deviations in the critical temperatures it is thus necessary to, apart from the steady state 

optical properties of the final films, also consider and investigate the evolution of optical properties during 

film formation.  
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2.3. In situ Spectroscopy well Above and well Below Tc, solution –identification of solution aggregation 

and concentration quenched aggregation pathways 

We thus measured concurrent in situ absorbance and PL spectroscopy50 (see Experimental Section 

in SI) and track how spectra evolve during film formation. Figure 3 shows example sets of in situ spectra 

for P3HT blade-coated from CF solution at Tsubstrate = 5 and 25 °C, i.e. at Tsubstrate well below Tc,film and Tsubstrate 

well above Tc,film, respectively. The top left panel shows measured individual absorbance spectra, while 

the top right panel shows corresponding PL. For both absorbance and PL the initial spectrum is shaded 

pale orange, due to the presence of solvated, non-aggregated random coils (see Figure 1),9 while 

subsequent spectra are progressively darker blue. Rescaling and subtracting the spectral component from 

non-aggregated chains leaves just the aggregated component, shown in the bottom panels. Especially in 

the case of PL, decomposing the in situ measured spectra in contributions of aggregated and disordered 

phase is crucial. This is because the contribution from aggregated chains is almost entirely obscured by 

emission from non-aggregated chains, as the latter have a much higher photoluminescence quantum 

efficiency (PLQE) due to the lack of aggregation induced PL quenching.51 Furthermore, we corrected the 

aggregate-only PL spectra by dividing each spectra by the absorption (equal to 1 – 10−Absorbance, 

reflection is neglected) at the PL excitation energy Eex = 2.38 eV (520 nm), meaning that the the PL spectral 

integral approximates the relative PLQE. 

 

Figure 3: In situ spectroscopy. Measured (top) and aggregate-only (bottom) spectra for Tsubstrate ≈ 5 °C 

(a) and 25 °C (b) deposited from CF solution, thus lying below and above Tc,film. Darker blues indicate 

longer times. The initial non-aggregated spectrum (pale orange) is first normalised to overlap the 

measured spectra, then subtracted to leave the aggregate spectra (see Figure 1). 
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For both substrate temperatures in Figure 3 we observe a clear transition from inital spectra 

associated with non-aggregated chains (maxima at ~2.7 and ~2.1 eV in absorbance and PL, respectively) 

at early times of the processing, to the final spectra that are dominated by aggreated chains with 

signatures at lower energies (0-0 peaks at ~2.0 and ~1.9 eV in absorbance and PL, respectively) for the 

final times. However, the vibronic structure (0-0 and 0-1 peaks at ~1.95 and ~2.1 eV in absorbance, ~1.9 

and ~1.75 eV in PL) is clearly more pronounced at Tsubstrate = 5 °C, and has a higher 0-0/0-1 peak ratio. Also, 

the total film formation time tfinal, that is the time until no significant changes in the optical spectra are 

observed anymore, decreases from 6.4 s at Tsubstrate = 5 °C to 1.9 s at Tsubstrate = 25 °C. Interestingly we also 

observe that the intensity of the aggregate PL first increases to a certain maximum intensity before it 

eventually decreases in the course of processing, where this effect is more pronounced at lower substrate 

temperatures. To investigate the differences in the aggregate formation process in more detail we fitted 

each PL and absorbance spectrum using Equation 1 and 2, respectively (see Figures S3 and S4 for details).  

Figure 4 shows the same in situ aggregate-only PL and absorbance spectra as in Figure 3, plotted 

as 2D heat maps, together with the evolution of relevant fit parameters. We extract the evolution of the 

amount of aggregates from the absorption integral and the relative PL intensity, the 0-0/0-1 vibronic peak 

ratios and the peak widths 𝜎 from both absorption and PL. For Tsubstrate = 5 °C (Figure 4a), aggregate 

formation begins almost immediately after starting blade coating, which becomes clear from the 

evolution of aggregate intensity. The amount of aggregates increases continuously within the first 6.4 s, 

with a clearly steeper slope after 5.2 s. Concomitantly to the presence of aggregate absorption, a clear 

aggregate PL signal is observed, which exhibits a maximum after about 3.0 s, followed by a decrease to 35 

% of the maximum value, with a more pronounced drop of intensity during 5.3 – 6.4 s. Turning to the 

evolution of the 0-0/0-1 ratio, we observe a value of ~0.8 in absorption at the beginning of blade coating, 

which decreases to 0.74 until 5.3 s, followed by an slight increase to ~0.77 after 6.4 s. Similar to absorption 

but at lower values, the 0-0/0-1 PL ratio decreases gradually from 0.64 to 0.53 within the first 5.4 s. 

However, opposite to the behavior in absorption, the 0-0/0-1 PL ratio exhibits a clear steepening of the 

reduction in 0-0/0-1 ratio starting from 5.4 s until 6.4 s, where a final value of 0.40 is reached. The 

linewidth 𝜎 from absorption is constant within the first 5.4 s with a value of 45 meV, while 𝜎 from PL 

continously decreases from 53 at ~1 s to 45 meV at 5.4 s. Thereafter, 𝜎 of both absorption and PL 

increases until 6.4 s, reaching 51 meV in absorptio and 47 meV in PL.  
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Figure 4: Tracking spectral evolution at Tsubstrate = 5 °C (a) and 25 °C (b) for films deposited from CF 

solution. Top panels show 2D aggregate-only absorbance and PL spectra. Bottom panels show the 

aggregate fraction or normalised PL intensity, 0-0/0-1 peak ratio and peak width for absorbance (black) 

and PL (blue) spectra. For the assignment of characteristic times tstart, tquench and tfinal see text. Colored 

shading indicates the periods between these characteristic times. 

 

For Tsubstrate = 25 °C (Figure 4b) aggregate absorption intensity can only be observed after ~1.5 s 

with a relatively sharp single step increase that is completed after 1.9 s. Only shortly before this increase 

in absorption, aggregate PL can be observed, which first increases in intensity and then after 1.7 s drops 

again to a final level of 63 % of the maximum intensity, i.e. clearly less significant than in the case of Tsubstrate 

= 5 °C. The 0-0/0-1 peak ratio in absorbance is broadly constant at a level of ~0.5 within the entire 

investigated time range, while the 0-0/0-1 PL peak ratio of the first analysed aggregate spectrum at 1.5 s 

is 0.43, immediatly decreasing fast to a value of ~0.3 at 1.9 s. The peak width 𝜎 of the aggregate absorption 

exhibits a value of 56 meV after 1.6 s of blade coating, increasing quickly to 64 meV after 1.9 s. In PL we 

observe 𝜎 to be mainly constant at 56 meV, with tendentially increased values for the first few data points 

between 1.5 – 1.9 s.  
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From Figure 4 it becomes clear that for Tsubstrate = 5 °C , i.e. well below Tc,film, the evolution of all 

extracted optical properties exhibit a kink after about 5.4 s. It is possible to determine the corresponding 

time tquench of the kink, by considering the intersection of linear fits to the curves before and after the 

change in parameter dynamics. We also define tstart as the time at which the normalized aggregate area in 

absorption exceeds a value of 3% for the first time (from there onwards, the intensity of the aggregate 

spectra is generally high enough to allow reasonable analysis). Accordingly, in Figure 4a we can divide the 

aggregate formation process into a time range from tstart to tquench (highlighted in light blue) and a time 

range from tquench to tfinal (highlighted in orange). In contrast, at Tsubstrate = 25 °C (Figure 4b) a kink in the 

parameter evolution before reaching tfinal does not appear. Rather, at this temperature, the extracted 

parameters show their strongest temporal change directly for the earliest aggregate spectra, quickly 

reaching constant final values, or the parameters show constant values throughout the time range where 

aggregates are present. In particular, the 0-0/0-1 ratios are smaller and the 𝜎 values are higher than at 

Tsubstrate = 5 °C throughout the investigated time range.  

Coming back to the aggregate formation at Tsubstrate = 5 °C, it becomes clear that aggregates are 

present during tstart to tquench, whose optical spectra exhibit relatively high 0-0/0-1 ratios and small 𝜎 values, 

very similar to the corresponding values of the temperature induced aggregates in solution (Figure S1). 

Together with the findings from our previous study, where we observed increased 0-0/0-1 ratios in P3HT 

thin film absorption spectra processed at temperatures well below Tc,solution, we associate the optical 

signatures between tstart and tquench with aggregates formation while solvent is still present (here termed 

'solution aggregate'). Due to the greater proporiton of solvent still present, aggregated chains experience 

less steric hindrance and thus have greater freedom to adopt more thermodynamically favorable 

arrangements. This leads to relatively low torsional disorder (i.e, greater planarity and hence intra-

molecular excitonic coupling), reflected in a comparatively low peak width  i.e., energetic site disorder 

<55 meV and in high 0-0/0-1 peak ratios >0.6 in both absorbance and PL.52,53 The fact that  and 0-0/0-1 

of the aggregate PL decrease more steeply within the first 5.4 s of processing compared to the 

corresponding values extracted from absorption (Figure 4a), can be explain by the fact, that excited states 

undergo spectral diffusion within the density of states of the aggregated phase prior to their radiative 

recombination. This is in contrast to absorption that probes the entire density of states. A hindered 

spectral diffusion54 due to insufficient proximity between aggregates within the first 4 seconds of blade 

coating might explain the high values of  in PL, even exceeding the corresponding absorption values 

initially. 
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The changes in optical parameters that happen from tquench onwards (increase in the slope of both 

absorbance integral and , while the slope of PL intensity and 0-0/0-1 peak ratio start to decrease) suggest 

that the aggregates exhibit an increased torsional and energetic site disorder and thus enhanced inter-

chain but decreased intra-chain excitonic coupling.9,10,20 This appears plausible when considering that 

during the solution processing the solvent evaporates progressively with a certain rate, determined by 

the solvent properties and the processing temperature. As a result, the local chain concentration increases 

with time, which means that there are continuously fewer solvent molecules surrounding each aggregate. 

Once most of the solvent has evaporated, the steric hindrance of the chains increases due to the 

immediate environment with other polymer chains and the underlying carrier substrate. As a 

consequence, the energetic disorder increases and the planarity of already formed aggregated polymer 

segments decreases, also leading to a decrease of the conjugation length. This results in an increased 

inter-chain coupling of less conjugated aggregated chain segments, which is reflected in the reduction of 

the 0-0/0-1 ratio in the aggregate spectra.10,21 Thus, the experimentally observed changes of the optical 

aggregate parameters in the time range between tquench to tfinal in Figure 4a indicate the formation of less 

ordered aggregates. It is imaginable that already existing solution aggregates become more disordered, 

or that in the course of the solidification process new P3HT aggregates form that exhibit a higher degree 

of disorder a priori. We assume both processes to happen in parallel. However, at tquench, approximately 

70 % of aggregates have already formed (top panel in Figure 4), so that we expect the formation of new 

less-ordered aggregates to play a minor role.  

From the considerations and discussion above, it also becomes clear that for blade coating at 

Tsubstrate = 25 °C in CF (Figure 4b), no solution aggregates form. This is not surprising, as one would not 

expect thermodynamic driving force for solution aggregate formation because of Tsubstrate > Tc.9,20,55 Here 

the largest proportion of aggregates is induced by increasing condensation of the chains in the course of 

the final solidification process. This is consistent with the work by Abdelsamie et al. who monitored in situ 

the evolution of aggregate absorption and film thickness during spin coating of well dissolved P3HT in 

toluene.41 They observed that the aggregate formation step coincides with the time span of most rapid 

reduction of solution drop thickness, directly before the final film state is reached.  

The rapid changes of 0-0/0-1 and  at the moment where the first aggregates are observed 

between 1.5 and 1.9 s indicate that they already form under the influence of steric hindrance, which then 

increases in the course of the solidification process leading to the final film state. These fundamentally 

different aggregate formation pathways occur for blade coating from CF, also for other Tsubstrate (Figure S5), 

where still well below Tc,film, at Tsubstrate = 10 °C the trends are very similar to Tsubstrate = 5 °C, with significant 
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solution aggregation. In contrast, films deposited at Tsubstrate = 20 and 30 °C (i.e. well above Tc,film) show a 

single aggregate formation step, i.e. concentration driven aggregation. The same observations are 

apparent for THF but shifted to higher temperatures, with clear formation of solution aggregates when 

processing at 20, 25 and 30 °C, and concentration driven single step aggregation being present at 40 and 

45 °C (see SI for all data and further details). 

 

 

2.4 Understanding the aggregate formation of the odd ones - the importance of timing 

Based on the above gained knowledge regarding the evolution of the optical properties of the 

aggregates for processing well above and well below Tc,solution, we now focus on the discrepancies of critical 

temperatures for film processing and solution from Figure 2, specifically that Tc,film > Tc,solution for CF but 

Tc,film < Tc,solution for THF. Blade coating at 15 °C from CF led to films with final aggregate properties which 

one would expect for processing below Tc,solution (i.e., high 0-0/0-1 ratio, low 𝜎) as Tc,solution is ~10 °C 

(Figure 2). Figure 5a shows the in situ aggregate PL and absorption spectra during blade coating at 15 °C, 

together with the evolution of the 0-0/0-1 ratio and , extracted and presented similar to Figure 4. After 

1 s (corresponding to tstart) the aggregate spectra were sufficently intense to allow fitting, and similar to 

the data at 10 °C and 5 °C, the aggregates initially show high 0-0/0-1 ratios in PL and absorption. Even 

though at 15 °C  exhibits slightly higher values that increase, which is different from the corresponding 

dynamics between tstart and tquench at 5 °C, a clear discontinuity in the evolution of 0-0/0-1 ratio and  at ~ 

1.2 s (corresponding to tquench) is apparent (Figure 5a).  
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Figure 5: Tracking spectral evolution of ‘anomalous’ data points with an offset between Tc,substrate and Tc,film, 
specifically Tsubstrate ≈ 15 °C in CF (a) and Tsubstrate ≈ 35 °C in THF (b). For Tsubstrate ≈ 35 °C in THF a further blade coating 
was performed in solvent rich atmosphere, reducing the evaporation rate (c). 

 

Thus we conclude that solution aggregates form between 1.0 and 1.2 s, even though processing 

happens 5° C above Tc,solution. This might appear suprising at first, but can be understood when taking into 

account that Tc,solution also depends on the polymer solution concentration, with Tc increasing with 

concentration (see Figure S6 ).56 Due to continous solvent evaporation, shortly before the actual 

solidification, the local chain concentration apparently becomes high enough for Tc,solution to increase 

above 15 °C. Remarkable here is the short time span in which the neat solution aggregates are present. 

While at Tsubstrate = 5 °C solution aggregation took place over a period of 4.4 s, this decreases to a mere 

0.2 s at Tsubstrate = 15 °C. After 1.2 s, the amount of aggregates formed is only 15 % of the final amount, i.e. 

the largest fraction of 85 % forms during the subsequent time span tquench to tfinal (1.2 s and 1.8 s). This is 

in sharp contrast to the high fraction (> 70%) of solution aggregates already present at tquench for processing 

at 5 °C (Figure 4a). Nevertheless, the final optical parameters at 15 °C exhibit relatively high 0-0/0-1 ratios 

of ~0.7 in absorption and ~0.4 in PL, as well as relatively low , especially for absorption, in the range of 
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55 meV, all comparable to the optical properties of the thin films for blade coating well below Tc,solution. 

This suggests that the fraction of solution aggregates does not need to be high, nor do they need to be 

present (and presumably grow) over a longer time span, to obtain thin films with better ordered 

aggregates. It rather appears that the decisive factor regarding which aggregate formation pathway is 

followed is, whether the initial aggregates form under the influence of steric restrictions or not. The 

properties of the aggregate seeds regarding energetic disorder and electronic coupling then maintain 

during further aggregate growth or formation, regardless of whether the growth is driven by solubility or 

concentration. This is even valid when the growth takes place on a sub second time scale as evident from 

the dynamics at 15 °C in Figure 5a.  

With this understanding, also the ‘anomalous’ dataset of THF can be understood and intepreted. 

Here Tsubstrate was 35 °C, and the final film aggregate spectra exhibit relatively high  and low 0-0/0-1 

values, even though processing happened 5 °C below Tc,solution (Figure 2). Thus one would expect the film 

formation to be clearly influenced by solution aggregates. However, from the evolution of the optical 

parameters shown in Figure 5b, it can be seen that the film formation process happens exclusively 

following a concentration induced aggregate formation process (orange shaded time range). The THF 

evaporation rate at 35°C is so high that the time until the solvent has evaporated to such an extent so that 

aggregate formation under steric hinderance occurs, is already reached after approx. 0.7 s. This seems to 

dominate aggregation process, even though a certain driving force for solution-aggregate formation 

would be expected at 35 °C. A suitable decrease of the evaporation rate would be necessary to allow the 

formation of aggregate seeds with solution aggregate-like properties so that solution-aggregate-like 

aggregate properties also persist in the final film.  

To test this hypothesis, we repeated the blade coating at 35°C from THF and positioned THF-

soaked cotton swabs next to the sample, resulting in a reduced evaporation rate due to solvent-rich 

atmosphere above the sample. As can be seen from the extracted evolution of optical parameters 

(Figure 5c), the first aggregates form only after 2 s. At this point, solution aggregates are present, which 

becomes clear from the typical high 0-0/0-1 ratios and smaller (especially in absorption)  values. In 

addition, a kink in the evolution of the optical parameters is now visible at tquench = 2.2 s, which marks the 

onset of the concentration-induced solidification process, being completed after tfinal=2.6 s. Similar to the 

observations for the blade coating from CF at 15 °C in Figure 5a, the coating from THF at 35 °C with 

reduced evaporation rate, shows that the time span in which purely solution aggregtes exist is only ~0.2 s 

and the fraction of aggregates at tquench is in the range of only 10%. As expected, the existence of solution 

aggregates in the time range before tquench leads to the aggregate spectra of the final films also exhibiting 
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solution-aggregate-like properties (Figure S7).  

While a shift from tquench to longer times with reduced evaporation rate is consistent with our 

expectations, observing the first aggregates only after 2.0 s suggests that in Figure 5c the prolonged film 

formation time is the crucial aspect to facilitate solution aggregate formation. In contrast, the influence 

of poor solubility (relative to Tc.solution) at 35 °C seems to be less important. If the influence of solubility was 

dominant here, we would have expected the formation of the first aggregates at earlier times, similiar to 

e.g. the results in Figure 4a. The results from Figure 5c thus underline the crucial importance of timing on 

the formation of solution aggregates, and thus on the overall film formation dynamics as well as final film 

properties. 

 
 

Conclusion 

 In summary, we have outlined an aggregate formation mechanism that rationalizes the 

dependence of conjugated polymer aggregate spectra on both solubility and solvent evaporation rate. 

Specifically, we propose that the dominant factor is the proportion of aggregates that form while solution 

is still present, which requires both low solubility and time for chain diffusion. These aggregates form 

under conditions chains with significantly reduced steric hindrance, leading to greater intra-molecular 

coupling and reduced energetic site disorder relative to aggregates induced by increasing concentration. 

This generalizable framework should inform further work to rationalise processing-structure-property 

relations across many conjugated polymers, thus reducing the need for optimization to achieve desired 

properties. 
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 S2 

Experimental Details 

 

Materials 

Regio-regular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), obtained from James Bannock and John de Mello at Imperial College 

London and synthesised using a flow-synthesis method that reduces inter-batch variation, with weight-averaged 

molecular weight (Mw) of 100 kg mol-1, dispersity of 1.5, and 99% regioregularity.1 Solvents were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich and use as received. 

 

Sample Preparation  

Polymers were dissolved at a concentration of 10 mg ml-1. Solutions were magnetically stirred at 50 oC for 3 hours 

to ensure complete dissolution and homogeneity, before coating onto glass substrates cleared in an ultrasonic bath 

with soap water, neat DI water, acetone and finally IPA (15 mins in each). 

 

Steady State Solution Spectra 

Solutions were prepared as above and transferred to a 1 mm path length fused silica cuvette. Temperature was 

controlled with an Optistat cryostat (Oxford Instruments), with PL and absorbance spectra recorded after 15 minutes 

of temperature stabilisation. Further details about experimental setup can be found in Reference 2. 

 

In situ Spectra 

Concurrent PL and absorption spectra were recorded using the detection system outlined by Buchhorn et al.,3 

although the spin coater was replaced with a blade coater. This comprised a glass substrate angled at ~15° as the 

blade, attached to a motorised translation stage. A micrometre stage enabled the blade height to be adjusted to 

~300 µm above the substrate. Hot solution was then deposited into the space between blade and substrate using a 

pipette, remaining in place due to capillary forces prior to coating at 2 cm s-1. Substrate temperature was controlled 

using a Peltier plate, although below 15 °C cooling was supplemented using dry ice. Condensation, and hence the 

influence of water on film formation was avoided by coating within an enclosed environment, with Argon-gas inflow 

and the presence of dry ice reducing the relative humidity to below 20 % and hence the dewpoint to below 0 °C. 

 

Data Processing 

Spectral measurements were recorded throughout this process (i.e., from before blade coating to steady state 

spectra), with time zero set to the first detection frame in absorption after the blade passed the optical path of white 

light. 

 

Spectral processing steps for both absorbance and PL are as follows: 

1. Convert PL spectra to be plotted against energy (rather than wavelength)4 by dividing by E2 and correct for 

the efficiency of all optical elements using a calibrated standard. 

2. Calculate time axis from total duration of measurement and number of acquired spectra, considering time 

zero as detailed above. 

3. Subtract a constant baseline in absorption, using the average absorbance between 1.65 and 1.70 eV for 

each frame. 

4. Plot final spectra. 

5. Divide the PL spectra by the absorption, 1 – 10^(-absorbance) (reflection is neglected) at the excitation 

wavelength (520 nm, 2.38 eV), thereby extracting an approximate PLQY. 

6. Select a spectrum just after time zero only comprising contributions from non-aggregated chains. 
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7. Vertically scale (PL: also laterally shift) this non-aggregated spectrum to match the high energy side of the 

measured spectra in overlap region (2.05 to 2.25 eV for PL, 2.75 to 2.95 eV for absorbance with individual 

adjustments, e.g. see Figure 1 in the main text), then subtract to leave aggregated contribution. 

8. Integrate aggregate PL and absorbance peaks. 

9. Fit aggregate PL and absorbance spectra in a specific region (1.55-2.0 eV for PL, 1.92-2.6 eV for absorbance 

with individual adjustments) with Equations 1 and 2, respectively, using the LMFIT python library5 with a 

standard Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation algorithm. Fitting was performed backward in time and fitting 

results were used as start parameters for the subsequent fit. For absorbance, additional weights 𝑤(𝐸) 

were introduced according to 𝑤(𝐸) = 0.5 ⋅ (1 + erf (
𝐸−(𝐸0+1.5⋅𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏

60meV
)) + 0.2 to give more attention to 0-0 

and 0-1 peaks. 

10. Plot extracted parameters and aggregate absorption integral vs time. 

 

Rationalizing the fitting approach 

The fitting equations for the aggregate only spectra are described in the manuscript. In emission, we use a modified 

Franck-Condon approach, modifying the 0-0 peak with a factor ,6 while in absorption we choose a simplified 

progression of equally spaced Gaussian peaks. For convenience, the equations are reprinted here: 

𝑃𝐿(𝐸) ∝ 𝐸3 [𝛼 exp (
(𝐸 − 𝐸0)2

2𝜎2
) + ∑

𝑆eff
𝑚

𝑚!
 exp (−

(𝐸 − (𝐸0 − 𝑚𝐸vib))2

2(𝜎 + 𝑚 ⋅ 𝛥𝜎)2
)

𝑚=3

𝑚=1

]           (1) 

𝐴𝑏𝑠(𝐸) = 𝐸 ∑ 𝐴𝑚 exp (−
(𝐸 − (𝐸0 + 𝑚𝐸vib))2

2(𝜎 + 𝑚 ⋅ 𝛥𝜎)2
)

𝑚=3

𝑚=0

                                (2) 

Here, 𝐸 is the photon energy, 𝐸0 the energetic location of the 0-0 peak, 𝑚 peak number, 𝜎 peak width, and 

𝐸vibthe effective vibrational mode energy. Following Yamagata et al.,7 we include an additional broadening term of 

𝑚 ⋅ 𝛥𝜎, which mimics the presence of several closely spaced vibronic modes in our effective-mode approach. This 

results in drastically improved fitting quality and allows to extract relevant parameters more reliably, see Figure S2. 

For simplicity, we assume a fixed Huang-Rhys parameter of 1 in emission.6 𝐸vib and  depend on the relative 

intensity of the overlapping vibronic modes. In principle they need to be extracted from the fit. To reduce fitting 

complexity we set them to the constant values of 𝐸vib = 178  meV, 𝛥𝜎 = 23.4  meV in emission and 𝐸vib =

156.2 meV, 𝛥𝜎 = 25.9 meV in absorption, determined by a global average over all data sets. 

The presence of the broadening term further needs to be considered for the calculation of the 0-0/0-1 peak ratio. 

The intensity of a vibronic line is defined via the spectral integral over the peak. It is proportional to the respective 

amplitude for Gaussian line shapes with equal peak widths, where intensity ratios can directly be calculated by the 

ratio of the peak amplitudes. Considering the broadening term results in a correction of the peak ratio according to 
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 S4 

 

Figure S1: Temperature dependent Absorption of P3HT in CF and THF for a concentration of 10 mg ml-1. Due to the 

high concentration, the detector saturates at higher energies. 
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Figure S2: Rationalizing the additional broadening term for a generic multi-mode Franck-Condon progression8 

calculated with E0 = 1.984 eV,  = 49.1 meV and Huang-Rhys parameters of S(178 meV) = 0.425, 

S(170.7 meV) = 0.143, S(149.2 meV) = 0.129, S(134.8 meV) = 0.128 and S(103.9 meV) = 0.281. This results in a 

theoretical 0-0/0-1 ratio of 0.90. The vibrational energies resemble typical vibrational modes in P3HT.9 The standard 

single-mode approach gives systematically too large results for line width and 0-0/0-1 ratio. The additional 

broadening term reasonably recovers the parameters used for calculating the generic Franck-Condon progression 

and reduces the residual significantly. 
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 S6 

 

 

Figure S3: Example aggregate absorbance fits. 
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Figure S4: Example aggregate emission fits. 
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Figure S5: In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S5 (continued): In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S5 (continued): In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S5 (continued): In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S5 (continued): In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S5 (continued): In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S5 (continued): In situ spectra and evolution of optical parameters for all data sets. 
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Figure S6: Temperature dependent fraction of aggregate of a different batch of P3HT in THF solution for different 

concentrations, showing change in Tc with concentration. 
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Figure S7: Comparison of steady state PL and absorption spectra of films coated from THF at 35°C without and with 

reduced evaporation rate. For absorption, the separation of the measured spectra (black) into disordered (orange) 

and aggregated (blue) contribution is also shown. In emission, only contributions of the aggregated phase are visible. 
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Table S1: Hansen solubility parameters for P3HT, chloroform (CF) and tetrahyrdrofuran (THF).10–13 𝛿𝑑, 𝛿𝑝 and  𝛿ℎ 

indicate the dispersion, polar and hydrogen-bonding components, respectively.  

Polymer/Solvent 
𝜹𝐝 

(MPa0.5) 

𝜹𝐩 

(MPa0.5) 

 𝜹𝐡 (MPa0.5

) 

P3HT 18.6 2.9 3.2 

CF 17.8 3.1 5.7 

THF 16.8 5.7 8.0 

 

 

 

Table S2: Approximate aggregate formation onset and completion times from in-situ spectra, corresponding to 

vertical lines in fitting parameter transients.  

Tsub (°C) 
 tstart (s)  tquench (s)  tfinal (s) 

 CF THF   CF THF   CF THF 

5  1.00 -  5.40 -  6.4 - 

10  4.95 -  6.35 -  6.9 - 

15  0.85 -  1.15 -  1.8 - 

20  1.78 0.70  1.78 3.70  2.3 4.4 

25  1.54 0.40  1.54 0.93  2.0 4.6 

30  0.85 1.00  0.85 1.20  1.5 4.8 

35  - 0.85  - 0.85  - 1.3 

40  - 0.35  - 0.35  - 0.8 

45  - 0.4  - 0.4  - 0.7 
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Appendix





A Graphical user interface for
Franck-Condon analysis

I developed a graphical user interface to make the work flow for Franck-Condon fitting easier.
It allows to process several spectra from the same file and fitting as many progressions as
desired. Further, it automatically calculates the normalization to the photon density of
states. Results can be saved to data files along with a plot of the fit. Further processing and
plotting, for example in Origin, is easily possible. Figure A.1 shows a screenshot with data
and fits from the publication in Chapter 7 (emission of TT in hexane at a concentration of
5.0× 10−6 M at 220 K, fitted with two multimode Franck-Condon progressions). The source
code of the graphical user interface is rather lengthy and can be obtained upon request, the
code for the relevant calculations is printed on the following pages.

Figure A.1: Screenshot of both windows of the fitting program. The left window contains all adjustable
parameters and general settings, the right window shows a plot with the correctly normalized data, all
individual progressions, the 0 – 0 and all 0 – 1 peaks of the active progression, and the residuals. In case
of more than one Franck-Condon progressions, the plot contains also a line, which corresponds to the
difference of data and the sum of all inactive progressions.
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A Graphical user interface for Franck-Condon analysis

Source code for calculating Franck-Condon progressions
"""
Created on Tue May 23 17:43:16 2017

@author: Stefan Wedler
5 Class which calculates a multimode Franck-Condon progression, which is able

to consider as many vibrational modes as wanted.

Formula for fitting is described in
Ho et al, J. Chem. Phys., 115, 2709 (2001); doi: 10.1063/1.1372508

10 """

import scipy as sc
from scipy.special import factorial
import os

15 from time import strftime

# String constants, which define the identifiers for the parameter dict.
# 1. Constants necessary for every FC progression
_PARAM_E00 = ’E00’

20 _PARAM_EVIB = ’E_vib’
_PARAM_S = ’S’
_PARAM_SIGMA = ’sigma’
_PARAM_AMPL = ’A’
# 2. Constant for aggregation effects:

25 # suppression/enhancement of 0-0 peak, as described in
# Clark 2007; doi: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.206406
_PARAM_ALPHA = ’alpha’

# String constants, which define the identifiers for the options dict
30 _OPTION_NORM = ’normalize’

_OPTION_EMAX = ’E_max’
_OPTION_MODE = ’mode’

#%% Helper functions for array conversion, saving and loading parameters
35 def to_array(inp, str_func, var):

#Helper-function, which takes an input and converts into numpy array.
if type(inp) is int: inp = float(inp)
if type(inp) is float:

inp = [inp]
40 if type(inp) is list:

inp = sc.array(inp)
elif type(inp) is not sc.ndarray:

print(str_func + ’: Input error’)
print(’ cannot convert ’ + var + ’ to array-like structure’)

45 return []
return inp

def read_dict(file_in):
"""

50 Reads a dictionary from a file and automatically converts
values of parameter/option keys to the correct dtype.
The keys must be located in the first column and the values
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in the second column. The columns must be separated by single tabs.

55 Input
-----
file_in: string

The name of the file, which will be imported.

60 Returns
-------
Dictionary with correct dtypes for parameters and options.
"""
# read keys from col 1 and values from col 2

65 try:
keys = sc.genfromtxt(file_in,dtype=str,delimiter=’\t’,usecols=(0))
vals = sc.genfromtxt(file_in,dtype=str,delimiter=’\t’,usecols=(1))
res = dict(zip(keys,vals))

except:
70 res = {}

# make correct type conversions for each value
# for the array-types: add ’,’ to prevent conversion problems
# with single values
if _PARAM_E00 in res: res[_PARAM_E00] = float(res[_PARAM_E00])

75 if _PARAM_EVIB in res: res[_PARAM_EVIB] = sc.array(eval(res[_PARAM_EVIB]+’,’))
if _PARAM_S in res: res[_PARAM_S] = sc.array(eval(res[_PARAM_S]+’,’))
if _PARAM_SIGMA in res: res[_PARAM_SIGMA] = float(res[_PARAM_SIGMA])
if _PARAM_AMPL in res: res[_PARAM_AMPL] = float(res[_PARAM_AMPL])
if _PARAM_ALPHA in res: res[_PARAM_ALPHA] = float(res[_PARAM_ALPHA])

80 if _OPTION_EMAX in res: res[_OPTION_EMAX] = float(res[_OPTION_EMAX])
if _OPTION_NORM in res: res[_OPTION_NORM] = bool(eval(res[_OPTION_NORM]))
return res

def write_dict(file_out, dict_out, comment = ’’):
85 """

A dictionary is written to a file in human readable format.
An optional comment can be written on top of the dictionary.

Input
90 -----

file_out: string
Contains the file name of the output file.

dict_out: dict
95 The dictionary, which is written into the output file.

comment: string (optional)
optional comment

"""
100 with open(file_out,’w’) as f:

# handle comment
if comment != ’’:

comment = ’# ’ + comment.replace(’\n’,’\n# ’) + ’\n’
f.write(comment)

105 # export dict
for key in dict_out:
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A Graphical user interface for Franck-Condon analysis

f.write(str(key) + ’\t’)
if isinstance(dict_out[key],sc.ndarray):

# write numpy arrays elementwise, separated by comma
110 str_tmp = [’{:.4}’.format(s) for s in dict_out[key]]

f.write(’, ’.join(str_tmp) + ’\n’)
else:

f.write(str(dict_out[key]) + ’\n’)

115 #%% Helpers for actual FC calculation
def get_vib_numbers(E_vib, E_max):

"""
Calculates all possible combinations of vibrational quanta recursively,
whose combined energy is smaller than E_max. The vibrational energies

120 E_vib must be given as list-like object

Example output
--------------
One mode:

125

>>> get_vib_numbers(0.15, 0.5)
[array([0]), array([1]), array([2]), array([3])]
"""
# E_vib must be converted from list/float to array

130 E_vib = to_array(E_vib, ’get_vib_numbers’, ’E_vib’)
# set up result list
res = []
# number of vibronic modes
N = len(E_vib)

135 # number of maximum vibronic quanta. Set to one for all non-positives
if E_vib[-1] > 0:

N_max = E_max/E_vib[-1] + 0.001
else:

N_max = 1
140 if N==1:

# one mode: vibronic quanta up to E_max
for i in sc.arange(N_max, dtype = int):

res += [(i,)]
elif N > 1:

145 # more modes: vary the last mode ...
for m in sc.arange(N_max, dtype = int):

# ... and make list of other modes recursively
E_max2 = E_max - m*E_vib[-1]
res_tmp = [tuple(r) for r in get_vib_numbers(E_vib[:-1], E_max2)]

150 for l in res_tmp:
res += [l+(m,)]

return [sc.array(r) for r in res]

155 def calculate_lineshape(x, E0, sigma):
# Calculates the line shape function (currently only Gaussian).
gaussian = sc.exp(-0.5 * ((x - E0)/sigma)**2)
return gaussian

160 # Container class to wrap up all the house keeping
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class FCprogressionMulti():
# set up all variables and options
def __init__(self,energy=None,parameters={},**options):

self.vibrNumbers = None
165 self.FCfactors = None

self.vibrLines = None
self.progression = None
self.energy = energy
self.mainLines = []

170 # set up parameters, read from filename if not empty
if isinstance(parameters,str) and os.path.isfile(parameters):

parameters = read_dict(parameters)
self.set_parameters(parameters)
# now the same for all of the options. Take options from parameters

175 # in case there are option keys inside them, but override
# by explicit options from **options
options = {**parameters,**options}
self.set_options(**options)
# and calculate the progression

180 self.calculate_vibr_numbers()

# sets all parameters. Use defaults for missing parameters. Should only be
# used for complete new sets of parameters
def set_parameters(self,parameters):

185 self.parameters = {}
# E00
if _PARAM_E00 in parameters: p = parameters[_PARAM_E00]
else: p = 0
self.parameters[_PARAM_E00] = p

190 # amplitude
if _PARAM_AMPL in parameters: p = parameters[_PARAM_AMPL]
else: p = 1.0
self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL] = p
# 0-0 suppression

195 if _PARAM_ALPHA in parameters: p = parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA]
else: p = 1.0
self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA] = p
# sigma
if _PARAM_SIGMA in parameters: p = parameters[_PARAM_SIGMA]

200 else: p = 0.05
self.parameters[_PARAM_SIGMA] = p
# huang rhys
if _PARAM_S in parameters: p = parameters[_PARAM_S]
else: p = sc.array([1.0])

205 self.parameters[_PARAM_S] = p
# vibrational energies
if _PARAM_EVIB in parameters: p = parameters[_PARAM_EVIB]
else: p = sc.array([0.18])
self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB] = p

210

# Set all options given as dictionary. Use defaults for missing options.
def set_options(self,**options):

self.options = {}
# Normalize to 0-0
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215 if _OPTION_NORM in options: o = options[_OPTION_NORM]
else: o = True
self.options[_OPTION_NORM] = o
# E_max
if _OPTION_EMAX in options: o = options[_OPTION_EMAX]

220 else: o = 4 * self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB][0]
self.options[_OPTION_EMAX] = o
# Absorption or PL
if _OPTION_MODE in options: o = options[_OPTION_MODE]
else: o = ’abs’

225 self.options[_OPTION_MODE] = o

# set the energy axis, where the calculations are performed
def set_energy(self,energy):

if isinstance(energy,sc.ndarray):
230 self.energy = energy

self.calculate_vibr_lines()

def update_progression(self):
self.calculate_vibr_numbers()

235

def calculate_vibr_numbers(self):
# calculate the vibrational numbers
hw = self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB]
eMax = self.options[_OPTION_EMAX]

240 self.vibrNumbers = sc.array(get_vib_numbers(hw,eMax))
self.mainLines = []
# make a list of all vibronic transitions with exactly 1 quantum
for i in range(len(self.vibrNumbers)):

if self.vibrNumbers[i].sum() == 1:
245 self.mainLines.append(i)

self.calculate_FC_factor()

def calculate_FC_factor(self):
vib = self.vibrNumbers

250 S = self.parameters[_PARAM_S]
self.FCfactors = sc.zeros(len(self.vibrNumbers))
fc = self.FCfactors
for i in range(fc.size):

prefactors = S**vib[i]/factorial(vib[i])
255 # for fitting, the exp(-S) term is not calculated, as it affects

# all single lines simultaneously
if _OPTION_NORM in self.options and not self.options[_OPTION_NORM]:

prefactors *= sc.exp(-S)
fc[i] = sc.product(prefactors)

260 # recalculate vibrational lines
self.calculate_vibr_lines()

def calculate_vibr_lines(self):
e = self.energy

265 # checking neccessary as otherwise some weird errors pops up...
if isinstance(e,sc.ndarray):

# prepare arrays for actual calculation
vibs = self.vibrNumbers
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vib_lines = sc.zeros((len(vibs),len(e)))
270 self.vibrLines = vib_lines

# get numeric values for the progression
A = self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL]
E00 = self.parameters[_PARAM_E00]
alpha = self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA]

275 E_vib = self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB]
sigma = self.parameters[_PARAM_SIGMA]
# use this factor to put the vibronic transitions on the
# correct side of the 0-0 transition
if self.options[_OPTION_MODE].lower() == ’abs’: AbsPL = 1

280 else: AbsPL = -1
# calculate contributing single lines and store in vib_lines[i]
for i,vib in enumerate(vibs):

# calculate position of considered single line. note: AbsPL = +-1
E_vib_line = E00 + AbsPL * sc.sum(E_vib*vib)

285 vib_lines[i] = calculate_lineshape(e, E_vib_line, sigma)
vib_lines[i] *= self.FCfactors[i]

vib_lines *= A
# modify 0-0 peak. If not explicitely set, then alpha is 1.0
vib_lines[0] *= alpha

290 # recalculate whole progression
self.calculate_progression()

def calculate_progression(self):
self.progression = sc.sum(self.vibrLines,axis=0)

295

# Here are all the helper functions to vary a distinct parameter
# and recalculate the whole progression
def set_A(self,A):

if self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL] == 0:
300 self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL] = A

self.calculate_vibr_lines()
elif isinstance(self.energy,sc.ndarray):

factor = A / self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL]
self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL] = A

305 self.vibrLines *= factor
self.calculate_progression()

else: self.parameters[_PARAM_AMPL] = A

def set_alpha(self,alpha):
310 if self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA] == 0:

self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA] = alpha
self.calculate_vibr_lines()

elif isinstance(self.energy,sc.ndarray):
factor = alpha / self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA]

315 self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA] = alpha
self.vibrLines[0] *= factor
self.calculate_progression()

else: self.parameters[_PARAM_ALPHA] = alpha

320 def set_e00(self,e00):
self.parameters[_PARAM_E00] = e00
self.calculate_vibr_lines()
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def set_sigma(self,sigma):
325 self.parameters[_PARAM_SIGMA] = sigma

self.calculate_vibr_lines()

def set_S(self,S,i):
S_old = self.parameters[_PARAM_S]

330 if len(S_old) > i:
S_old[i] = S
self.calculate_FC_factor()

def set_hw(self,hw,i):
335 hw_old = self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB]

if len(hw_old) > i:
hw_old[i] = hw
self.calculate_vibr_numbers()

340 def add_vibration(self,hw,S):
self.parameters[_PARAM_S] = sc.append(self.parameters[_PARAM_S],S)
self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB] = sc.append(self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB],hw)
self.calculate_vibr_numbers()

345 def remove_vibration(self,i):
if i >= len(self.parameters[_PARAM_S]): return
self.parameters[_PARAM_S] = sc.delete(self.parameters[_PARAM_S],i)
self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB] = sc.delete(self.parameters[_PARAM_EVIB],i)
self.calculate_vibr_numbers()

350

def set_E_max(self,emax):
self.options[_OPTION_EMAX] = emax
self.calculate_vibr_numbers()

355 def set_normalize(self,norm):
self.options[_OPTION_NORM] = norm
self.calculate_FC_factor()

def set_mode(self,mode):
360 self.options[_OPTION_MODE] = mode

self.calculate_vibr_lines()

# get the main vibronic modes for plotting
def get_main_modes(self):

365 out = [sc.array(self.vibrLines[0])]
for i in self.mainLines:

out.append(sc.array(self.vibrLines[i]))
return out

370 # save parameters in a file that is human readable and can be used to
# create a FCprogressionMulti object
def save_parameters(self,fileOut,**options):

comment = ’Parameter report Franck-Condon analysis.\n’\
+’Runtime: ’ + strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")

375 dict_out = {**self.parameters, **self.options, **options}
write_dict(fileOut,dict_out,comment)
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B Analysis of time-resolved data using
reconvolution fitting

Every experimental setup for time resolved measurements has a finite temporal resolution.
This resolution is usually characterized by the instrument response function (IRF), which
distorts the actual response of a sample R(t). It is a superposition of several contributions, for
example the finite pulse width of a pulsed excitation laser, the characteristic response times
of detection units, or the bandwidth of electronic measurement devices. The undistorted
response of the sample can in principle be recovered, if the IRF is known precisely. The
reason is that the measured signal S(t) can be written as a convolution (denoted as star
operator) of the response of the sample with the IRF:

S(t) = (R ∗ IRF)(t) =
∞∫
−∞

R(t′) · IRF(t− t′) dt′ (B.1)

The convolution theorem states that the convolution of two functions in the time domain
reduces to a simple multiplication in the Fourier domain according to

S(ω) = R(ω) · IRF(ω) (B.2)

where the Fourier transform is indicated by the ω-dependence. In principle, this relation
allows to deconvolute the undistorted response R(t) of the sample by dividing the Fourier
transform of the measurement S(ω) by the Fourier transform of the IRF and performing an
inverse Fourier transform. However, this approach does not work for actual measurements,
as all measured signals are subject to noise. A more practical approach is reconvolution.
The response of the sample is modelled by appropriate decay laws. For example, the
photoluminescence decay of a single emitter will follow an exponential decay law according
to R(t) = A · exp(−kt) in the most simple case. This a priori information can be used to
analyse the decay curve S(t) in a reconvolution fit

S(t) =
∞∫
−∞

A · exp(−kt′) · IRF(t− t′)dt′ (B.3)
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Figure B.1: Examples for convolution calculations. (a) A generic monoexponential decay with rate
constant k = 0.2 ns−1 is convoluted with a Gaussian IRF centered at 3 ns and σ = 0.4 ns with and without
zerobinning. (b) Biexponential reconvolution fit (light blue) of TT in chlorobenzene at a concentration of
5× 10−5 M, excited at 485 nm and detected at 640 nm (dark blue). The inset shows a magnification of
the first 5 ns.

Nonlinear least-square algorithms can calculate the most probable values for the fitting
parameters A and k. For this it is important to keep numerical efficiency in mind. The
convolution operation is computational expensive, and for typical time correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) measurements this can become a bottleneck, as time traces consist
of 216 = 65536 individual data points. The reconvolution theorem in Equation B.2 provides an
easy solution, as the numerical expensive integration is replaced by Fourier transformations,
which are numerically cheap when using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. However,
some practical pitfalls can arise due to the cyclic nature of the FFT for discrete datasets. If
the FFT is directly applied to the measured S(t) and IRF(t), the algorithm assumes that
the data is continued periodically. This can be circumvented by so-called zero-binning, that
means for a time series consisting of N distinct data points, a further number of N zeros
is attached at the end of that data series. Figure B.1 a shows the difference for a generic
exponential decay with a rate constant of k = 0.2 ns−1. It is convoluted with a Gaussian IRF,
centered at 3 ns and a width of σ = 0.4 ns. If zero-binning is not performed, the temporal
evolution of the exponential decay is assumed to be periodic. This results in a finite residual
decay at the beginning. Including zero-binning eliminates this mathematical violation of
causality.

I implemented a Python script to perform reconvolution fittings to time resolved measure-
ments, for example the decay of photoluminescence from TCSPC measurements. Figure B.1 b
shows an example of a biexponential fit to the decay of TT emission in chlorobenzene
(5× 10−5 M) detected at 640 nm after pulsed excitation at 485 nm. The IRF is also shown in
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yellow and was acquired by measuring the time trace at a detection wavelength of 485 nm,
which corresponds to the laser wavelength. The reconvolution fit can recover two decaying
contributions of (1.94± 0.07) ns (85% intensity) and (0.38± 0.07) ns (15% intensity). Fur-
thermore, the measurement artefact near 50 ns is fully recovered by the reconvolution fit.
This example further shows that an apparent slower build-up of the signal right after the
excitation can be due to the finite width of the IRF, as can be seen in the inset of Figure B.1.
Therefore, care needs to be taken to distinguish whether signal build-ups are real and hint to
actual physical processes in the material, or whether this is an effect of the IRF shape.

Source code of the analysis script
"""
Created on Thu Aug 31 13:48:30 2017

@author: Stefan Wedler
5

little script to do some reconvolution fitting for tcspc measurements.
currently there are three model decays implemented with only the monoexponential
explicitly shown here; more models should be self-explanatory when looking
at the implemented ones.

10

(re)convolution is done by an fft-algorithm, exploiting the convolution
theorem to speed up calculations.
"""

15 import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import lmfit

# here comes the convolution stuff which takes care of that nasty
20 # indexing you have when fiddling with ffts (zero binning to avoid

# that the convolution is assumed to be periodic)
def convolve(arr1, arr2):

n = len(arr1)
arr1_fft = np.fft.rfft(arr1,n=2*n)

25 arr2_fft = np.fft.rfft(arr2,n=2*n)
# residual imaginary parts due to rounding errors are discarded
return np.real(np.fft.irfft(arr1_fft*arr2_fft)[:n])

# Model function for fitting. It returns either the model for data==None, the
30 # residual for data!=None and the weighted residual for eps!=None.

# For missing IRF, only the model is calculated without convolution
def convolutionMonoExponential(params,t,data=None,irf=None,eps=None):

# get the parameters and set defaults for missing optional parameters
parvals = params.valuesdict()

35 amp = parvals[’amplitude’]
tau = parvals[’tau’]
# t_irf is a temporal offset between data and irf
if ’t_irf’ in parvals:
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B Analysis of time-resolved data using reconvolution fitting

t_irf = parvals[’t_irf’]
40 else:

t_irf = 0
# c is a constant offset. sometimes you have to fiddle with that as well
if ’c’ in parvals:

c = parvals[’c’]
45 else:

c=0
# calculate the model decay
model = amp * np.exp(-t/tau)
# do the convolution of model and irf

50 if irf is not None:
irf = np.interp(t-t_irf,t,irf,0,0)
dt = np.diff(t)[0]
# dt is necessary because the convolution is usually an integral
model = convolve(model,irf)*dt

55 # add optional offset. I guess it could also be added before the convolution...
model += c
# return either model ...
if data is None:

return model
60 # ... or residual ...

if eps is None:
return model-data

# ... or the scaled residual when uncertainties are given
eps = np.where(eps>0,eps,1)

65 return (model-data)/eps

#%% here comes all the real fitting stuff (and setting up inputs)
# choose the fitting function
fitfunction = convolutionMonoExponential

70 # set up the input and output filenames
file_in_data = ’CT in Hex 0.25g-l/180K_800nm.dat’
file_in_irf = ’CT in Hex 0.25g-l/180K_IRF.dat’
file_out = ’CT in Hex 0.25g-l/180K_800nm_FitBiExp.dat’
# if you have short decays and don’t want to have all that zeros

75 # dangling at the end of your data, using disk space unnecessarily,
# everything beyond tmax is cropped
tmax = 100
# Data import. maybe you need to adjust skip_header and skip_footer, as they
# now skip that long header if you export it

80 t, irf = np.genfromtxt(file_in_irf,skip_header=133,skip_footer=1,unpack=True)
t,data = np.genfromtxt(file_in_data,skip_header=133,skip_footer=1,unpack=True)
# cropping data
i_tmax = np.argmin(abs(t-tmax))
t=t[:i_tmax]

85 irf = irf[:i_tmax]
data = data[:i_tmax]
# normalizing the irf to its area; gives less large amplitudes
irf = irf / np.trapz(irf,t)
# set up Parameters for fitting. unfortunately you need to adjust that

90 # manually if you want a different fit function to be used
params = lmfit.Parameters()
params.add(’amplitude’,1e4)
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params.add(’tau’,2.2,min=.2)
params.add(’c’,6,vary=True)#,min=0)

95 params.add(’t_irf’,-0.01,vary=True)
# fitting is done here. as the tcspc count data should be poisson distributed,
# the variance can be calculated according to sigma^2 = counts. the error is then
# estimated as np.sqrt(data)
fit = lmfit.minimize(fitfunction,params=params,args=(t,data,irf,np.sqrt(data)))

100 # print the result and write out all that stuff into output files
print(lmfit.fit_report(fit))
header = ’Reconvolution Fit using ’ + fitfunction.__name__ + ’\n’
header = header + lmfit.fit_report(fit)
header = header + ’\n\n\nTime (ns)\tData (Counts)\tIRF (normalized)\tFit\tResidual’

105 irf_shifted = np.interp(t-fit.params[’t_irf’].value,t,irf,0,0)
data_out = np.concatenate((t,data,irf_shifted,fitfunction(fit.params,t,irf=irf),

data - fitfunction(fit.params,t,irf=irf))).reshape((5,len(t))).transpose()
np.savetxt(file_out,data_out,fmt=’%.5e’,delimiter=’\t’,header=header)

110 # plot the results always in the same figure, which is ensured by num=1,clear=True
fig,ax = plt.subplots(figsize = (8,6),num=1,clear=True)
#ax.plot(t,abs(fit.residual*100))
ax.semilogy(t,data)
ax.plot(t,irf*1e3)

115 ax.plot(t,fitfunction(fit.params,t,irf=irf))
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C Improvements of the ultrafast transient
absorption setup

During the driving force work it turned out that there are some limitations of the setup as it
existed. The main reason is that detection was carried out using a photodiode in combination
with a lock-in amplifier. Therefore, data acquisition in the two-dimensional space wavelength
vs. time delay could only be performed point by point. Scanning within this two-dimensional
space had to be carried out in a highly selective way, as each individual measurement
point took 10 s or more, depending on the signal quality. One possibility to speed up data
acquisition is to replace the monochromatic detection scheme by a polychromatic detection.
The combination (slow) chopper–photodiode–lock-in amplifier can be replaced by a line scan
camera. To further increase acquisition speed and the signal/noise ratio, it is desirable to
implement a detection scheme, which relies on true shot-to-shot measurements. For this,
every second pump pulse needs to be blocked by a mechanical chopper. The repetition
rate of the RegA 9000 laser system is at 100 kHz, which is large compared to high power
amplifiers with repetition rates between 1 kHz and 10 kHz. This creates certain challenges
for shot-to-shot measurements. Every second pump pulse needs to be reliably blocked. In
principle, acousto-optic modulators can be used as pulse pickers, but they introduce too
much loss of laser power, which is critical for this setup. Thus, a mechanical chopper is
needed, which can modulate with half the laser repetition rate (here: 50 kHz). It is possible to
synchronize the rotation of a chopper wheel to modulation frequencies up to around 10 kHz,
which is too low here. It is however possible to synchronize the laser to the rotation of the
chopper. Kanal et al. [215] have the same laser system and found a home-built technical
solution. I adopted their solution to the transient absorption setup in the Köhler lab.
For this, I instructed the electronics workshop of the university to construct a synchro-

nization unit as well as a high speed mechanical chopper based on the published solution
(commercial systems were found to be unreliable).215 At first, I used a chopper blade from
Scitec Instruments with 445 slits. However, the slit width was too narrow to ensure the
generation of reliable synchronization signals. As a result I used a chopper blade with 300
slits fabricated from the mechanical workshop, which reduces the maximum laser repetition
frequency to 85 kHz. Incorporating the chopper device into the setup required some redesign
of the experimental layout, which is shown in Figure C.1. The basic working principle
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C Improvements of the ultrafast transient absorption setup

is explained and well documented in the PhD thesis of Thomas Unger and my Master
thesis,216,217 which also both contain the original layout. In short for the new layout, the
Vitesse Duo pumps and seeds the regenerative amplifier RegA 9000, which produces 200 fs
pulses at 800 nm with a pulse energy of 6 µJ. An autocorrelator uses a small part to monitor
pulse shape and width. About 15 % of the RegA output is separated by a beam splitter to
generate white-light in a YAG crystal as the probe beam. It is focussed onto the sample and
subsequently coupled into a Shamrock SR193 spectrograph for detection. The remaining part
of the RegA output is directed to an optical parametric amplifier (OPA 9400), which is used
to generate tunable pump pulses. The output of the OPA is directed over a translational
stage (Thorlabs DDS300) to control the temporal delay between pump and probe pulse.
Subsequently, the pump beam is guided through the fast chopper by two off-axis parabolic
mirrors. As the synchronization signal from the chopper is used to trigger the RegA, every
second laser pulse is blocked by the chopper blade. Finally, the pump beam is focussed by a
spherical mirror onto the white-light spot on the sample, and is dumped afterwards.

For detection, I replaced the photodiode with a fast line scan camera (AViiVA EM1), which
is synchronized with the laser repetition rate. Two subsequent frames can then be used for
calculation of a full transient absorption spectrum at a fixed temporal delay between pump
and probe pulses. For data acquisition, the delay stage is set to a certain temporal delay
and up to 10000 laser shots are averaged. Thus, one full spectrum at a fixed pump-probe
delay can be measured within less than one second, which is faster by orders of magnitude
compared to the former lock-in detection scheme. Then the translational stage moves to
the next point and the next temporal delay can be measured. In principle, the fast chopper
still allows using the lock-in detection scheme. This can be necessary in the NIR spectral
range, where the camera is insensitive. For this, the lock-in amplifier locks to the repetition
frequency of the laser, which can be viewed as a quasi-shot-to-shot detection and still speeds
up data acquisition.

To improve the signal/noise ratio, the full measurement range can be scanned several times.
A common approach is that the temporal measurement range is scanned randomly to minimize
noise from laser fluctuations. The original translational stage is moved by a stepper motor,
which drives a lead screw. Albeit allowing for precise positioning, this operational principle
is inherently slow with translational speeds of less than 1 cm/s. Therefore I replaced it with
a direct drive translational stage, which is driven by a DC motor. It can reach translational
speeds up to 40 cm/s and speeds up measurement significantly. A further advantage is that
it can be moved manually once power is off, which greatly simplifies optical alignment.
I measured the transient absorption of PDOPT in THF at a concentration of 0.2 g/l to

verify the functionality after all changes. The sample was excited at 500 nm, the scan was
performed for 300 positions of the translational stage, 8000 single-shot spectra were averaged
per point. The whole scan was repeated 20 times, which lead to a total measurement time
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Figure C.1: Layout of the setup after implementing fast chopper and line scan camera. The transparent
brown boxes correspond to desks for controller devices, black lines indicate laser safety walls. For a
description of the remaining parts see text.
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C Improvements of the ultrafast transient absorption setup

of 105 min. Figure C.2 a and b show 2D heat maps of the photoinduced absorption signal
up to 5 ps and over the complete measurement range, respectively. The heat map of the
initial evolution shows a characteristic property of the white-light. At negative time delays, a
curved pattern with a width of 1.5 ps is obviously visible. This is due to the dispersion of
the white-light. Contributions in the red spectral range of the white-light reach the sample
earlier than parts in the blue range of its spectrum. Therefore, spectra acquired for one
distinct position of the translational stage correspond to different time delays according to the
dispersion curve. The influence of dispersion can be corrected and results in this curvature.
Figure C.2 c contains transient absorption spectra averaged over specified delay intervals. For
early times, the spectra are a superposition of the ground state bleach between 500 nm and
560 nm and structured stimulated emission at 540 nm and above. The stimulated emission
shifts to longer wavelengths with increasing time delay and decays with a life time of 0.66 ns,
as extracted with a monoexponential fit on the temporal evolution in Figure C.2 d. This
result is consistent with emission decay times measured by Konstantin Schötz using the
streak camera in the framework of his master thesis.218 However, the transient absorption
spectra at the longest time delays still have significant contributions of the ground state
bleach, indicating quenching of the singlet emission by generation of longer-lived dark states,
which absorb outside of the measured spectral region. Possible candidates could be charges
generated by autoionization or an unusual strong intersystem crossing to triplet states.
However, further investigation is beyond the scope of this test measurement and could be
followed up separately.
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Figure C.2: Test measurements of PDOPT in THF at a concentration of 0.2 g/l. Heat maps of the
transient absorption signal (a) near zero time delay and (b) over the full measurement range. (c)
Spectra averaged over the time ranges as indicated. (d) Transients at four different wavelengths and a
monoexponential fit with a decay time of 0.66 ns.
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D Analysis of in situ data

Large data sets are created during in situ film formation experiments. I programmed a
graphical user interface in Python to simplify standard calculations on the raw data sets and
provide a possibility to get an overview about the different spectral evolutions. Figure D.1
shows a screenshot of the program with data loaded from Chapter 9.

Figure D.1: Screenshot of the GUI with measurement data for TT during spin coating (final graph: see
Figure 5.11 or Chapter 9). The black line in the 2D maps is interactively controlled by the slider on the
left, spectra at distinct times are shown on top and indicated by coloured lines. The left panel controls
basic calculations like choosing the laser wavelength, settings for spectral correction, or creating reference
spectra for OD calculation from the first frames. The plot is controlled in a separate tab, further tabs
for better control over spectral slices or time traces are included, though not yet implemented. Emission
spectra in the left column are normalized to 1.6 eV.
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D Analysis of in situ data

Implemented standard calculations are:

• Assign time axes for absorption and emission

• Background subtraction

• Calculate optical density (OD)

• Create reference spectrum from first frames if necessary

• Simple baseline subtraction in absorption for each frame

• Correcting emission for efficiency of the setup

• Transform x-axis from wavelength (nm) to energy (eV), using Jacobian transformation
in emission219,220

• Normalize emission to absorption at laser wavelength

• Normalization calculations for plotting (maximum, spectral area, fixed energy)

The processed 2D maps can be exported (with and without normalization), as well as the
spectra at distinct time steps shown in the graphs in the top row. Further, the total emission
intensity can be exported into a separate file. The source code for these standard calculations
is printed on page 231, the code for the remainder of the program is rather lengthy and can
be obtained upon request.
The exported data from the program can then be used for further processing. For spin

coating experiments, oscillations can occur due to an aliasing effect between the rotation
frequency of the spin coater and the acquisition rate of the CCD camera, as noted by
Thilo Kumrey in his Bachelor thesis.221 I suppressed these beat oscillations by applying an
interpolation algorithm in the Fourier domain, the code is printed on page 236.
The work in Chapter 10 required more sophisticated analysis, as every single spectrum

was separated into amorphous and aggregated contributions. The spectra of the aggregates
were further analysed by fitting spectral models using the following work flow:

1. Extract full 2D maps with the graphical interface.

2. Set individual time zero and crop unused data (crop_data.py).

3. Separate spectral contributions of aggregated species (Separating_aggregates.py).

4. Perform fit of spectral models (Fitting_Absorption.py, Fitting_Emission.py).

The corresponding Python scripts are distributed over several files and printed on page 237.
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Source code for spectral calculations in GUI
"""
Created on Mon Nov 13 14:13:27 2017

@author: Stefan Wedler
5 """

import scipy as sc
from scipy.integrate import simps
import os, glob
# values for displaying correct options in GUI

10 normalize = [’none’, ’max’, ’fixed’, ’area’]
dirCorrectionFunctions = ’Korrekturfunktionen’
filters = {’undefined’: 0, ’440 nm’: 440, ’515 nm’: 515, ’550 nm’: 550}
centerwavelengths = {’undefined’: 0, ’650 nm’: 650,

’700 nm’: 700, ’750 nm’: 750}
15 # little helper function

def get_index_from_array(arr, values=[]):
indices = []
try:

for val in values:
20 pass

except:
values = [values]

for val in values:
minDiff = abs(val-arr[0])

25 i = 0
for j,ar in enumerate(arr):

if abs(ar-val) < minDiff:
minDiff = abs(ar-val)
i = j

30 indices.append(i)
return indices

# all calculations are performed in this class
class Spectrum:

# initialize all fields
35 def __init__(self):

self.dirname = ’’
# set up all arrays
self.rawAbs = sc.zeros((1,1))
self.rawPL = sc.zeros((1,1))

40 self.background = sc.zeros((1))
self.reference = None
self.wavelength = sc.zeros((1,))
self.energy = sc.zeros((1,))
self.Abs = sc.zeros((1,1))

45 self.PL = sc.zeros((1,1))
# the norm-variables are plotted in the GUI
self.AbsNorm = self.Abs
self.PLNorm = self.PL
self.timeTotal = sc.zeros((1,))

50 self.timeAbs = sc.zeros((1,))
self.timePL = sc.zeros((1,))
# set up options
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D Analysis of in situ data

self.options = {’restrict PL’: (0,-1),
’restrict Abs’: (0,-1),

55 ’BG corrected’: False,
’PL correction’: None}

# data import and preliminary calculations
def import_data(self,dirname,ref=’’,wl=None,tMax = 0):

self.dirname = dirname
60 fileAbs = os.path.join(dirname,’Absorption.dat’)

filePL = os.path.join(dirname,’PL.dat’)
if ref: fileRef = ref
else: fileRef = os.path.join(dirname,’Reference.dat’)
fileBg = os.path.join(dirname,’Background.dat’)

65 self.rawAbs = sc.genfromtxt(fileAbs,delimiter=’ ’)#[:,1:]
self.rawPL = sc.genfromtxt(filePL,delimiter=’ ’)#[:,1:]
if os.path.isfile(fileRef):

self.reference = sc.genfromtxt(fileRef,delimiter=’ ’)
self.background = sc.genfromtxt(fileBg,delimiter=’ ’)

70 # get proper wavelength axis and convert to eV
if wl == None:

self.wavelength = sc.linspace(450,900,len(self.background))
print(’Warning: Dummy wavelength axis created’)

elif isinstance(wl,sc.ndarray):
75 self.wavelength = wl

elif isinstance(wl,str):
if not ’\\’ in wl:

wl = os.path.join(dirname,wl)
self.wavelength = sc.genfromtxt(wl, usecols=0)

80 self.energy = 1240. / self.wavelength
self.set_time(tMax)
# preliminary corrections and calculations
self.options[’BG corrected’] = False # BG correction only once!
self.subtract_BG()

85 self.correct_setup_efficiency()
self.convert_PL_to_energy()
self.calc_OD(0)
self.options[’restrict Abs’] = (0,len(self.energy))
self.options[’restrict PL’] = (0,len(self.energy))

90 # subtract provided background spectrum
def subtract_BG(self):

if self.options[’BG corrected’]: return #BG correction only once!
if self.reference is not None: self.reference -= self.background
for d in self.rawAbs:

95 d -= self.background
for d in self.rawPL:

d -= self.background
self.options[’BG corrected’] = True

# search for location of correction function
100 def get_correction_function(self, cwl, lpFilter):

strSearch = os.path.join(dirCorrectionFunctions, ’KorrFunk_in-Situ_neu_’)
strSearch = strSearch + ’CW’ + str(int(cwl))
strSearch = strSearch + ’_Filter’ + str(int(lpFilter)) + ’.dat’
files = glob.glob(strSearch)

105 if len(files) == 1:
self.options[’PL correction’] = files[0]
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else:
self.options[’PL correction’] = None

# correct PL for setup efficiency
110 def correct_setup_efficiency(self):

self.PL = sc.zeros_like(self.rawPL)
if self.options[’PL correction’]:

correction = sc.loadtxt(self.options[’PL correction’])[:,1]
correction = correction/correction[511] #normalize

115 else:
correction = sc.ones_like(self.PL[0])

for i in range(len(self.rawPL)):
self.PL[i] = self.rawPL[i] * correction

self.PLNorm = self.PL
120 # returns the integrated PL intensity. Does not affect state of Spectrum

def calculate_integrated_PL(self):
pl_local = sc.zeros_like(self.rawPL)
# Korrekturfunktion laden
if self.options[’PL correction’]:

125 correction = sc.loadtxt(self.options[’PL correction’])[:,1]
correction = correction/correction[511] #normalize

else:
correction = sc.ones_like(self.PL[0])

# Apply correction function and devide by eV ^= multiply with nm
130 # only ~photon counts in pl_local

for i in range(len(pl_local)):
pl_local[i] = self.rawPL[i] * correction * self.wavelength

bounds = self.options[’restrict PL’]
print(bounds)

135 integral = sc.zeros(len(pl_local))
# integral reduces to sum, as wavelength bins are about equidistant
for i in range(len(integral)):

integral[i] = pl_local[i,bounds[0]:bounds[1]].sum()
return integral

140 # Jacobian transformation
def convert_PL_to_energy(self):

for pl in self.PL:
pl /= self.energy**2

# Calculate OD; Reference can be constructed from the first frames
145 def calc_OD(self, refframes=0,numRefs=2):

self.Abs = sc.zeros_like(self.rawAbs)
if self.reference is None and refframes < 1: refframes = 1
# take the saved reference frame as reference
if refframes < 1:

150 data = sc.where(self.rawAbs>1, self.rawAbs, 1)
ref = sc.where(self.reference>0, self.reference, 0.01)
for i in range(len(data)):

self.Abs[i] = sc.log10(ref/data[i])
# or take the mean first refframes frames as reference

155 else:
for i in range(numRefs):

n = numRefs
dataPart = sc.where(self.rawAbs[i::n]>1, self.rawAbs[i::n], 1)
refPart = sc.mean(dataPart[:refframes],axis=0)

160 refPart = sc.where(refPart>0,refPart,0.01)
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ODPart = sc.zeros_like(dataPart)
for j in range(len(ODPart)):

ODPart[j] = -sc.log10(dataPart[j]/refPart)
self.Abs[i::n] = ODPart

165 self.AbsNorm = self.Abs
# simplest correction for oscillations/offsets
def level_OD(self,Emin,Emax):

i = sorted(get_index_from_array(self.energy,[Emin,Emax]))
for a in self.Abs:

170 a -= sc.mean(a[i[0]:i[1]])
# calculate time axis
def set_time(self,tMax):

n = len(self.rawAbs) + len(self.rawPL)
if tMax <= 0: tMax = n-1

175 self.timeTotal = sc.linspace(0,tMax,n)
self.timePL = self.timeTotal[::2]
self.timeAbs = self.timeTotal[1::2]

# divide emission by OD at laser
def correct_PL_laser_wavelength(self,wavelength):

180 # check if there was already a correction for laser wavelength
if ’Laser’ in self.options:

if self.options[’Laser’] == wavelength: return
self.correct_setup_efficiency()
self.convert_PL_to_energy()

185 # feature: if wavelength <= 0, don’t make any correction
if wavelength > 0:

print(’correcting for wavelength ’ + str(wavelength))
iLaser = get_index_from_array(self.wavelength,wavelength)[0]
a = sc.zeros(len(self.timeAbs)+1)

190 a[0] = self.Abs[0,iLaser]
a[1:] = self.Abs[0:,iLaser]
a = 0.5 * (a[0:-1]+a[1:])
for aa,p in zip(a,self.PL):

p /= 1 - 10**(-aa)
195 self.options[’Laser’] = wavelength

# determine array indices for restricted plotting
def restrict_Abs(self,eLow=None,eHigh=None):

if eLow == None:
iLow = 1023

200 else:
iLow = sc.absolute(self.energy-eLow).argmin()

if eHigh == None:
iHigh = 0

else:
205 iHigh = sc.absolute(self.energy-eHigh).argmin()

self.options[’restrict Abs’] = (iHigh,iLow)
def restrict_PL(self,eLow=None,eHigh=None):

if eLow == None:
iLow = 1024

210 else:
iLow = sc.absolute(self.energy-eLow).argmin()

if eHigh == None:
iHigh = 0

else:
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215 iHigh = sc.absolute(self.energy-eHigh).argmin()
self.options[’restrict PL’] = (iHigh,iLow)

# different ways of normalizing
def normalize(self,PL = True, mode=normalize[0], energy = None):

if PL:
220 self.PLNorm = self.PL * 1

res = self.PLNorm
i = self.options[’restrict PL’]

else:
self.AbsNorm = self.Abs * 1

225 res = self.AbsNorm
i = self.options[’restrict Abs’]

# case: max
if mode.lower() == normalize[1]:

for a in res:
230 a /= a[i[0]:i[1]].max()

# case: fixed energy
if mode.lower() == normalize[2] and energy != None:

i = get_index_from_array(self.energy,[energy])
for a in res:

235 a /= a[i]
# case: area
if mode.lower() == normalize[3]:

ints = sc.zeros(len(res))
for j in range(len(ints)):

240 ints[j] = abs(simps(res[j,i[0]:i[1]],self.energy[i[0]:i[1]]))
tmp = sc.divide(res.transpose(),ints).transpose()
for j in range(len(res)):

res[j] = tmp[j]
# export full 2dMaps in their normalized state

245 def saveData(self, fileOut):
fileOutAbs = fileOut + ’_Abs.dat’
time = self.timeAbs
data = self.AbsNorm
with open(fileOutAbs,’w’) as f:

250 for t in time: f.write(’\t{:.4f}’.format(t))
f.write(’\n’)
for wl,da in zip(self.energy,sc.transpose(data)):

out = f’{wl:.4f}\t’ + ’\t’.join([f’{dd:.5f}’ for dd in da]) + ’\n’
f.write(out)

255 fileOutPL = fileOut + ’_PL.dat’
time = self.timePL
data = self.PLNorm
with open(fileOutPL,’w’) as f:

for t in time: f.write(’\t{:.4f}’.format(t))
260 f.write(’\n’)

for wl,da in zip(self.energy,sc.transpose(data)):
out = f’{wl:.4f}\t’ + ’\t’.join([f’{dd:.5f}’ for dd in da]) + ’\n’
f.write(out)

# export calculated integrated PL
265 def saveIntegratedPL(self, fileOut):

fileOut = fileOut + ’_PL_integrated.dat’
dataOut = sc.concatenate(([self.timePL],[self.calculate_integrated_PL()]))
sc.savetxt(fileOut,dataOut.transpose())
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D Analysis of in situ data

Source code for FFT correction of aliasing effect
"""
Created on Fri Apr 10 10:05:59 2020

@author: Stefan Wedler
5 This little script performs a correction of disturbing aliasing

oscillations in the Fourier domain. The frequency spectra are smoothed
by local polynomial interpolation without the alias-peak.
An example of the successful correction can be found in the supporting
information of Chapter 9 (Figure S4)

10 """

import numpy as np

#%% data import
15 file_in_abs = ’cropped_Abs.dat’

data_in_abs = np.loadtxt(file_in_abs,skiprows=1)
with open(file_in_abs,’r’) as f:

time_abs = np.array(f.readline().split(),dtype=float)
energy_abs = data_in_abs[:,0]

20 data_in_abs = data_in_abs[:,1:]
#%% Actual fft algorithm here
# setup
i_interpol = 31, 62 # array indices of disturbing frequency
order = 3 # order of interpolation polynomial

25 n = 5 # number of points considered for interpolation
n_out = 1 # additional points affected by correction
# create necessary data for the polynomial interpolation routine, which is
# performed by "manual" linear least squares
t_i = np.zeros(2*n)

30 t_i[:n] = np.arange(-n,0)
t_i[n:] = 1+np.arange(n)
t_i_l = np.array([t_i**l for l in range(order+1)])[::-1]
ls = np.matmul(t_i_l,t_i_l.T)
# transform to the fourier space

35 data_fft = np.fft.rfft(data_in_abs,axis=1)
freq = np.fft.rfftfreq(time_abs.size,np.mean(np.diff(time_abs)))
# set up array for results
data_fft_corrected = data_fft * 1.0
# loop over all frequencies to correct

40 for ii in i_interpol:
# loop over all time traces
for j in range(data_fft.shape[0]):

# take relevant part of fft and separate real and imaginary part
f_i_r,f_i_i = np.zeros(2*n),np.zeros(2*n)

45 f_i_r[:n] = np.real(data_fft[j,ii-n:ii])
f_i_r[n:] = np.real(data_fft[j,ii+1:ii+n+1])
f_i_i[:n] = np.imag(data_fft[j,ii-n:ii])
f_i_i[n:] = np.imag(data_fft[j,ii+1:ii+n+1])
# linear least squares separately for real and imaginary part

50 rs = np.matmul(t_i_l,f_i_r)
solr = np.linalg.solve(ls,rs)
rs = np.matmul(t_i_l,f_i_i)
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soli = np.linalg.solve(ls,rs)
# calculate new values from the interpolated polynomial

55 corrected = np.polyval(solr,np.arange(-n_out,n_out+1.0)) + \
np.polyval(soli,np.arange(-n_out,n_out+1.0))*1j

data_fft_corrected[j,ii-n_out:ii+1+n_out] = corrected * 1.0
# transform back to the time domain
data_corrected = np.fft.irfft(data_fft_corrected,n=data_in_abs.shape[1],axis=1)

60 # data export is excluded for brevity

Source code for separation and fitting of aggregated contributions
File: crop_data.py

"""
Created on Thu Apr 9 09:02:08 2020

@author: Stefan Wedler
5 """

t0 = 25.8771

options = {’Cropped’: {’start’: 312, ’stop’: 530,’delta’:1}}
energy = {’abs’: (1.55,3.71), ’pl’: (1.0,2.45) }

10

files = [’Full_Maps_Abs.dat’,’Full_Maps_PL.dat’]

for f_in in files:
with open(f_in,’r’) as f:

15 data_in = f.readlines()
if ’Abs’ in f_in:

eMin,eMax = energy[’abs’]
else:

eMin,eMax = energy[’pl’]
20 for opts in options.keys():

file_out = f_in.replace(’Full’,opts)
limits = options[opts]
with open(file_out,’w’) as f:

for d in data_in:
25 line_in = d.split(’\t’)

line_out = [line_in[0]]
line_out += [d for d in line_in[1+limits[’start’]:limits[’stop’]+1:limits[’delta’]]]
if line_out[0] == ’’:

print(’File "’+f_in+f’" cropped from {line_out[1]} to {line_out[-1]}’)
30 if t0 != 0 :

line_out = [’’] + [f’{float(d)-t0:.3f}’ for d in line_out[1:]]
print(f’ Time adjusted, new range from {line_out[1]} to {line_out[-1]}’)

if line_out[0] == ’’ or eMin <= float(line_out[0]) <= eMax:
f.write((’\t’.join(line_out)+’\n’).replace(’\n’*2,’\n’))
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D Analysis of in situ data

File: HelpersFitting.py

"""
Created on Sun Oct 25 18:28:39 2020

@author: Stefan Wedler
5 This file contains several helper functions and variables, which are used

by all fitting scripts.
"""
import numpy as np
from pandas import DataFrame

10 from os.path import join
from distutils.util import strtobool
from glob import glob
# location of all measurement sets
base_dir = r’C:\Daten\Projekte\P3HT Bladecoating Matt\InSitu Messungen\Data Currently Used V14’

15 all_dirs = [
’CF/5C’,
’CF/10C’,
’CF/15C’,
’CF/20C’,

20 ’CF/25C’, # redo with new settings
’CF/30C Hazem’, # redo with new settings.
’THF/20C’, # redo with new settings
’THF/25C’, # redo with new settings
’THF/30C’, # redo with new settings

25 ’THF/35C Replacement’, # redo with new settings.
’THF/35C Saturated’, # redo with new settings.
’THF/40C’, # redo with new settings.
’THF/45C Hazem’,
]

30 #%% File input/output
# helpers for loading and saving 2d maps
def load_2d_map(file):

data = np.loadtxt(file,skiprows=1)
energy = data[:,0] * 1.0

35 data = data[:,1:] * 1.0
with open(file, ’r’) as f:

time = np.array(f.readline().split(),dtype=float)
return data,energy,time

def save_2d_map(file,data,energy,time):
40 with open(file,’w’) as f:

for t in time: f.write(’\t{:.4f}’.format(t))
f.write(’\n’)
for e,d in zip(energy,data):

f.write(f’{e:.4f}\t’ + ’\t’.join([f’{dd:.5f}’ for dd in d])+’\n’)
45 # helper for loading a dictionary from options file

def read_dict(file):
# read dict and do the correct conversions
try:

keys = np.genfromtxt(file,dtype=str,delimiter=’\t’,usecols=(0))
50 vals = np.genfromtxt(file,dtype=str,delimiter=’\t’,usecols=(1))

res = dict(zip(keys,vals))
except:
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res = {}
# here comes the conversion stuff

55 tuples = [’offset_range_abs’,’scaling_abs’,’scaling_pl’,
’fit_range_abs’,’fit_range_pl’]

for t in tuples:
if t in res: res[t] = tuple(eval(res[t]))

bools = [’pl_redshift’,’hw_vary_pl’,’S_eff_vary_pl’,’sigma_add_vary_abs’,
60 ’hw_vary_abs’]

for b in bools:
if b in res: res[b] = bool(strtobool(res[b]))

floats = [’nonaggregated_abs’,’e00_abs’,’sigma_abs’,’sigma_add_abs’,’hw_abs’,
’nonaggregated_pl’,’e00_pl’,’sigma_pl’,

65 ’sigma_high_pl’,’alpha_pl’,’hw_pl’,’S_eff_pl’]
for f in floats:

if f in res:
try: res[f] = float(res[f])
except: res[f] = np.nan

70 return res
# helper for making an excel sheet of the fitting parameters
def create_parameters_xls(dirs,fout):

settings_all = {d.replace(’\\Processed_new’,’’):
read_dict(join(base_dir,d,’varying_settings.dat’)) for d in dirs}

75 files_default = glob(’defaults*.dat’)
settings_default = {f[:-4]:read_dict(f) for f in files_default}
frame = DataFrame({**settings_default,**settings_all})
frame.to_excel(fout)

#%% convenience functions
80 # helper for getting indices of array elements

def get_indices(ar,*values):
indices = [np.argmin(np.abs(ar - ii)) for ii in values]
if len(indices)>1: indices = np.sort(indices)
else: indices = indices[0]

85 return indices
#%% actual fitting functions
# The fitting functions return either the model, the residual or a scaled
# residual depending on whether data and uncertainties are provided
# Gaussian lineshape

90 def gauss(x,x0,sigma):
return np.exp(-0.5 * (x-x0)**2 / sigma**2)

# doing a scaling fit including energy shifts
def fit_scaling(pars,x,amorph,data=None):

parval = pars.valuesdict()
95 dE = parval[’dE’]

amp = parval[’amp’]
descending = np.mean(np.diff(x))<0
if descending:

x = x[::-1]
100 amorph = amorph[::-1]

# additional shift by 0.01 introduced due to numerical stability
amorph_interpol = np.interp(x-(dE-0.01),x,amorph) * amp
if descending: amorph_interpol = amorph_interpol[::-1]
if data is None: out = amorph_interpol

105 else: out = data - amorph_interpol
return out
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D Analysis of in situ data

# emission clark model
def fit_emission_clark_var_sig(pars,energy,data=None,eps=None):

parvals = pars.valuesdict()
110 e00 = parvals[’e00’]

sigma = parvals[’sigma’]
sigma_high = parvals[’sigma_add’]
alpha = parvals[’alpha’]
amp = parvals[’amp’]

115 hw = parvals[’hw’]
S_eff = parvals[’S_eff’]
model = alpha * gauss(energy,e00,sigma)
factorial = 1.0
for i in np.arange(1,4):

120 factorial *= i
model += S_eff**i / factorial * gauss(energy,e00 - i*hw,sigma+i*sigma_high)

model = amp * model * energy**3
if data is None: return model
if eps is None: return model - data

125 return (model - data) / eps
# absorption gaussians with constant spacing
def fit_absorption_varying_amplitudes(pars,energy,data=None,weights=None):

parvals = pars.valuesdict()
e00 = parvals[’e00’]

130 sigma = parvals[’sigma’]
hw = parvals[’hw’]
sigma_add = parvals[’sigma_add’]
amplitudes = np.array([parvals[’a0’],parvals[’a1’],

parvals[’a2’],parvals[’a3’]])
135 out = np.zeros_like(energy)

for i,a in enumerate(amplitudes):
out += a * gauss(energy,e00 + i*hw, sigma + i*sigma_add)

out *= energy
if data is not None: out -= data

140 if weights is not None: out /= weights
return out

File: Separating_aggregates.py

"""
Created on Sun Oct 25 18:28:39 2020

filename: Separating_Aggregates.py
5 @author: Stefan Wedler

Separation should now be fine for the whole series of P3HT bladecoating
measurements.

10 This script does all the separation stuff to get the aggregate only
spectra. In addition, the emission is corrected for changes in absorption
at the laser wavelength and conversion to photons per energy interval also
takes place.
"""
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import numpy as np
import lmfit
from os.path import join
from HelpersFitting import (load_2d_map,get_indices,fit_scaling,read_dict,

20 base_dir,all_dirs)

for i in range(len(all_dirs)):
all_dirs[i] = join(all_dirs[i],’Processed_new’)

defaults = read_dict(’defaults_separation.dat’)
25 #%% loop over all measurement sets

for current_dir in all_dirs:
working_dir = join(base_dir,current_dir)
# read default options and replace by optional individual options
options = read_dict(join(working_dir,’varying_settings.dat’))

30 options = {**defaults,**options}
offset_range = options[’offset_range_abs’]
scaling_abs = options[’scaling_abs’]
scaling_pl = options[’scaling_pl’]
pl_redshift = options[’pl_redshift’]

35 # load absorption spectra
maps_abs, energy_abs, time_abs = load_2d_map(join(working_dir,’Cropped_Maps_Abs.dat’))
# subtract offset from absorption spectra
offset_abs = np.mean(maps_abs[np.arange(*get_indices(energy_abs,*offset_range))],axis=0)
maps_abs = maps_abs - offset_abs

40 # load emission spectra
maps_pl, energy_pl, time_pl = load_2d_map(join(working_dir,’Cropped_Maps_PL.dat’))
# calculate absorption at laser wavelength for emission correction
index_laser = np.argmin(np.abs(energy_abs-1240/520.0))
absorption_laser = 1.0 - 10**(-maps_abs[index_laser])

45 # do emission intensity correction
maps_pl = maps_pl / np.interp(time_pl,time_abs,absorption_laser)
# do conversion of emission from spectral power distribution to photon
# distribution per interval by dividing through photon energy
# THIS IS NOT DUE TO JACOBIAN TRANSFORMATION,

50 # BUT RESULTS FROM THE CORRECTION FUNCTION
maps_pl = maps_pl / energy_pl[:,np.newaxis]
# create aggregate spectra for absorption and emission. this can either
# be a spectrum from the loaded 2d maps, or externally loaded
if np.isnan(options[’nonaggregated_abs’]):

55 nonaggregated_abs = np.loadtxt(join(working_dir,’External_Nonaggregated_Abs.dat’),usecols=1)
else:

nonaggregated_abs = maps_abs.T[get_indices(time_abs,
options[’nonaggregated_abs’])] * 1.0

out = np.concatenate((energy_abs[:,np.newaxis],
60 nonaggregated_abs[:,np.newaxis]),axis=1)

np.savetxt(join(working_dir,’Internal_Nonaggregated_Abs.dat’),out,
fmt=’%.5e’,delimiter=’\t’)

if np.isnan(options[’nonaggregated_pl’]):
nonaggregated_pl = np.loadtxt(join(working_dir,’External_Nonaggregated_PL.dat’),usecols=1)

65 else:
nonaggregated_pl = maps_pl.T[get_indices(time_pl,

options[’nonaggregated_pl’])] * 1.0
out = np.concatenate((energy_pl[:,np.newaxis],
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D Analysis of in situ data

nonaggregated_pl[:,np.newaxis]),axis=1)
70 np.savetxt(join(working_dir,’Internal_Nonaggregated_PL.dat’),out,

fmt=’%.5e’,delimiter=’\t’)
# separate spectra for absorption - standard scaling w/o redshift
i_scale = np.arange(*get_indices(energy_abs,*scaling_abs))
# scaling done by "manual" leastsquare approach

75 factor_scaling_abs = np.mean((nonaggregated_abs[:,np.newaxis]*maps_abs)[i_scale],axis=0)
factor_scaling_abs = factor_scaling_abs / np.mean(nonaggregated_abs[i_scale]**2)
# scaled amorphous spectrum
nonaggregated_abs_scaled = nonaggregated_abs[:,np.newaxis] * factor_scaling_abs
# aggregates is amorphous minus scaled one

80 aggregated_abs = maps_abs - nonaggregated_abs_scaled
# separate spectra for emission - standard scaling with option of redshift
print(’separate emission spectra’)
i_scale = np.arange(*get_indices(energy_pl,*scaling_pl))
params = lmfit.Parameters()

85 # additional offset of 0.01 introduced due to numerical stability
params.add_many((’dE’,0.01,pl_redshift,-0.07,0.05), (’amp’,1.0,True))
# prepare arrays for results
factor_scaling_pl = np.zeros_like(time_pl)
energy_shift_pl = np.zeros_like(time_pl)

90 nonaggregated_pl_scaled = np.zeros_like(maps_pl)
aggregated_pl = np.zeros_like(maps_pl)
# do fit for every time step
for i in range(time_pl.size):

fit = lmfit.minimize(fit_scaling,params,args=(energy_pl[i_scale],
95 nonaggregated_pl[i_scale],

maps_pl[i_scale,i]))
factor_scaling_pl[i] = fit.params[’amp’].value
energy_shift_pl[i] = fit.params[’dE’].value - 0.01
nonaggregated_pl_scaled[:,i] = fit_scaling(fit.params,energy_pl,

100 nonaggregated_pl)
aggregated_pl = maps_pl - nonaggregated_pl_scaled

# saving results is omitted for brevity

File: Fitting_Absorption.py

"""
Created on Sun Oct 25 18:28:39 2020

filename: Fitting_Absorption.py
5 @author: Stefan Wedler

"""

import numpy as np
from scipy.integrate import simps

10 import lmfit
from os.path import join
from HelpersFitting import (load_2d_map, read_dict,get_indices,

fit_absorption_varying_amplitudes,
base_dir,all_dirs)
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for i in range(len(all_dirs)):
all_dirs[i] = join(all_dirs[i],’Processed_new’)

defaults = read_dict(’defaults_fitting_abs.dat’)
20 include_manual = True

# prepare lists for getting average values - needed for testing
hw_means = []
sigma_add_means = []

25 fit_model = fit_absorption_varying_amplitudes
#%% Looping through all measurement sets
for current_dir in all_dirs:

working_dir = join(base_dir,current_dir)
# read options

30 options = read_dict(join(working_dir,’varying_settings.dat’))
options = {**defaults,**options}
# fitting range
fit_range_abs = options[’fit_range_abs’]
# starting parameters

35 params = lmfit.Parameters()
params.add_many((’e00’,options[’e00_abs’],True,1.85,2.2),

(’sigma’,options[’sigma_abs’],True,0.03,0.1),
(’sigma_add’,options[’sigma_add_abs’],
options[’sigma_add_vary_abs’],0.0,0.05),

40 (’hw’,options[’hw_abs’],options[’hw_vary_abs’],0.14,0.2))
params.add_many((’a0’,0.5,True,0.0,2.0),

(’a1’,0.5,True,0.0,2.0),
(’a2’,0.5,True,0.0,2.0),
(’a3’,0.5,True,0.0,2.0))

45 # now load the aggregate only spectra
# aggregate spectra are already corrected for offset (abs)
aggregated_abs,energy_abs,time_abs = load_2d_map(join(working_dir,’Aggregates_Abs.dat’))
# preparing array for storing fitting results. Calculation for (corrected)
# peak ratio alpha is also stored there, but preformed after fitting

50 fits_abs = np.zeros_like(aggregated_abs)
fit_values_abs = np.zeros((time_abs.size,len(params)+3))
fit_stderr_abs = np.zeros((time_abs.size,len(params)+2))
# get indices for fitting
i_fit = np.arange(*get_indices(energy_abs,*fit_range_abs))

55 # the area of the aggregate can be calculated without fitting
fit_values_abs[:,0] = -simps(aggregated_abs,energy_abs,axis=0)
# load manual parameters if present
try:

params_manual_abs = np.loadtxt(join(working_dir,’Fit_Aggregates_Parameters_Manual_Abs.dat’)).T
60 if params_manual_abs.ndim == 1:

params_manual_abs = params_manual_abs[:,np.newaxis]
except:

params_manual_abs = np.array([[]])
# loop over all aggregate spectra for actual fitting

65 for j in range(len(time_abs)):
# do fitting in reverse. better for reusing parameters as start
i = -1-j
# in case of negative times do not fit. the algorithm is unstable
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D Analysis of in situ data

# and takes useless time
70 if time_abs[i] <= 0: continue

# the actual fit
if include_manual and time_abs[i] in params_manual_abs[0]:

keys = {key:kk+2 for kk,key in enumerate(params.keys())}
i_time = get_indices(params_manual_abs[0],time_abs[i])

75 for key in keys:
params[key].value = params_manual_abs[keys[key],i_time]

result = params
else:

weights = 0.5*(1+np.erf((energy_abs-params[’e00’].value-\
80 1.5*params[’hw’].value)/0.060))+0.2

fit = lmfit.minimize(fit_model,params,
args=(energy_abs[i_fit],

aggregated_abs[i_fit,i],
weights[i_fit]))

85 result = fit.params
# save fits and parameters
fits_abs[:,i] = fit_model(result,energy_abs)
for i_p,p in enumerate(result):

# +1 needed as area is stored as well
90 fit_values_abs[i,i_p+1] = 1.0 * result[p].value

fit_stderr_abs[i,i_p] = result[p].stderr
# reuse result as next starting parameter
params = result.copy()

# calculate the residual, which is used for plotting afterwards
95 residual_abs = aggregated_abs - fits_abs

# here the 0-0/0-1 ratio is calculated as well as the sigma-corrected value
# first calculate some needed values
area_scaled = fit_values_abs[:,0] / fit_values_abs[-20:,0].mean()
error_scaling = 1.0 - np.where(area_scaled<1,area_scaled,1)

100 keys = {key:i+1 for i,key in enumerate(params.keys())}
# and do more realistic estimation for sigma error
fit_stderr_abs[:,keys[’sigma’]-1] = np.sqrt((1e-3 + error_scaling * 4.0e-3)**2\

+ 0.04**2*fit_values_abs[:,keys[’sigma’]]**2)
# actual calculation of alpha from a0/a1

105 alpha_abs = fit_values_abs[:,keys[’a0’]] / fit_values_abs[:,keys[’a1’]]
fit_values_abs[:,-2] = alpha_abs
# error is assumed to scale somehow with the relative area of aggregates
alpha_stderr_abs = 0.01 + error_scaling * 0.065
fit_stderr_abs[:,-2] = alpha_stderr_abs

110 # now correct alpha for different linewidths
sig = fit_values_abs[:,keys[’sigma’]]
sig_add = fit_values_abs[:,keys[’sigma_add’]]
alpha_cor_abs = alpha_abs * sig / (sig + sig_add)
fit_values_abs[:,-1] = alpha_cor_abs

115 # error by standard error propagation
alpha_cor_stderr_abs = (fit_stderr_abs[:,keys[’sigma’]-1]/sig * sig_add/(sig + sig_add))**2
alpha_cor_stderr_abs += (alpha_stderr_abs/alpha_abs)**2
alpha_cor_stderr_abs = np.sqrt(alpha_cor_stderr_abs) * alpha_cor_abs
fit_stderr_abs[:,-1] = alpha_cor_stderr_abs

120

# now comes all the saving stuff - omitted for brevity
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File: Fitting_Emission.py

"""
Created on Sun Oct 25 18:28:39 2020

filename: Fitting_Emission.py
5 @author: Stefan Wedler

"""
import numpy as np
from scipy.integrate import simps
import lmfit

10 from os.path import join
from HelpersFitting import (load_2d_map,read_dict,get_indices,

fit_emission_clark_var_sig,
base_dir,all_dirs)

for i in range(len(all_dirs)):
15 all_dirs[i] = join(all_dirs[i],’Processed_new’)

defaults = read_dict(’defaults_fitting_pl.dat’)
include_manual = True
fit_model = fit_emission_clark_var_sig
# prepare lists for getting average values - needed for testing

20 hw_means = []
sigma_add_means = []
#%% Looping through all measurement sets
for current_dir in all_dirs:

working_dir = join(base_dir,current_dir)
25 # read options

options = read_dict(join(working_dir,’varying_settings.dat’))
options = {**defaults,**options}
# fitting range
fit_range_pl = options[’fit_range_pl’]

30 # starting parameters
params = lmfit.Parameters()
params.add_many((’e00’,options[’e00_pl’],True,1.7,1.96),

(’sigma’,options[’sigma_pl’],True,0.0,0.09),
(’sigma_high’,options[’sigma_high_pl’],False,0.0,0.1),

35 (’alpha’,options[’alpha_pl’],True,0.3,1.5),
(’amp’,50.0,True),
(’hw’,options[’hw_pl’],options[’hw_vary_pl’],0.14,0.2),
(’S_eff’,options[’S_eff_pl’],options[’S_eff_vary_pl’]))

# now load the aggregate only spectra
40 # aggregate spectra are already corrected for laser absorption (pl) and

# efficiency of optical elements (pl)
aggregated_pl,energy_pl,time_pl = load_2d_map(join(working_dir,’Aggregates_PL.dat’))
# preparing array for storing fitting results.
fits_pl = np.zeros_like(aggregated_pl)

45 fit_values_pl = np.zeros((time_pl.size,len(params)+2))
fit_stderr_pl = np.zeros((time_pl.size,len(params)+1))
# the area of the aggregate can be calculated without fitting
i_fit = np.arange(*get_indices(energy_pl,1.4,2.0))
fit_values_pl[:,0] = -simps(aggregated_pl[i_fit],energy_pl[i_fit],axis=0)

50 # get indices for fitting
i_fit = np.arange(*get_indices(energy_pl,*fit_range_pl))
# load manual parameters if present
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D Analysis of in situ data

try:
params_manual_pl = np.loadtxt(join(working_dir,’Fit_Aggregates_Parameters_Manual_PL.dat’)).T

55 if params_manual_pl.ndim == 1:
params_manual_pl = params_manual_pl[:,np.newaxis]

except:
params_manual_pl = np.array([[]])

# loop over all aggregate spectra for actual fitting
60 for j in range(len(time_pl)):

# do fitting in reverse. better for reusing parameters as start
i = -1-j
# in case of negative times do not fit.
if time_pl[i] <= 0: continue

65 # the actual fit
if include_manual and time_pl[i] in params_manual_pl[0]:

keys = {key:kk+2 for kk,key in enumerate(params.keys())}
i_time = get_indices(params_manual_pl[0],time_pl[i])
for key in keys:

70 params[key].value = params_manual_pl[keys[key],i_time]
result = params

else:
fit = lmfit.minimize(fit_model,params,

args=(energy_pl[i_fit],aggregated_pl[i_fit,i]))
75 result = fit.params

# save fits and parameters
fits_pl[:,i] = fit_model(result,energy_pl)
for i_p,p in enumerate(result):

fit_values_pl[i,i_p+1] = 1.0 * result[p].value
80 fit_stderr_pl[i,i_p] = result[p].stderr

# reuse result as next starting parameter
params = result.copy()

# calculate the residual, which is used for plotting afterwards
residual_pl = aggregated_pl - fits_pl

85 # here the 0-0/0-1 ratio is calculated as well as the sigma-corrected value
# first calculate some needed values
area_scaled = fit_values_pl[:,0] / fit_values_pl[-20:,0].mean()
error_scaling = 1.0 - np.where(area_scaled<1,area_scaled,1)
keys = {key:i+1 for i,key in enumerate(params.keys())}

90 # and do more realistic estimation for sigma error
fit_stderr_pl[:,keys[’sigma’]-1] = np.sqrt((1e-3 + error_scaling * 6.5e-3)**2 \

+ 0.04**2*fit_values_pl[:,keys[’sigma’]]**2)
# fit_stderr_pl[:,keys[’alpha’]-1] = 0.01 + error_scaling * 0.065

# now correct alpha for different linewidths
95 sig = fit_values_pl[:,keys[’sigma’]]

sig_add = fit_values_pl[:,keys[’sigma_high’]]
alpha_cor_pl = fit_values_pl[:,keys[’alpha’]] * sig / (sig + sig_add)
fit_values_pl[:,-1] = alpha_cor_pl
# error by standard error propagation

100 alpha_cor_stderr_pl = (fit_stderr_pl[:,keys[’sigma’]-1]/sig * sig_add/(sig + sig_add))**2
alpha_cor_stderr_pl += (fit_stderr_pl[:,keys[’alpha’]-1]/fit_values_pl[:,keys[’alpha’]])**2
alpha_cor_stderr_pl = np.sqrt(alpha_cor_stderr_pl) * alpha_cor_pl
fit_stderr_pl[:,-1] = alpha_cor_stderr_pl
# now comes all the saving stuff - omitted for brevity
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